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Introduction
Sea Week is a celebration. It's one of those rare school programs that can
saturate a class with learning opportunities without intimidating a single
child. The hundreds of teachers now participating in Sea Week throughout
Alaska have found it to be a highlight of the year--a week of delight and
awe, intrigue and excitement. It's a week that translates classroom science,
mathematics, language, history, social studies, art and music into the crash
of a wave, the scuttle of a crab, the drift of a kayak, the bark of a sea
lion, the taste of smoked salmon, the scent of a pier. The only frustrations
we' ve found are among educators who discover that a week isn't enough.
Many teachers have expanded their programs to a month. Several have
simply given up on trying to confine Sea Week to a time, and now make use
of the curriculum throughout the year. However you design your own pro-
gram, we' re confident that its primary ingredients--Alaska's kids and coast-
lines--come to you satisfaction guaranteed!

Shells and Insects is the third of seven Sea Week curriculum guides. The
book lends itse weII to a second grade curriculum, but is not "locked" into
that grade level. It has been adapted effectively to preschool, secondary and
adult education. Several factors are responsible for the versatility. One is
that while student activities in each book are at grade level, the teacher
background materials are written at university level, and can be transferred
to the classroom at any level the teacher desires. Another is that the cur-
riculum encourages the use of community resource experts, who can g ear
their talks and tours to anyone from preschoolers to retirees. A third reason
for the flexibility is that many of the student activities have latitude. When
in Volume VI the guide suggests building model boats, for instance, it in-
cludes the pattern for a paper cutout. But the same activity can be used by
high schoolers constructing complicated models, or by adult students trying
their hands at building an actual kayak!

The lives of all Alaskans are touched often by the sea--literally, aesthetical-
ly, productively. To begin with is the sheer immensity of the Alaska coast-
line. It stretches and twists, pounds and lies placid along two oceans and
three seas for 6,640 miles � more than half that of all the contiguous United
States. Islands, inlets, bays, fjords and delta regions add another 28,000
miles of saltwater shoreline for a total of 34,640 miles--a distance almost equal
to twice the circumference of the earth. Alaska's continental shelf covers
more than 830,000 square miles, which is more than 75 percent of the U. S.
total. More than 90 percent of the fish caught in the U.S. come from Alaska
waters. And Alaska's coastal zones, both onshore and offshore, contain an
estimated 75 biLtion barrels of petroleum and 380 trillion cubic feet of natural
gas � amounts that would equal 50 percent of the nation's remaining petroleum
reserves.

More than three-quarters of Alaska's almost half-million people live along its
coastline. Their careers are generally sea-related. Grocers sell to the
fishing flee, lumbermen float their log rafts oversea to the mill, real estate
salespeople get more money for property with an ocean view, and school
teachers find that one of the most effective ways to spark interest in a
child's eyes is to turn those eyes seaward.



The bulk of Alaska's culture is so closely interlaced with the sea that in many
cases the sea is Alaska culture. The seven volumes of the Sea Week Curric-
ulum Series escort youngsters through the crafts, arts, music and oral and
written literature of the coastal Haida, Tlingit, Koniag, Chugach, Aleut,
Yupik and Inupiat, as well as through the poetry, literature and artwork of
Alaska today.

And even the lives of that one-quarter of Alaska's folk who don't live along
the coastline are linked to the sea. They are consumers of sea products, of
course; and beneficiaries of seacoast oil wealth, and even occasional visitors
to the sea. But more importantly, they are linked to the sea by Alaska's
myriad rivers and wetlands. Alaska's vast interior, which its inhabitants call
"The Golden Heart" of the state, includes hundreds of thousands of miles of
rivers and streams, and 390,941 square miles of wetlands. That's two-thirds
of the state, all linked to the coastline by freshwater systems that serve as
nurseries for Alaska's salmon and waterfowl, as transportation arteries to and
from the coast, and as the nutrient-rich replenishers of the ocean currents.

Because of such interconnections between wetlands and the sea, with this
edition the Sea Week Curriculum Series has been expanded to include units on
Alaska's wetlands, as well as the traditional Athabascan and contemporary
peoples who inhabit them.

The resulting series is the foundation of the most comprehensive marine
education program ever developed in the Northland. We hope that you will
find it as valuable and motivatin g as it is intended. We hope, too, that
through Sea Week, the youngsters of your classrooms will come to more
deeply respect and appreciate the environments for which they will soon be
responsible. The insights they goin in your classrooms will become the votes
and legislation, the lifestyles and attitudes, the wisdom and under-
standing--the sea harvest--of tomorrow.



Tips for Teachers
Welcome to Sea Week', Here's a checklist of tips designed to help familiarize
you with the contents of Shells and Insects and to assist your Sea Week
planning.

In Your Classroom

lf you haven't scanned the book already, we suggest you get a sense of
its format by glancing through the Table of Contents, the different units
containing teacher background and student activities, the student work-
sheets, and the bibliographies at the end of the shell and insect sec-
tions. Note that each unit begins with a list of objectives that specify
which activities are designed to accomplish those objectives.

Student worksheets have been placed together at the end of the book.
But they are numbered to correlate to the units they complement. Thus
Worksheet 1-A is the first worksheet  A! listed among the activities in
Unit 1; Worksheet 2-C is the third worksheet  C! assigned in Unit 2,
and so on. Some teachers like to copy the worksheets en masse and
bind them into student activity books. Others prefer to insert the
worksheets into the corresponding units of the text, then distribute
them one by one as the appropriate topics are covered.

Asterisks are used in the Table of Contents to indicate the most repre-
sentative activities of each unit. Many teachers use the curriculum
guide throughout the year, but others find their time limited. The
asterisks are planning aids for those designing a compressed Sea Week
progr am.

This book focuses on two groups of aquatic invertebrates: shells and
insects . Unit s One through Six deal primarily with salt water environ-
ments and the mollusks. Units Eight and Nine focus on freshwater
environments and insects. Unit Seven provides background on all water
invertebrates and serves as a link between the saltwater and freshwater
sections. Unit Ten reviews all the material. You may want to introduce
both insects and shells during Sea Week, using parts of each section; or
you may prefer to study one group in depth, or study shells in the fall
and insects in the spring, or vice versa.

Make lesson plans. Preview the units thoroughly, selecting those activ-
ities most appropriate for your students, considering local history and
culture. You may want to juggle the order of the units to suit your
existing class format, Note that we' ve included activities to sharpen
skill s in language arts, science, social studies, math, music, art and
physical education, so that a11 aspects of education during Sea Week can
focus on Alaska's ocean, river and wetland environments.

Check through the materials list for each activity, then make, buy,
scrounge or order any equipment you might need

0> de.r films ear!y!



Talk to your librarian about books to back up your studies. See this
volume's bibliographical entries for suggestions.

In the Field

Plan your field trips. Decide on locations, times and means of transpor-
tation. Arrange to take parents, older students or resource people as
helpers. The most successful trips usually have one adult per five or
fewer students. Biologists, long-time residents, parents, or bilingual
staff may have field-trip suggestions. Invite one or more of these
resource people to go along. Usually, they' re more than happy to
oblige.

Develop a field trip outline. Suggested inclusions:

A. Discovery and exploration time.

B. Structured learning activities.

C. Snacktime.

D. Organized games, treasure hunts, litter pickup.

E. Review  which can be as simple as having each student and
parent telling what he or she enjoyed most!.

If you' re taking a bus, make up a game or checklist of things to watch
for to develop a learning atmosphere for the trip. See sample checklist
on page xvii.

Write a letter to parents. Include requests for field trip assistants,
resources, ideas, and permission slips.

Dear Parents:

We are celebrating Sea Week May 6-11, All our classes that week will
focus on the sea. We' ll be emphasizing shells and insects as we compute
sea-related math problems; write sea themes; read sea stories; have a seafood
snack and take a field trip to the beach. Can you:

[] provide a seafood snack.

[] help with the field trip,

[] assist with a Sea Week art project.

[] talk to the class on the following sea themes:

[] show the class your collection of

[] help with Sea Week planning.

Thanks so much! And happy Sea Week!



I Ia~ e rr y permission for to go to Icicle Seafoods
Cannery one day  depending on weather! during the week of May 6-11.

signature

If at all possible, visit the field-trip site ahead of time with your assis-
tants�. Explain what you' ll bc doing and answer questions.  Older
students make great helper s, in addition to parents and interested
community members.! Field trips generally work best if you can divide
your students into groups of five to six.

Promote conservation: the protection and wise use of natural resources.
Ask children how they can help take care of animals and plants they
encounter in their field and classroom studies. Through their concern
for life and habitat, have students develop some rules: step softly and
quitely while observing animals, replace rocks or logs after looking
underneath  to keep the roofs on animal homes!, handle animals gently,
fill in holes after looking for clans  to prevent suffocation of the animals
next door!, and don't take live animals or plants away from their homes.

So that future children can enjoy the area, too, it is a good idea to dis-
courage personal collections of any natural items, living or nonliving.
I.imit collections to educational purposes such as art projects or aquarium
study- � and return any living animals to their natural habitats as soon
as possible. 1:or classroom specimens, preserve only those animals
already dead.

Encourage students to leave the beach, river or wetland cleaver than
when they arrived.

Remember safety. For field trips, have a plan for keeping students in
groups through a buddy system or adult supervision. Take a first aid
kit. Discuss hypothermia. Take matches and tinder for starting a
warm-up fire if necessary. Make sure students dress warmly and take
extra clothes and rain gear  plastic trash bags will do in a pinch!. And
wear life jackets on boat trips.

In Your School and Comm unit

One of the best parts of Sea Week is involving all the students, teach-
ers and community residents so that everyone works together. The
whole school is decorated; one class inspires another; older students do
programs for younger ones and vice versa; community residents help
with field trips and speakers; and an air of excitement prevades halls
and classrooms! But don't hesitate to try Sea Week on your own or with
a few other teachers. By next year, when they' ve had a chance to see
what you' ve done, others will be ready to try Sea Week, too 

Plan your school's Sea Week at a time best suiting your location. Teach-
ers in southwestern, southcentral and southeastern Alaska are finding it
best to consult tide tables and plan beach trips at low tide. In north-
ern, central and western Alaska, Sea Week proves most successful when



there's open water, or when they are planned to coincide with long-
standing community fishing or whaling seasons and celebrations.

Brainstorm Sea Week ideas with other teachers and parents. Use the
Sea Week Planning Sheet beginning on Page xv to list the names of
parents and local resource people who can help make your Sea Week a
success. You' ll Qnd most people pleased to be asked, and more than
happy to help.

Involve your bilingual staff as you identify such community resources as
speakers  fishermen, net menders, Coast Guard personnel, boat cap-
tains, elders, artists, musicians! and field trip sites  beaches, harbors,
canneries, seafood markets, salmon spawning streams, marshes, hatch- ! .
eries, museums!.

Parents or teachers can be appointed to coordinate speaker schedules,
movies and field-trip transportation, and to present your Sea Week plan
to school district officials for approval.

Contact community groups, your chamber of commerce, village council or
borough government, and invite them to sponsor complementary Sea Week
events such as festivals, seafood dinners, slide shows, speakers.

lf your school is inland, consider exchanges with coastal schools. Send
them a selection of items found on your held trips, a class story, or
perhaps photos. Maybe they can send you fish stories, pieces of net,
floats, seaweed, beach sand. Most activities in this book easily can be
adapted for inland schools. Try to get a saltwater aquarium for your
school.

Field trips and other Sea Week activities make bright news features.
Consider contacting your local newspaper, television or radio station .
Teachers usually find that reporters generally enjoy going to the beach
as much as the students]

Write thank you notes to speakers.

Ask students, teachers, parents and community participants to evaluate
Sea Week.

Tli» sea is important to me because...

To me, the best part of Sea 4'eek was...

The part of Sea Keek I dMri't like was...

My suggestions for raaking Sea 4'eek better are...

Overall. Sea Week was: ok
greatpoor



Write a brief report including sample student work, evaluation forms,
and news articles for your administrators. Send a copy to Alaska Sea
Week. We like to keep informed of what you are doing'f And we' ll share
your good ideas with other students, teachers, and administrators.

Photocopy your lesson plans and stick them in this guide, so you' ll be
ready for next year!

If you'd like to learn more, consider requesting a Sea Week inservice or
1-credit course for your school. Contact Alaska Sea Week, School of
Extended and Graduate Studies, Outreach Division, University of Alaska,
Juneau, Alaska, 99802, or Talent Bank, Department of Education, Pouch
F, Juneau, Alaska 99811, or Sea Week/ River Week Project, College of
Human and Rural Development, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska
99701.



Sea Week Planning Sheet

l',expertise PhorreName

Pielri Trip Possibilities:

J,ocation

XIV

Resource People; Speakers, craftsmen, field trip leader s.

Habitat

 Beach, river, pond!
Transportation

Arrangements



Volunteers: o help with field trips, seafood meals, classroom activities.

CaH Number

Films:

Name

Title

To Flelp With:

Source

Phone

Rating'

XV



Call Number

F,quipment:

Books:

XVI

Type

Title

Purpose

Source Rating

Source



CHECKLIST:

seagulls raven

Sea Land van

ferrypilings

stop signsea o

bridgebuoy

pussy willows

sea starlit ter

crab claws

bicycle skiff

Check off these items as you see them.
beach. Happy hunting.

0 <a
broken glass

Circle the ones you might sea at the

cannery ~~a~a ~ » ~+ o"~'
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Objectives:

To help students.

~ Classify mollusks by major categories  Activity l,j.

~ List common mollusk characteristics  Activity l!.

~ i%take a print oi a sheB  Activity 2!.

~ Use their lucky shell as a basis of a coat of arras  Activity 3!.



Unit One: Introduction to Mollusks. Categories: bivalves, univalves, cephalapods,
chiton. Mollusks 'in history and culture: scallop, nautilus dentalium.



A mollusk has a soft body, usually
with a prominent muscular foot
used for locomotion.

The moUusk body is in most cases
protected by a limy shell produced
by the mollusk itself. In a few
cases, the shell is internal, or
small, or lacking--as with nudi-
branchs  sea slugs!. However,
these are not the ones you will
have in your "shell" collections.

Phylum Rioliuska includes these
classes:

Bivalvia � bivalve shell s such
as clams, mussels and scal-
lops�.

S h ' � tooth shells
such as tusk shells,
De»talix~rn,

conical or spiral shells and a
distinct head with tentacles--
such as snails and limpets.

a shell of eight plates or
valves, such as chitons.



Cephalopoda - animals with a
hea long arms, and
bearing suction discs, such
as octopus and squid.

a shell; worm-live marine
or g Rnlspl s .

We will be considering the bivalves
and univalves  Gastropoda!, chi-
tons, and Cephalopoda.



3.

Materials:

Vocabulary:

~ mollusk

~ foot

~ shell

~ locomotion

Procedure:

Activity 1
Introduction to Mollusks

~ a variety of shells
~ photographs or iHustratio»s of

ditferent mollusks
~ worksheets;

...liiollusks �A!

...mollusk ~ irou s �B!

Pass out shells and begin by
asking students what they
are, if they are living or
dead, where they come from,
if they' ve seen them before.
Ask students what they know
about shells.

2. Using pictures and work-
sheets, discuss the idea that
some marine animals live
inside very hard shells and
travel about--or dig--with a
large muscular foot. These
animals come in a wide range
of shapes and sizes, but are
all called mollusks.

Note that some mollusks, such
as octopuses, squids and
nudibranchs   sea slugs! can
fool observers by not having
a hard shell covering.

4. Ask students how the hells
are similar, a»d then dif-
fe' ent.

5. ihiake a list on the board of
what stude» ts would like to

find out about shells.

6. Write bivalve, univalve,
chiton and Cephlapoda on the
board, and group the pic-
tures and shells by these
categories. Use the mollusk
worksheets, plus photographs
and examples, to introduce
students to mollusks and the

mollusk groups.



Activity 2
Shell Prints

Materials:

print ink

Procedure: Variations:

4 e

a variety of shells
~ newsprint

paintbrushes
~ p aint s or block

diluted with water

~ newspaper

l. Cover the work area with
llewspaper.

slave studeiits choose several

uiteresting shells they wish to
print, arid theii have the.m
pla» a print design.

3. Using a paintbrush, demon-
strate printmaking by cover-
ing a shell evenly with paint.
Make sure the paint is riot too
thin. Place the shell on the

newspaper and have students
gently press the newsprint
down on the shell, rubbing
back and forth gently until
the impression of the sliell is
on the paper. Repeat these
steps with other shells, then
let the finished print dry.

~ Cut out the priiits and mount
then on contrasting paper.

~ Combine sliell printiiig with
painting, or include eliell
prints as part of a collage.



Materials:

Background:

Vocabulary:

~ luck

~ coat of arms

~ shield

. scallop

Procedure:

Activity 3
Shell Coat of Arras

Rom antic tradition s are associated
with shells through history, art
and legend. Shells were used as
good luck charms, as medium s of
trade, and as money. Cowrie
shells were used as money in
China from 2000-600 BC, until they
were replaced by metal coins
shaped like smail cowrie shells.
Cowrie shells also were found in
graves in E gypt, Germany and
Lithuania. Indians of the Ameri-
can Northwest used the tusk sheQ,
Dentalium, as money in pre-
Russran periods; while on the East
Coast, wampum money consisted of
beads made from the hard-shelled
clam. The Athabaseans of Alaska's
Interior used Dentalium necklaces
as mediums of trade. Tlingits of
Southeast Alaska traded ornamental

sheHs with other Native groups
and early Russian and American
explorers. Have you or any of
your students ever traded shells
for other items or used them as
good luck charms?

Shells have also been used as

decoration. Peruvian Indians used
symbols of cockle, scallop and
oyster shells in their art. In
Mediterranean areas, a popular
picture on vases and other pottery
depicted Venus, the goddess of
love and beauty, being born from
a scallop shell. The stained glass
windows of medieval churches also

depict scallop shells. Scallop s,
associated with pilgrimages to St.
James' grave were worn by cru-
saders, and appear on coats of
arms of families whose ancestors

fought in the holy wars. Some
coats of arms were decorated with

wheiks, although more popular
patterns included unicorns, lions,
swords and castles.

crayons
~ paper
~ worksheet:

... Coat of Arms �C!

Have students draw a picture
of a sheH that they would like
as a good luck charm,
Discuss the use of shells in
legends and history.

Explain that a coat of arms
was a shield u ed to identify
a family. Fach coat of arms
had pictures or symbols on it
that told a story about the
family. Point out the coat of
arms or. the worksheet and

identify the shell as a
scallop.



3, Have students Resign their
own coats of ares usinp' their
lucky shells and other
pictures.



Objectives:

To help students:

~ Report that bivalve means "two shells"  Activity 1!.

~ Elake a stuffed bivalve to learn local shell species and farms  Activity
2!.

~ Recognize local bivalves  Activities l, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7!.

~ Label the external and internal features of bivalves  Activities 1, 2, 3,
5,6,7!.

~ Identify bivalve feeding habits  Activities 1, 5, 7!.

~ lVlake clam chowder  Activity 4!.

Learn that eating bivalves can cause paralytic shellfish poisoining  Acti-
vity 4!.

- Count growth rings to age bivalve shells  Activity 6!



Unit Two; The Bivalves
 lower left

ivalves, Bivalve internal anatomy  upper left! d t .
!. Bivalve groups:  clockwise from top right!

an ex ernal anatom

musse, clam, cockle. scallop.
y



Most bivalves have a soft body
protected by two valves  shells! .
Clams and some other bivalves
have:

~ a stomach

mouth

. heart, kidneys and liver
intestines

~ gills  for breathing!
siphon s   t wo: one calle d an
incurrent siphon, for bring-
ing in new water, air and
food; the other called excur-
rent siphon, for sending out
"used" water and wastes. !
a mantle  a membranous flap
that covers the mollusk's soft

parts and secretes the materi-
al that forms the shell!
a foot  for digging or moving
through sand and mud!
two power ful
muscles  that help hold and
move the valves, and leave
the scars visible on empty
shells!

~ hinge teeth and hinge liga-
ments, which help to hold the
two valves oi tne bivalve
shell together

~ but I'G head.



Most bivalves live quietly, often
either attached to the sea floor or

burrowed into it. Clams are

always buried anterior  head! end
down. Because of this predomi-
nantly stationary existence, bi-
valves need no head or well-devel-

oped sense organs to aid them in
huntin g food. Instead, they rely
on circulating sea water to supply
them with both oxygen and food.
Using an incurrent siphon, they
move sea water into their bodies

where a "gill" exchanges gasses
and collects the tiny food particles
on which the bivalve feeds. The

water exits through an excurrent
siphon.

Bivalves usually are either male or
fernale. When conditions are right
for spawning, the bivalve releases
either eggs or sperm in a stream.
Egg and sperra unite in open
water, and the developing larvae
are free-swimming for a time.
Within a few weeks, however, they
settle to the sea floor and change
into their adult forms.

Few age studies have been done on
Alaska's bivalves, but we do know
that cockles live as long as 17
years, razor clams 1S years, the
giant scallop 18 years, butter
clams 24 years and red-neck clams
to 32 years. Growth rings on a
bivalve shell are similar to the

growth rirrgs on the cross-section
of a tree trunk. Each "wide-open
space" represents summer periods
of abundant food and good growth,
while the closely spaced rirrgs
 called "annuli" ! iridicate winter
periods of le ss food and slower
growth.

Freshwater Bivalves: The two

kinds of bivalves that students are

likely to discover in Alaska ponds
are in the families ~Shaeridae or
Unionidae,

Sphaeridae, small bivalves
g om 2 to 25 mm, are

often called fingernail clams.
The shells are fragile and
faintly polished. Children
should find it easy to locate
Sphaerids on pond bottoms.

Unionidae are the larger clams
or mussels that students

might dig from pond mud.
Commonly called pearly mus-
sels, or naiads, they take up
in size where the Sphaerids
leave off. They range from
25 mm to 250 mm. The shell

varies in shape, is more
rugged than its smaller
cousin, and is usually dull in
color. T he clam Anodonta

~berin 'ana is the larg~eresh-
water clam found throughout
most of Alaska. Normally
found in the still parts of
rivers, streams and lakes,
they situate themselves with
up to one-third of the shell
exposed ~ They are quite
active and often can be
located by following their
furrows on the bottom or by
discovering the inch-long slit
they make in the mud to allow
water to their siptome.

Their shell also cars be found

around muskrat pushups,
where the muskrats have
eaten them. Human consump-
tion of pond clams is slight,
but the little mollusks could
provide a good source of
p I'otell ! .



Vocabulary:

~ bivalve
~ hinge teeth

Procedure:

l. Ask students which shells are
bivalves.  The ones with two
shell s!

2. Explain that valve is another
word for shell. A sk what
students think the "bi"
means.  T wo!

3. Encourage students to think
of as many words as they can
that have the prefix bi-.
Include such words as:

Materials:

4. Discuss the word meanings.
Where i" the "two" in each?

5. Discuss bivalve internal and
external parts.

Activity 1
Introduction to Bivalves

~ bivalve shells

~ pictures of beaches
~ work sheets:

...Bivalve Vocabulary �A!

...Bivalve Shells �8j

...Bn alves Have No Head
�C!

...Bivalve Parts �D!

biannual

biweekly
bilingual
bicameral

b icen ten nial

bipolar

bicycle
biennial

bimonthly
binoculars

bilateral



Procedure:

5.

Materials.

Activity 2
Making Stuffed Bivalves

construction or butcher paper
staples

~ scissors

~ cardboard

newspapers

riiake cardboard patterns for
different bivalves such as
scallops, clams a.n t rnussels.

2. liave children trace two
copies of one pattern of their
choice.

3. Each child can then cut out
his or her pattern and either
staple it almost all the way
around the outside, or punch
holes around the outside and
lace the halves together
almost all the way around.

4. The patterrrs can then be
colored or painted to look like
shells.

C rumple newspaper or paper
scraps to stuff inside the
shells. Staple shut the
opening.

Label the shells by name.
Hang them from the ceiling to
make your room an undersea
world.



Background:

Activity 3
Intreduction to Clams

Numerous clam species are repre-
sented on Alaska beaches. Among
the more common are:

Gaper, horse clam or Pacific gaper
 Treeue ~ca ax! found from North-
e~rn alit'ornia to Aleutian Islands,
reaching a length of 201 mrs and
weighing up to 4k pounds. Not all
book s will have the same I.atin

name for this clam.

The gaper is so-named because its
shell gapes wider at the end wlrere
it grows over thc clw;i's large
siphon s  often called the clam�'s
"neck" ! . A gaper clam may have
a pair ot imc>ature pea crabs or an
adult ieraale pea crab liviiig in its

mantle cavity. Because they live
deep in the sand, you probably
will see only the old, surf-worn
shells of the gaper clam. I f
unburied, these slow-moving clams
will take four months to re-bury
themselves just below ground
level. It is doubtful that t1rey can
ever dig back to their normal
level.

The blunt soft-shell clam, northern
softshell clam  ~Ma uzenensis!, or
truncated mya--length to 86 mm--is
quite common on beaches from the
Arctic to Northern California. The
blunt soft-shell has valves and
siphons covered with a paper-like

2 " " ' w
siphons look like a neck, but
really are at the clam's posterior
end.

The blunt soft-shell clam's body is
too big for its shell, so the two
valves have a wide g'ap and never
do really fit together. The two
valves are uneq ual--one valve is
always slightly longer than the
other. When you see the sl.elis ori
the beach, they look " ]ittle like
tiny "geoducks."  Geoduck--pro-
nounced "gooey-duck"--is the
Chinook word for Panope ftene:ross,
a very large, edible, bur rowmg
clam also foun d on southeastern

Alaska's intertidal beaches. }



Soft-shell clams  ~Ma are»aria! live
in mixtures of sand and mud or
gravel and mud where there may
be a freshwater stream entering
salt water ~ This clam reveals its
presence by squirting water when
alarmed by withdrawing its neck
suddenly into the mud or sand.
Such clam s are found from C ali-
fornia north to the Arctic and

reach 111 mm in length. ~Ma
arenaria is the "steamer" of the
East Coast, where it is harvested
in Chesapeake Bay from boats
fit ted with escalators that dig in
the mud down to 40 feet below the

water surface and then carry the
shells up to the boat.

It is one of the larger and more
common shells to be seer] --often
old ancl weathered--on Alaska

beaches. The shells, bein p.
heavy, survive the wearing action
of rocks and tide better than do

the more fragile ones. With
matching valves, Saxidomus has
good hinpe teeth to~~t topnether.
The old shells are quite chalky,
however, so the teeth might be
worn off. As adults they are slow
burrowers, almost unable to move.

The butter clam, hardsheU clam,
Washington clam, or smooth
Washington clam  Saxidomus pi~;an-
teus! ranges from the Aleutians to
Northern Ca?ifornia and reaches

131 mm in l«ngth. Since its
corr]rr]on names are used for a

variety oi' other clams, it raight be
a good idea for the children to call
this clam by its scientific name,
Ssxidomus  which means a rock
house! ~antuus  large!.
Saxidomus has a very heavy
external hinge ligar:]ent, leather-
like r nd rather rourrded, which
becomes brittle when oM a»d dry.

The steamer clam or little neck

[Protothaoa stern]neo  Paphia
stammea m older texts!] is~a>r!y
abv»dar]t 1» Japan, as well as frorr]
the Aleutians to California. It is
said to take about ten years to
reach full size. You will find

"adult" animals as small as 20 mm,
though they may reach 64 rnm.

Vourr p little neck clams sometimes
have zigzap r arki»p's. The si-
phons  necks! are very short, so
little necks are never very deep in
the sand. The valves are thick

and strong'. The hi»ge ligament is
exter»al, and the hinge teeth are
distir.ct, excellent for showing how
hing;e teeth interlock.



Little pink clams or navel clams
 Macoma baltica! are found in the
Atlantic to the Pacific from the
Arctic to C ali fnrnia. They reach a
length of only 45 mm.

These are the lovely little pink
shells so common to Alaska beach-
es. Farther south, they are
sun-bleached to white, but in
Alaska they usually are rose-pink,
sometimes yellow or white. They
do tend to fade when old and dry.
Rubbing them lightly with a hit of
baby oil or mineral oi] will help
keep the color bright, without
making them unsuitable fnr a
"scientific" collection  as laquer or
plastic finish would!.

Because the little pink clam is not
strong enough to dig very deeply
into the mud or sand, the live
ones are quite near the surface.
Shore birds feed heavily on this
tiny clan,

E'aacr clama  Silique patula! range
from Cali forrria to the Aleutians,
with this species growing to 173
mra. Another species, bili~ua ~i1ta,
rarrges fron Cook Inlet to  he
Arctic, growirrg to 133 mar. I'.azor
clams are excellerrt e" ting. They
are found on sand or sand/rilud

beaches. Cordova was formerly
the razor clam c pitol of thc
world, until its clan beds shiftec
upward above sea level durirrg the
1964 eartlrquake.

I» Alaska, razor clarrs irr Cvrdova
and on the Kenai Peni»sula grow
the largest, to about 155
Smaller razor clams are found

along the coast of westerr: Alaska.
In r ordova a 100 r.n razor clar'r is

about nine years old. razor clams
up to 24 years old have been
found irr Alaska. The shells of all

razor clams, large and small alike,
are thin and slender. 'I'he outer

covering or periostracuar, i»
varnish � like and olive drab. On
the inside of the shell is a distinct

vertical or oblique rib.

T o find "razors, " clam diggers
look for dimples in the sand, then
dig quickly. A clam may be close
to the surface, but it can rapidly
retreat deeper and deeper, making
digging a challenge. When sur-
prised, it starts moving dowrr at a
rate of approximately one inch per
second .



Surf clams or pinle reeks  Spisula
polynyma! grow to 140 riri. ~i ear
shells are chalky white with
yellow-browri or gray outer cover-
inp, or periostracum.

These clams can he abundant on
sandy beaches near low tide lines
from the Arctic. to Puget Sound.
Clar~ dig@ere sometimes call them
pir,k necks because of. the color of
the clan siphon.

i he northwest shipworm, or I'acific
shipworm  Bankia setacea!, is
called shipworm because of its
loiig, worm-like body; but it is
really a clam f It is the most
common wood borer found fror. the

«astern Beririg Sea to Southern
California. Bankia was named
"shipworm" back in the uays when
big ships were built of wooa.
Wheii young, the shipworm settles
on wood, such as a submerged log
or wooden boat hull, and starts
boring a hole with its two small
shells  valves! . The rest of its
life it keeps working at its bur-
row, which gets larger as the clam
gets larger, and longer and more
worm-like. The animal may grow
to be a meter long. The biggest
shell of this mollusk is only 10 mm
long. Bankia lines its burrow with
a shell-like lining as it goes.
Ship worms, though a menace to
wooden vessels and piers, serves
an important function by breaking
down logs and debris washed into

the oceari and thus preventing
huge Iog jams along our beaches.

This sliipworm's food is plankton
brought iri by the water, tliough it
r,.ay get some nutrition from the
wood it eats as it cuts its burrow.

look at an old log on the beach.
You probably will find old tunnels
made by shipworms. Some wiH
still have the shell-like lining.
Sometimes other small clams such
as saxicave will use the old bur-
rows as a "home."

Alaska has other borers t1iat grind
holes or tunnels in rock, but we
are riot apt to see their burrows.

The arctic saxicave  Hiatella
artica! reaches only 49 mm in
length and is more or less oblong.
Its shape is ofteri twisted or
gnarled by where it lives. It
prefers nesting in kelp holdfasts
and rock crevices from Southern

California to the Arctic and also iii

Japan and the Atlantic. A very
similar species, La. ~hcladis, lives
in clay or soft stone.



Materials:

clam shells

~ worksheet:

...Clams �E!

Vocabulary:

hinge teeth
~ muscle scar

~ hiiige ligaments
growth rings

Procedure:

4.

Hi stella ai e commOn on Alaska

beaches. They will siirvive in the
classroom for short periods of
observation,  Be sure to put some
sand or mud in the pan along with
the salt water.!

The jingle or rock oyster
 Pododesmus macroschisma! is not
an oyster at all--but 1t does fasten
itself to a rocky surface and has a
shell covering almost as rough and
uneven as an oyster's. No true
oysters inhabit Alaska waters
except for a few in the state' s
extreme south near Ketchikan and

some Pacific oysters from Japan
planted in Southeast Alaska,
Prince William Sound and Cook
Inlet. Jingles ranpe from the
Chukchi Sea to Southern Cali-
fornia.

Tlie jingle grows to reach 9~ mm in
diameter. The inside of a jingle's
shell is sea green. The flesh of
the living animal is bright orange!

The upper valve of the jingle's
shell is solid, but its lower valve
has a hole through which the soft
living animal puts a hard thread
 byssus! that it uses to attach to
a rock or other hard object.

The name "jingle" derives from the
SOund the 1OOSe shellS make oii the
beaches as the waves move them
around. The shells are so thin
they may be translucent, and often
will jingle if strung together.

Give each child a clam sheU.
Discuss wlierc the animal lives
and how it uses the slicll for

protection an6 support.

F'.xamine the shell for hinge
teeth, muscle scars, hinge
ligaments and grow th rings.
Ask the child's en to find tl1»

different features on their
shells. Discuss what their

us«s are.

Have the children role-play a
clam, with two children acting
as shell s and another as the
animal inside.

Using tlie workslieet and clam
specimen s, identify th»
variou 1 ind s o f local clar.i s
anG dlscilss thill 511.11larlilc's
and differences.



Activity 4
Clam Chowder

Background:

Clams have been an important
source of food in Alaska since

humans first arrived. Piles of
shells, which are refuse heaps
called "rnid dens," have been
discovered covering areas up to 12
acres, and to depths of up to 17
feet. These midden s mark the

sites of ancient coastal villages.

I~lany Alaskans are both concerned
and confused about "PSP," which
stand s for "Paralytic Shellfish
Poi soning," Evidence of PSP
resulted in statewide closure of

commercial clam harvests in 1954.

P1ore recently, the National Shell-
fish Sanitation Program has ap-
proved specific areas in Alaska for
conr .ercial harvest, but the threat
remains.

The following discussion briefly
snyopsizes what PSP is, what its
effects are, and what actions to
take if poisoning is suspected.
Research is currently underway,
and more answers soon may be
available.

PSP is caused by one of a number
of neurotoxins or poisons carried
by all stages of small, planktonic
organism s called dinoflagellates.
Traditional association with a red
tide is not an adequate indicator of
PSP. The toxin carrying dino-
flagellates may be present in a red
tide, but also may occur in signif-
icant numbers without a red tide.
Conversely, a red tide may occur
that contains none of the guilty
dinoflageilates. The dino flagellate
and its toxin are taken into a
bivalve throu gh the inhalant
siphon and then filtered out of
the water as food. The toxin is
concentrated in the dark portion of
the bivalve, which includes its
siphon and stomach.

PSP does not harm the clam, but
in humans--as its name suggests-
it causes paralysis. The onset of
pa ralysis can range from a few
minutes to 10 hours. Symptoms
inch>de numbness in the mouth,
tongue and lips, spreading to the
face. The numbness will be
followed by a prickly feeling in the
fingers and toes, plus headaches,
dizziness and nausea. Serious
cases progress to loss of coordina-
tion of limbs snd speech diffi-
culties accompanied by pulse rate
increases and muscular paralysis.
I.'eath occurs because the mu.cular

paralysis causes cessation of
breathing .

I f poisonin g is suspected, the
victim should be rushed to a

hospital or other source of artifi-
cial respiration. Vomiting should
be induced and a laxative adminis-
ter ed to get rid of any toxic
material still in the stomach. Keep
the victim calm, rela xed and lying
flat. If breathing becomes diffi-
cultt or ceases, give artificial
respiration.
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Materia Is

Procedure:

~ big pot
~ hot plate

stirring spoon
~ serving bowls/cups

measuring spoons
~ spoons

~ cooking pot
~ cutting knife
~ potato peeler
~ ladle

ingredients: Quantities are esti-
mates, which can be varied..

clams, 2-4 cans
bacon, 10 slices
potatoes, 6-8 large
celery, 6 stalks
onions, 2-3 medium
milk, 2 gallons
flour, 4 tablespoons
salt and pepper
crackers

1. Make clam chowder. You may
want to use canned clams, to
avoid paralytic sheQfish
poisoning. This will provide
a cookin g experience and a
"taste treat "

2. Have the children bring the
equipment and iiigredie:its
and have them help in the
planning.

3. Write the recipe oii chart
paper to provide a reading
experience.

4. Cut bacon into chunks, cook
slowly in pot.

5. Chop onion and celery, saute
is> "bacon drippiiigs" till
tender.

6. Cook potatoes  as little as
possible without burning
dry--remaining water and
vitamins will go into chow-
der!. Dice after cookiiig.

7. 1n big pot, add 4 tablespoons
flour to onion and celery
mixture.

8. Add clams, milk, leftover
potato water, cooked potatoes
diced, and salt arid pepper to
ta.ste.

9. Serve in bowls with crackers.



Materia Is-

Procedure:
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Activity 5
Introducing Scallops

T lie beautiful scallops  Pecten and
~Chlam s! are the classic shell used
in art and design  such as the
&hell Oil Compary insignia!.

Alaska l' lS 16 scallop speCieS; but
the shell you are most apt to find
is the Hinds' scallop  ~Chlam s
rubida!, which ranges from the
A~ etio to California and reaches a

maximum length of 67 mm, a rather
small representative of' the Chlamys
genus. The llinds' scallop's right
valve usually is quite pink, and
t2ie left valve white or faintly
pink. The color, however, is
variable. Hinds' may be orange,
yellow or rose.

I!inds' valves have wing-like
"ears," one much wider than the
other.

In the live animal, the "ruffly"
mantle between the two valves has
a row of ten tacles. The edge of
the mantle is bordered with tiny,
shiny, blue-green eyes.

Scallops swim hy clappirg their
shells together as a snrt of "jet
propulsion. " The Chlamys attach
themselves to the bottom with
threads  byssus!, similar to mus-
sels, and only rarely move. They
filter microscopic food from the
water.

Pecten caurinus, called the "wea-
thervane scallop" or "giant Pacific
scallop," ranges from the southern
Berin g Sea to Northern California
and has a maximum length of 210
mm. It is found in deep water
only; but if you have a shell
exhibit, this is a big, "showv"
shell t2>at someone will surely
brir g.

~ scallop shells
~ slides or other illustrations

showing scallops
~ worksheet:

...A ~ScaUo is a Bivalve �F!

Examine the scallop shells.
Discuss scallop shape, char-
acteristic "ears," and behav-
ior,

Imitate scallop movement by
clapping hands together.
Wiggling fingers can imitate
tentacles and eyes.

Discuss and share the scallop
worksheet as a class.





Procedure:

4.

Background:
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l. Pass out shells and work-
sheets.

2. Examine the cockle and its
shell with students.

3. Point out the umbo, growth
ring ridges  just like the
annual rings visible in tree
cross-sections! and the sliell's
shape, texture and color.

ilave stuaer ts count the

growth rings and age the
cockle samples  or worksheet
cockles! .

Find out who has the oldest

cockle, the youngest cockle.

Have equal groups of stu-
dents add the ages of their
cockles and see which group
has the largest number.

Activity 7
The Life of a Mussel

Pine mussels  Mytilus edulis! live
on many Alaska beaches. They
prow in a variety of sizes,
reaching 99.5 mm. OM, empty
shells may accumulate in windrows
on the beach.

The vsl v es   shells! of the blue
mussel generally are bluish black.
Immature shells often are a light,
almost translucent, brown, though
they may be black at any size or
age.

Since the mussel does not use its

foot for digging or travel, the font
is not large. The mussel has only
one siphon.

Mussels anchor themselves to rocks

or pilinps  or wood, or cans, or
even other shells! ! with strong
"guy wires"--or threads--called
byssus.

Clams and mussels obtain their
food hy strainin g microscopic
plants and animals  plankton! from
sea water. For this reason,
bivalves often are called "filter
feeders. "



5.

6.

Materials:

7.

Vocabulary:

~ mussel

~ muscle scar

hirr ge
~ byssal thread

shell
habitat

8,

Procedure:
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The mussel, so common in most of
Alaska, is a good animal to use to
introduc.e students to habitat and
feeding . Like most bivalves, the
mussel filters its plankton food
from the water it siphons, The
place or zone on the beach where
the mussel lives is its habitat.
The mussels themselves provide
habitat for other organisms that
live an ong the shells and byssal
threads.

~ mussel sl>elis  live or pre-
served specimen optional!

~ pictures or illustrations of
mussels

~ worksheets:

...Mussel Food �1!

... Who Am I? �J!

1. Give each child a mussel shell
or picture. review the term
bivalve.

Ask the studerrts to iind tire

hin ge arrd the muscle scar s,
and to describe the differ-

ences in the outer and inner

layers of the shell. U se tire
Who Am I worksheet.

If some of the sirells have a

few byssus tlrreads still
attached to them, poirrt these
out and ask how they might
be usecr and why they are
important to the mussel.

Have studerrts recall where

they i'ind mussels. Are they
near the water's edge or far
from it? In low or high tidal
zones? Do nussels occur in

bunches or singly?

In tr oduce the term "lrabitat"
as the place where an animal
lives. Write "habitat" or. the
board.

Ask what arrimals need to
survive. Explain that each
habitat must p r ovide space
for tire organism to live, and
food and water.

Use the food element of a
habitat to introduce mussel

and bivalve feeding habits.
Review siphons and how
bivalves pull water in and
out, filtering or straining
food from the water. Use the
Mussel Food worksheet.

Review the idea of shellfish

poisoning--what causes it,
what it cloes, and so on.
Fmphasize the need for
caution in eating mussels,
because they absorb the toxin

uch more rapidly than do
many otlrer bivalves and thus
can bc. especially poisonous.





Objectives:

To help students:

~ Define univalve as "one shell"  Activity I!.

~ Identi/y the parts of a univalve  Activity 1!.

Compare univalves with each other and with other mollusks  Acti,vities 1,
2!.

~ Recognize a vumbcr Uf local univalve species  Activities 2, 3, 4, 5, 7!.

~ Practice numbers and arithmetic using snails  Activity 6!.

Observe life habits of univalves  Activities 3, 5!.
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Unit Three; The Univalves, Univalve parts and vocabulary  center ! . Univalve
groups  clockwise from left!: limpet, abalone, periwinkle and welk, moon snail, hairy
triton
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A univalve is s mollusk, such as a
snail, with a one-piece shell. In
this unit we' ll be lookin g at the
large class of univalves known as
gastropods. The gastropods
include such spiral-shelled uni-
valves as the snail, whelk and
periwinkle; and such cone- or
dish-shelled univalves as the
limpet and abalone. Good in-depth
references on univalves include
SeasheHs of North America, Marine
.. hells o the ace >c oast and
A meccan eashells  see bibli-
ography

"Gastropod" is Latin for "stomach-
foot," the main part of the body
being the foot with which the
animal travels. Attached directly
to the foot are the head, tentacles
 " feelers" ! and eyes, as well as
internal organs arranged to fit the
contour of the shell. The foot is
soft and vulnerable, even when
retracted into the shell. As a
result, most spiral-shelled gas-
tr opods have evolved a hinged
piece of shell called the "oper-
culum," which the animal uses as a
door to close the entrance to the
shell as it withdraws.

T he shape of the operculum, of
course, depends upon the shape of
the opening to be closed. Some
opercula are paper � thin and others
are thicl- "nd horn y-;ike shell ...

Several types have been used by
native cultures as jewelry.
Youngsters often find dozens of
round, translucent, amber opercula
during beach field trips.

Gastropods such as the limpet and
abalone don't need oper cula; they
just pull down tight against what-
ever they' re on, and sometimes
with incredible suction t

While gastropods are alive, their
shells are covered with an outer
skin called the "periostracum,"
which can be thin and laquer-like,
velvety, or even hairy or bristly
 as on the tritons!.

The radula is a long, file-like
tongue in the mouth of most
gastropods, used by some to drill
hole s through the shells of vic-
tims, and by others to scrape
microscopic plant food from rocks
and other surfaces.

Some gastropod s also have
siphons, with which they draw in
water.

Univalves found in fresh water are
the familiar snails. Generally,
they are the same as saltwater
univalves in structure and form.
Some have operculums, others do
not. Some breathe with a lung,
some with gills. Students may
find disc, or flat, spiral snails, or
those with spires that twist to a
point.



uniling.ual
unique
united

universe

unicorn

unicolor

unicycle
uniform

Materials:
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Activity 1
Introduction to Univalves

sample univalve shells
~ pictures of univalves
~ worksheet:

...Univalve Vocabulary �A!

Procedure:

1.. kland out the shells. Ask
students:

~ Why do you think the uni-
valve inside is smooth?  to
prevent injury to the soft-
bodied animal inside!

~ Why do you think the uni-
valve is rougher on the
outside? {to provide pro-
tection from elements, weath-

ering!

~ Do you think the animal that
lives inside the univalve has
bones?  no! Why?  the
univalve shape makes bones
inappropriate!

~ What is your favorite part of
the univalve?

~ l f you had a big univalve,
what would you make out of
it?

2. Early in the discussion, ask
students to focus on the word
"univalve." Having already
learned about bivalves, they
should be able to guess a t
the word's meariing. I A
univalve is an animal with
only one part  uni! to its
shell  valve!]. Ask the class
to think of other words with
the prefix "uni." Discuss the
word mern lings . Some
suggestions:

3, Use the worksheet to point
out and label important shell
parts. Explain that, inter-
nally, the univalve has many
of the same structures found
in o bivalve, but in the
univalve, those organs are
most often twisted into the

spiral shell. Externally, the
univalve has tentacles and

eyes, both of which the
bivalve lacks.



Materials:

Procedure:

Background:

Activity 2
Individual Dif ferences

The whelk s are amon g Alaska's
most decorative univalves.

Known scientifically as Nucella
lamellosa, the whelks are extremely
variant in size, shape and color.
Some have flared shells, some
frilled, some sculpted. As a
result of the wide variety, whelks
in Alaska are known by many
names, including "frilled dog-
winkle a tlwrinkled thaiS " and
"wrinkled purple"  purple refer-
ring to a dye made from the
crushed shel1, not the shell color!.

~ a number of Nucella lamcllosa

 whelk! shell~s, e consider-
able variatior.

worksheet:

...Whelk �B!

1. Pass out whelk shells to

students seated in a circle.

2. Point out that like people,
whelks are individuals. Ask

students to see how many
different colors, shapes and
patterns they can find. Clan
anyone find a color that no
other shell hss?

3. Ask students to get acquaint-
ed with their whe1k "friends."

Then have them close their

eyes while you g ather the
wh elks�. Put them in the

center of the circle and have

the students. one-by-one,
pick their whelk from among
the rest. If the shells show

great variety, the students
can choose them by touch by
passing them around the
circle while blindfolded.

4. Use the worksheet to review

the whelk.
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Activity 3
Moon Snail Attacks

The moon snail, or "arctic n tica"
  N ati ca claus a!, usually i. light
brown, though surf-worn shells
may be white. Kloon snails often
are used as homes by hermit crabs
when the crabs outgrow the small-
er periwinkle and margarite shells.
The arctic natica and the pale
northern  Polinices pallida! moon
snails both grow .;hells about 1 1/2
includes long; but I,cvis' moon snail
 Polinices lewissii!, found only in
southern southeast Alaska, grows
to five inches.

The moon snail has an extremely
large foot and mantle, which when
spread out is much larger than the
shell. Nonetheless, the moon snail
is able to pull all this oversized
body back inside the shell.
Sometimes the perfectly I ound
holes you see in clam shells are
made by the radula of a moon
snail. The moon snail is a
carnivore  meat eater!, feeding on
clans and other creatures.

The "sand collar" is the eg g case
o f the moon sn ail . It is large,
nore or less in the shape of the
snail's expanded body, and looks
something like a "plumber's friend"
 rubber suction cup! . The eggs
are hc!d together by a gelatinous
"glue," encrusted with sand or
fine-crushed shell. The texture of
the sand collar will vary with the
different sands <rom beach to

beach.



Materials:

~ open space
~ rloon snail sheIIs

~ mollusk shells with small holes

in them

~ worksheet:

...Moon Snail {3C!

Vocabulary:

~ radula

~ byssal threads
~ predator

Procedure:

1. Show students mollusk shells

with holes in them. If you
have none, ask students i f
they have ever seen shells
with holes.

Ask students to hypothesize
how the shell raight get such
a hole. Could a person make
similar hole s? What i s the

r feature of shells? { liard!
wIlat happened to the animal
inside the shell with the hole?

 eaten!

Explain that some univalves
are predators that eat other
mollusks. One such predator
is the moon snail, which
attaches itself to mollusks and

slowly drills a hole ill the
shell with its radula. Some
mollusks can fight back.
Mussels try to "tie down" the
moon snail by at taching
byssal threads to its shell.

Play a variation of "frozen
tag" imitating the moon snail,
mussel and byssal thread.
Have most of your class he
mussels. Start with three

moon snails a.nd one byssal
thread. ~'lussels must run in

pairs, since they usually
occur in clumps. In a large,
open space such as a
gymnasium, the moon snails
chase the mussels. When

ta gged, both the moon snail
and the mussels freeze,
holding hands. The moon
snail and the mussels must

stay attached until the moon
snail counts to ten. If a

hyssal thread touches the
moon snail before counting to
ten, the nussels are free and
the moon snail becomes a

byssal thread. If the moon
snail succes.,fully completes
the count to ten, the mussels
become moon snails. Play
ends when there are no

longer any moon snails or
mussels  or when everyone is
tired! .

Discuss worksheets and moon

snail parts.
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Hairy triton:

4

Materia Is:
5,

Procedure:

6.
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Activity 4
Hairy Triton - Name That Shell

The hairy triton  Fusitriton

Alaska beaches. Students can

recognize them by their delicate
pink shell, covered with a brown
periostracum  outer skin! that has
many stiff, bristle-like projections.

~ hairy triton shell
~ smooth mollusk shell

~ 2 peper lunch sacks
~ work sheet:

...~Heir Triton  SD!

l. Ffave students, one at a time,
put their hands simultaneous-
ly into one bag with a hairy
triton, and into another with
a different mollusk. 'Ãithout
revealing the name of either
shell, have students give one

wor d for differences in how

the two shells feel. Continue
until students run out of
adjectives.

U sing the same procedure,
ask for words that describe
similarities, Prompt both with
questions about texture,
shape, hardness and size.

Reveal the shells. Ask

students to help you name the
hairy triton, using some of
the descriptive words already
elicited. 'LUrite these names
on the board.

Explain that a commort ly used
name for this shell is "hairy
triton," then write it on the
board. Explain that in
ancient Greek mythology, the
triton was a being who lived
in the ocean; consequently,
"hair y triton" means "hairy
one that lives in the sea."

Compare this mear ing with
the names the class thought
of. Emphasize that their
name ideas can he just as
appropriate as the one in
common usage, as names are

decided simply to help people
understand what others are

talking about. But ask the
class what would happen if
students and teachers

changed names everv morn-
ing�'f

Use the Hairy Triton wortt-
sheet to renew.



Procedure:

Activity 6
Limpets

Materials:

Vocabulary:

~ limpets
~ radula
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Also known by the descriptive
name of "Chinamen's hats," limpets
 Diodora aspera, Acm sea mitra!
can be seen almost anywhere along
the Alaska coast line, clinging to
rocks as they graze on algae.
Because individual limpets of each
species can vary in size, coloring
and markings, it is difficult to tell
the species apart. Alaska has
several, and maybe even some
hybrids! Students usually are
interested to learn that in addition
to the larger limpets common on
rocks, tiny versions of the same
animals can be seen clinging to
eelgrass and seaweed.

~ limpet shells
~ pictures or photos of limpets
~ construction paper

crayons
~ scissors

~ tape
~ worksheet:

...~Lim et �E!

l. After showing the limpet
shells, pictures and work-
sheet, discuss the great
variations among the shells.

2. Have students draw limpet
features on oval pieces of
paper, using the red shells
as models.

3. Cut the limpet illustrations to
the center of the oval and
overlap the edges, taping
them together to form thr ee-
dimensional limpets,

4. The teacher can make a
radula ahead of time, or
roughly sketch one now,
explaining that it is the key
to limpet survival. The
limpets wander over rocks or
seaweed at night, scraping
algae.



5. Ilave students simulate limpets
returning to their resting
spots after a night of scrap-
ing. line up students on one
side of the ronm. Take two

of the students' limpets.
I'lave a st»dent close his or
her eyes and place the radula
under one limpet. The
student open s his or her
eyes, and then guesses which
limpet covers the radula, A
correct guess allows the
student to take one step
forward. For an incor rect
guess, the student remains
still. Let each student guess
in turn. The object is to
reacl> the other side of the
room before mornin g arrives.
The winner is the first tn
r each the opposite wall.
Urge studer ts on bv . aying
the sun is coming and that
morning wHI snnn arrive.
Once studer ts get the hang
of the game, you can split
them into groups of four nr
five, with one studernt taking
over hiding the radula. 'The
winner then becomes the

radula hider.

6. Discuss and rnlor the work-
sheet.

Activity 6
Count the Snails

Background:

Rocky tidepool areas visited on
field trips generally contain hun-
d reds of thousands of small snails

often overlooked by youngsters
distracted by the more conspicuous
tidepool life, hlany of these sma'1
snai's are strikingly beautiful, and
worth a closer look. They can be
found grazing among the rock
algae. The majority of Alaska
gastropods are less than 5 mm in
greatest dimension. Adults are
sometimes as small as 0.8 mm.

Some of the more notable small

snails include:

~Wlar .::ite ~uillus. ttometimee
called the "pearly snail," this is
one of the prettiest. Its shell is
I'htkish when wet, and pinkly or
bluishly iridescent ";nside. I'or
classroom viewing, a dish of water
v, il! display the colors «t their

t d
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Materia Is:

Procedure:
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The wide-chink, or Lacuna
carinata, is a very small, smooth
snaQ, usually dark brown. Stu-
dents probably will notice its egg
cases before they see the snails
t hem selves� . The cases look like
tiny, yellow  or light green!
doughnuts adhering to seaweed.
I f you look at them with a hand
lens, the cases reveal many tiny
dots � eggs actually � inside the
jelly-like "doughnuts."

The Sitka periwinkle  Littorina
sitkanal comes in a variety oF
colors an. d markings, often dark
brown, sometimes with orange or
gold bands. Intertidal snails,
periwinkles ai e found high up on
the beach--on rocks. pilings,
driftwood or seaweed. If the sun
becomes too warm when the tide is

out, the periwinkle can crawl down
under the moist seaweed and close

its operculum.

Periwinkles not only can stay out
of water for a long time, they
need to be out of water part of
the time. The littorines are

something between a sea creature
and a land creature, able to spend
about half their time out of water.
If kept in a pan of water, they
will climb up the side--and some-
times right on outI

~ many little snail shells col-
lected from beach  beach
pebbles can be subsituted if
snails are not available!

. egg cartons  one per student
or group of students!
glass "pickle" jar

1. Show students a jar full of
snail shells and have them

guess how manv there are.
Offer a prize to the person
guessing rlosest, or offer tn
let that person do the activity
first.  Coun t the snails with
students or have them count-

ed ahead of time.!

2.  ' tive each student or group of
students an egg carton and a
pile of shells.

Pave students arrange one
shell in the first compart-
ment, two in the secor d,
three in the thir d and so

forth until all are filled.  If
the shells are too big to fit
twelve into the last compart-
ment, cut cartons in ha1f nr
have one kind of shell eoval

five nr 10 others.!

4. FIave students count or add

how many sl elis they have in
all�.



Activity 7
Abalone

Background:
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5. Use the shells and boxes to
illustrate math problems
through exercises, such as
having students add two to
the five compartment, or
removin p' four from the nine,
and so on.

6. Additional activities include
organizin p snails in compart-
ments by color, size, type or
other characteristics.

Only one abalone species lives in
Alaska, and it is found solely in
the southern part of the state.
Also known as the northern aba-
lone, the pinto abalone  Haliotis
kamtschatkana! lives in rocky
areas near enough to shore so that
its habitat is sometimes exposed by
low tide. Like the limpet, it
scrapes its food from rocky sur-
faces.

The outside of the abalone's shell
is dull red and green, and is often
overgrown with other sea plants
and animals. The inside of the
shell is irridescent with "mother-
of-pearl."



Materials

pie pan or plate
bawl

Vocabulary

money

exchange
mother-o f-pearl
trade

Procedure

3.

4.
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Abalone are good to eat, and in
some places in Southeast Alaska
are gathered commercially by
divers. They are also harv ested
traditionally by southeastern
Alaska Natives for food and for
their shiny shell. The "mother-
of-pearl" was used for decorating
clothes and objects for ceremonial
use. These earLy Alaskans traded
with people of California for their
abalone, which was larger, heavier
and a different color than the
Alaska species. I,ook for both
kinds in Tlingit museums.

Abalone are quite susceptible to
overharvesting, depleting stocks
considerably. According to John
Valentine, a Ketchikan biologist,
abalones have not fared well

anywhere in the world. In an
effort to maintain stocks in this

state, the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game split the harvesting
season for the first time in 1983-

1984. Abalone conservation should

be stressed in both field and
classroom lessons on abalone.

abalone shells, or pictures of
abalone

worksheet:

chalk and chalkboard or

newsprint and marker
20-50 buttons

Introduce abalone to students

using worksheet, abalone
shells, or pictures.

Ask students what they notice
about the shells  whales in
the shell, colon, irridescent
inside! . Key in on irrides-
cence, arid label it "mother-
of-pearl". Explain that early
Alaskans also thought it
pretty, and valued it highly.

Have students help you make
a list of things they would
use the pretty shells far.
Circle those uses that Alaska
Natives might also have done
if they are not on the list.
Add decorate clothing, ad-
dresses, rattles, wooden
serving dishes and other
cermonial items.

Introduce the concept of
trade that Alaska Natives

used to collect abalone and

other shells, such as dental
 see Unit One, Activity
Three! . They exchanged
these "treasures" for items

they could not gather them-



selves. With students,
generate a list of items that
coastal residents could have
traded for, from such dif-
fering groups as: 1! Russian
and American traders  e. g.,
wool blankets, beads, steel
knives and axes!, or 2!
interior or northern Natives
 e. g., moose, caribou,
marks, furs and hides, musk
ox horn, birch bark con-
tainers.!

5. Ask students to estimate how
many shells would have been
necessary for one wool blan-
ket, one beaver pelt, one
knife, and so on.

ice cream

 $3.25!: 5
, plastic sled  $12.!: 20

aluminum soft ball bat
 $40.!: 67
bicycle  $185. !: 308
three-wheeler  $1700. !:
2833

sundae

6. Inform students that today,
divers collect abalone and get
money for them, instead of
trading them for goods. Ask
students how many abalone
they think would pay for a
bicycle, a record album, or
an ice cream sundae, At the
1984 price of abalone
 $2. 40/lb or approximately
.60/abalone!, it would require
the following number of
abalone to purchase the listed
item s  at 1984 Fairb anks

prices!:

Demonstrate stock depletion
by placing a few handsful of
buttons, pokerchips or similar
items in a bowl. Cover the

bowl with a pie pan or plate.
Place some of the buttons in
the plate. Set some buttons
aside. The buttons represent
abalone, the bowl represents
the ocean, and the plate
represents shallow water.

Ask a few students to come

up and collect some, even all,
of the abalone in the shallow
water.

Move some of the buttons
from the bowl to the plate to
represent migration from deep
water reserves, and throw
some buttons into the bowl to

represent reproduction.
Repeat the process a few
times, discussing the import-
ance of deep-water reserves.

Explain to the class that
divers can now gather abalone
from deeper in the ocean.
Remove the plate and have
your "divers" remove abalone
directly from the bowl. Ask
students what could happen
now?  button abalone could

be used up! . Discuss man-
agement strategies that would
still allow harvest, yet would
not wipe ou t the abalone
population.
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Objectives:

To help students:

~ Demonstrate understanding of the distinguishing
characteristics of a chiton, by making a clay chiton
 Activity 1! .

~ Measure chiton lengths with rulers  Activity 1!.

Compare chitons with other mollusk groups  Activity 2!.

P.ecognize a number of local chiton species  Activities 1, 2!.

Explain how and where a chiton usually lives  Activity 3!.

Act out the chiton's diurnal cycle in a game  Activity 3!.
4

Make a chiton button with a chiton phrase  Activity 2!.



chiton  Tonicella lineata! bla k K t hi
Unit Four: Chitons.  Left to right!: giant Pacific chiton C t  ochiton steUer, lined

ac aty chiton  Katharina tunicata!.



Activity 1
Clay Chiton

Materials:

chiton pictures
chiton specimens
clay
rulers

pencils
worksheet:

... Chiton �A!

Procedure:

3.
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"Chitons"  pronounced KI-tuns!
are neither bivalves nor univalves.
They have eight valves, or plates,
and represent the class Polyplaco-
phoro. Alaska's two largest
chitons, the black Katy chiton
 Katharina tunicata! and the giant

leri! have long been used as Tood
by Southeast Alaska Indians.
Both are sometimes called "gum-
boots" because they resemble the
high rubber boots often worn by
seamen. Chitons also are used as

fish bait. Another type of chiton
found in Alaska is the "sea cra-
dle. " I f removed from the rock to
which it clings, it will curl up like
an armadillo t Chitons are known
by a few different names, such as
"armadillos of the sea," "coat-
of-mail shells"   the Greek word
'chiton' means 'coat of mail, ' or
'tunic'!, "cat's cradles," and
"lined chitons"  Tonicella lineata! .

Pass out the worksheets,
shells and pictures.

Ask students what they know
about chitons. How can they
tell it is a mollusk?  external
shell, soft body, a lar ge
muscular foot!

Have someone count the

number of plates, or valves.
Make i t clear that chi ton s
always have eight plates, but
sometimes the plates may be
partially or completely hidden
from view by other parts of
the body.

Pass out rulers. Have stu-

dents measure the chiton
length s, Which is the long-
est? The shortest?



6.

Materials:

Procedure:
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5. Continue examining the chiton
pictures and shells, and
discuss and complete the
works hect.

Relying on specimen and
worksheet models, help the
students make clay chitons.

Ask if any students have
seen chitons on the beach.
I f so, where? Their clay
chitons should be shaped to
best attach to rocks. Explain
that chitons ar'e well-suited
for living on rocks in the
intertidal zone, where they
are continually beaten by
strong waves. Both the
chiton's flexibility and low
profile allow them to cling
tightly to rocks with little
resistance to waves that might
otherwise sweep them away.

8. Students cari use pencils to
draw the plates on the back
of the clay chitons, and to
write their initials on the
undersides.

9. Arrange the students' chitons
on a rock for display,

Activity 2
Distinguishing Chitons

chiton shells or pictures
~ univalve shells or pictures
~ bivalve shells or pictures

paper
crayons

1. Distribute or display chiton
shells.

tW rite "univalve, " "bivalve"
and "chiton" on the boar d.

Ask students to list ways the
three types of mollusks are
the same, and write the
similarities under the head-
ings.

3. Ask for differences. Use
such comparisons as texture,
shape, color, number of
valves, and diet.

4. Ask students what they think
it would feel like to be a
chiton. What would they
think most about?

5. Have students design chiton
buttons containing a rhyme,
catch-phrase, or slogan.



Background:

M ate ria Is:

large playing area

Procedure:
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Activity 3
Sun's Up Chiton

 The game within this activity is a
variation nf the game "red light-
green light."!
Chitons leave protected crevasses
to graze at night. Hy sunrise,
the chitons have returned to their
nook-and-cra»ny homes.

Ask students where they find
chitons. Have they ever seen
chitons move? I f so, when?
 evening or night? ! Why
would they move?  to eat as
they are grazers and are
scraping algae from rocks!

Why don't they feed during
the day?  exposure to pred-
ator s and dehydr ation from
sun!

Have students role-play
chitons. Choose one student

or yourself to be the sun.

Line students along one side
of the playing area. The sun
stands across from the chi-

tons, facing them. The
chitons' "home" line is even

wltl'1 the sun.

4. The object is for the chitorrs
to reach their home line.

They may do this only at
night when the sun's back is
to them.

5, The sun turns its back to the

chitons. "Nighttime," says
the sun. While doing so, the
chitons move forward.

6. "Sun's up," the sun says,
and faces the chitons. If the

sun sees any chiton moving,
that chiton must go back to
the starting position.

7. The first chiton to reach the
home line becomes the new
sun.





Objectives:

To enable students to:

~ Identify the octopus and squid  Activity 1!.

~ Explain cephalopod habits and habitat  Activities l, 2!.

~ Demonstrate knowledge about the life of an octopus by creating a story
and play  Activity 3!.

~ Study food-chain basics  Activity 2!.

~ Envision the world of the octopus through art, crafts, games and song
 Activities 2, 3, 4, 5!.
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Unit Five: Cephalopods. Squid and octopus in sea and ecology, and in art, music
and sport.



Cephalopods, which include such
animals with spooky r eputations as
the squid and the octopus, are
gr'aceful, curious-but-shy crea-
tures that can change colors in a
split second. They can alsn crack
crab with strong, bird-like beaks,
stare about the ocean with human-

like eyes, and swim by jet propul-
sion. The eephalopod s r ange in
radial spread from a few inches to
as much as 32 feet.

In the c ctopus, special pigment
cells called "chromatnphores" can
he expanded and contracted to
change the octopus from white to
deep red in one-tenth of a second.
The sq uid, too, can cha~ ge color,
through a bio]umineseence that
enables it to "blink" � -from a glow-
ing white, to red, to green.

Considered the most inte'.ligent
invertebrate, the octopus has an
advanced nervous system, as well
as eyes similar to humans'. The
octopus is curious about its sur-
roundings, but is usually shy
when approached. It is undeserv-
ing of its reputation of ferocity,
even though both the octopuses
and squids have sharp beaks
strong enough to crack crab, and
arms Iong enough to be used bnth
to capture prey and transfer' food
to the mouth.

The squid, unlike the octopus, has
eight regular ar ms, plus two Iong
tent,":cle-like arms. The tentacles

are used to capture fish, the arms
to hole' the food. The squid also
has a fragile internal-shell remnant
that the' octopus lacks. This
squid "bone" is ground up and
used in toothpaste. Squid beaks
are the cause of ambergris, which
is a perfume fixative taken fror.
the intestine of sperr, whale.
Amber p.'ris is fc rmed when the
squid beak becomes tangled in the
whale intestine. Some squid in
Alaska seas s per d their ent! re
lives in open water. 3 nother
species, a tiny animal that grows
to only about four ir ches long,
lives on thr. ocean floor. The
eggs of squid that live in open
water dri ft free1y, but the
bottom-dwelling squid lay their
eggs in clusters on the sea floor.
[! n]ike the female octopi, however,
the female sruid do not guard
their eggs.

Female octopi do not eat for the
six months that they tend their
eggs in caves; some die soon after
the eggs hatch.

Octopi and squid protect them-
selves b~ ejecting dark ink, which
forms a protective fog in the
water. This ink used to be



Materials:

~ mollusk

~ Ccphlapoda
~ tentacles
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gathered from squid in the
Mediterranean and sold as sepia
ink. Though squid ink is no
longer gathered commercially,
Diane Tillion, an Alaskan artist,
collects octopi in Kackemak Bay
and uses their ink as a medium for
her art.

Both squid and octopi are eaten by
people in many parts of the world.
Japan, Newfoundland and Spain
have commercial fisheries for
squid. The annual squid and
octopus harvest worldwide repre-
ser ts the world's second largest
fisheries harvest.  Oysters are
number one. ! Alaska imports
millions of pounds of octopus from
Japan ever y year for use as bait
in halibut fishin g. Some people
are considering starting an octopus
fishery in Alaska.

Activity 1
Introduction to Cephaiopoda

~ octopus and squid pictures
~ "T he Octopus" film   distribu-

ted by Time-Life Video Dis-
tribution Center, 100 Eisen-
hower Dr'., P. O. Box 644,
Pasamus, NJ 07652!
octopus and squid specimens
 available from grocery stores
or local fishermen!

~ octopus puppet  see Unit
Seven, Activity 1, or Lunch
Bag octopus; Unit Five
Activity 3!

~ work sheets:

...~Octo us �A!

...~Suid �B 

VOCabulary: NOTE: Thc variOuS
spellings and usages of the words
octopus and squid can be confus-
in p'. C'one rally, the plural s are
octopi and squid. The alternate
plurals, "octopuses" and "squids,"
are used when referring collective-
ly to more than one species of
either octopus ox squid  as in "the
widely varied octopuses and squids
of the Pacific Ocean" !.



Procedure:

2.

~ suction cups
~ beak

~ eyes

l. Using the puppet 'Spineless,'
 see Unit Seven, Activity I!
introduce the octopus to the
class as a member of the
mollusk community.

Ask students what they know
about octopi. Make a list of
questions on the board, and
record the class's initial
response.

Is the octopus timid and shy,
or fierce and scarey?

~ Is the octopus a devoted
parent?

~ Does the octopus eat people,
tish, crabs, or something
cise?

Are al! octopuses big?

Where do octopi live?

~ Are octopi, with their many
legs, clumsy and awkward or
graceful swimmers?

Ar r octopi always the same
color or can they chan ge
colors?

3. Show "The Octopus" film.
A fter the Qlm, review the
questions written on the
board.

4. Discuss octopus and squid
similarities and differences.

5. Use the specimens to point
out octopus and squid parts,
and elaborate on behaviors

pointed out in the 61m,

6. Pass the octopus or squid
around on a tray. leave
students examine the tenta-

cles, suction cups, beak and
eyes.

7. Use the S uid and Octopus
worksheets or review.



Activity 2
Procedure:

Ask students if they would
like to eat octopus or squid.
How do their attitudes differ

regarding chicken, beef, crab
or fish? 'What does the

octopus eat?  crab! Has any
of them ever eaten crab?

Some squid eat fish and are
in turn eaten by whales.

Materia Is:

~ hot dogs
~ knife

pot
~ water

~ heat source

~ worksheet:

...~Bun ry Octopus ~Son
�C!

Vocabulary:

~ octopus
~ squid
~ food chain

Show students how the ocean

community is linked together
by a food chain, using the
examples illustrated. Vg'hat
would happen to the octopus
if there were no crabs?

Slice the hot dogs into quar-
ters  as shown! for about
two-thirds of their lengths.
R oil. The "le gs" will tu r n
outward. Note that while the

hot dog looks like an octopus,
the real octopus will have
twice as many legs.

Sing the ~Hun ry ~Octo us
~Son and eat the hot dogs.



Materials:
Materials:

Procedure:

Procedure:
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Activity 3
Lunch Bag Octopus

~ 'lunch bags
scissors

felt-tip marker
construction or butcher paper
tape

~ newspaper or scrap paper

1. Stuff the paper bag with
scrap paper or newspaper,
and tie the open end shut.
Draw eyes.

2. Cut 12-inch strips of the
construction or butcher paper
for legs. Weave two strips
together.

3. Tape, glue or staple eight
legs to the bottom of the bag.

4. Use these octopi as characters
for a play. initiate the play
by asking students what it is
like to be an octopus. Create
the play by doin g a chain
story. Have one student
start with a segment in the
life of an octopus. Each
student then in turn adds a»
"act" or incident.

Activity 4
Construction Paper Octopus

SC1SSO1 S

construction paper
crayon

1. Cut out a dome-shaped piece
of paper for the "head" of
the octopus.

Cut eight strips of construc-
tion paper for legs Curl the
legs by wrapping the st rip s
around a pencil or crayon, or
by using a scissor edge.
Fasten legs to head.

4. U se these octopi as covers for
S ea W eek workbooks or hang
them decoratively.



Activity 5
Octopus Race

Materials:

Procedure:
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~ enthusiasm

~ energy

large, open space

1. Ask students how many legs
an octopus has.  eight!
How many do each of the
st uden t s have? How many
students will it take to make
an octopus? Divide the class
into groups of four  with
maybe a six- or 10-leg ged
octopus thrown in, so no one
is left out!.

2. Arrange four students as a
demonstration to i11ustrate
how an octopus is formed.
Have each nf the four stand

with his or her back to all
the others, then link elbows,
with the students on each
side.

3. Have each group of four
arrange themselves into an
octopus and then practice
movin g .

4. Line up the students, then
draw a parallel line about 20
or 30 yards away.

5. The race is on! The winning
octopus must run to the
opposite line and return with
all its legs.

6, For greater challen ge, begin
the race with the octopi
sitting, then standing and
maneuvering past obstacles
during the run.

7. Discuss the complexity of the
octopus nervous system,
which must control all these
legs. Was it easy making
eight le gs work together?
Octopi are the "smartest" of
all invertebrates.
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Objectives;

To give students opportunities to:
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Experience the magic of the water envir onment. Demonstrate respect
and appreciation for water animals and their homes by designing beach
rules  Activity 1!.
Make a plankton net  Activity 2!.
llelp design field investigation. of interest  Activity 3!.
Explore the beach  Activity 4!.
Watch the feeding habits of bivalves  Activities 5, 6!.
Observe nollusks in their natural environments  Activities 4, 7, 11!.
Pecord field data on mollusk observations  Activities 3, 8, 11!.
Ccllect fieM information and materials for foHow-up work in the classroom
 Activities 10, 13!.
Discover the life in a drop of water  Activity 10!.
Show their understanding of mollusk habits through pantomime  Activity
12!.
Review their mollusk learnings and share special moments  Activity 13!.
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"If there is magic on this planet,
it is contained in water," writes
author Loren Eisely. Children can
share in this magic through field
trips to local beaches, ponds and
streams, especially when comple-
mented by adequate classroom
preparation and follow-up.

Field trips provide hands-on learn-
ing . In addition to stimulating
both scientific observation and

accurate recording skills, they also
facilitate group interaction and
coope r ation . Field trips are
therefore the fulcrum of Sea Week

lessons.

Whereas the introductory activities
prepare students to take better
advantege of field-site learning,
the review activities reinforce the

field trip for better learning
retention.

For logistics and organizational
tips for field trips, see "Tips for
Teachers" at the beginning of this
volume.

Adequate preparation cannot be
understated, so be sure to cover
planning activities in units One
through Five. Additionally, you
may find it useful to:

~ Set learning objectives for the
field trip and develop a
lesson plan  as for any other
curriculum unit! .

A gree on specific tasks and
investi gations that are of
interest to all, and. review
them for procedure before the
actual trip.

~ Ilave students bring rain-
coats, boots and additional
items from home the day
before the field trip.

~ The day before your field
trip, have a "fully dressed'
practice run. Split the class
into groups, assigning re-
spon sibilities an d equipment
to each group. Have each
student choose a "buddy" for
the following day.

As with any learnirg experience,
students respond best to diverse
learning modes. So, while on the
beach, plan for periods of "explo-
ration" as well as structured time.
Lead students in discussions

covering your learning objectives.
Provide time for individual, small-
group, and large-group activities.

Be sure to repeat visits later to
the same area, bringing to each
investigation a different focus.
Overall, tr v to foster a familiarity
that wiII lead to a sense of

stewardship.

Making a "beach book," designed
to record beach observations and

artwork developed over the sea-
sons, will give students a tangible
memory of their beach. If the site
is close by, students can be
encouraged to visit on their own
and bring reports back to class.



Background:

Materials;

Vocabulary;

conservation
~ safety
~ natural resou rce

~ respect
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Activities 1 to 3 are designed to
prepare for the trip. The remain-
ing activities are for the trip
itself. They fall into four cate-
gories:

to satisfy the natural ex-
ploration impulse  Activity 4! .

group observation and experi-
ments, which require limited
supplies or teacher super-
vision  Activity 5-10!; and 2!
individual and small-group
tasks and data collection,
under the guidance of volun-
teer chaperones.

III. Games. Group amusement � a
chance to bring students
together to socialize and burn
off excess energy  Activity
12!.

IV. Review. Group synthesis--to
review the day's learnings
and to share feelings and ex-
periences  Activity 13!.

Activity 1
Beach Etiquette

Students will be better stewards of
their environment if they put some
thought in to stewardship, and will
be more likely to pay attention to
rules if they play a role in
formulating them. Use the conser-
vation and beach etiquette sections
of the Sea Week Source Book as

b ack groun d.

The primary motivations for beach
etiquette and conservation are to
promote care and respect for living
things and their homes.

Remind students that the beach is

the hone of the mollusks they h"ve
been studying.

~ paper

pencil
~ chalkboard or newsprint
~ worksheet:

... Ounce of P r ev ent inn � A!



Procedure:

2.

3.

5.

6.
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Write "conservation" on the
board. Define it as "wise use
of our natural resources."
Also introduce and define
"safety "

Explain that one natural
resource is the beach. Have

students help you list ways in
which the beach is a re-

source.  by providing food,
animal homes, human recrea-
tion, and a buffer zone that
protects coastline commu-
nities!
Ask students to list creatures

that live on the beach.
Discuss manners, and ask the
class what constitutes appro-
priate behavior for visiting
someone else's home. Is it

polite to break things at a
friend's house, or step on
things without looking?

Divide students into groups
of four, Remind students

that studying the beach
beforehand allows respcc t for
the things living there.
Explain that this will also
make the class visit there a

safer one, Have each group
then come up with two rules
that will keep the beach a
good place to visit, Request
that the students word these
rules in way. that will make
everyone want to fallow them.

Ask each group to write their
rules on the board, or have
the groups read them orally
while you write them on the
board.

Go over the rules, adding
any yau think necessary.
Ftave the class agree on ". list
of major rules.

7. Read and study the following
poem:

 The following additions are pro-
vided by Sue Baxter's class,
Juneau!

Nor shellfish hard, r>o starfish
scratchy,

Nor fish that swim happily,
Nor limpet small, nor hermit crab
pinching,

EIurt no living thing!

l0. Play the Ounce of Prevention
game located with the work-
sheets.



M aterials:

Vocabulary:

8ackg round:

Procedure:

4.
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Activity 2
Make a Plankton Net

Plankton are living organisms--tiny
plants and animals--that drift or
swim weakly in open waters. The
word "plankton" is plural. An
individual planktonic organism is
called a "plankter."

Plankton are not microscopic by
definition. ln fact, jellyfish,
which drift with the ocean cur-

rents, are among the larger plank-
tonic or ganisms. The plankton
your net will capture are the small
microplankton, which constitute the
"sea soup" that is the basis of the
ocean food web.

By learning that microscopic plants
and animals do exist, students can
start to understand the basis for
food webs in marine and fresh-

water systems, For example,
microscopic plant plankton serve as
food for tmy, swimming, animal
plankton, which in turn serve as
food for larger marine animals.
This, of course, is the basic idea
of the food chain. Humpback
whales, for example, eat shrimp-
like euphausiids that eat tiny
animal plankton which eat micro-
scopic plant plankton,

string
needle and thread

nylon hose or parachute nylon
clothes hanger
scissors
wir» cutter

baby food jar and lid
rubber band

tape

plankton
net
web

chain

organism
microscopic
b ridle

towline

Write "plankton" on the
board. Explain that plankton
consist of organisms, both
plant and animal, that float in
water.

Talk about which animals eat

plankton. Students should
recall from earlier exercises

what bivalves do  and usual-
ly, they also remember from
Book One that some whales

eat plankton, too!.

Cultivate anticipation by
telling students they can
catch plankton on this field
trip and raise it in the class-
room when they return.

Make one or two plankton
nets, with student help.
First, cut and bend a piece
of clothes hanger to form a
circle six inches in diameter.

Wrap the ends around the
wire forming the circle, and
then cover all sharp poin ts
with heavy tape.



Activity 3
Beach Books

Materials:

Procedure:
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5. Sew the upper, lar ge end of
nylon stocking over the

wire frame to form what looks
like a wind sock. Cut off the
foot, leavin g about one foot
nf hose. Fasten the small
end onto an open baby-food
jar with a rubber band.
 Save the lid for transporting
specimen. !

Use three pieces of string to
fashion a bridle as shown,
and to the bridle attach a

ion g leng th o f heavy strin g
or cord as a towline. You' re

now ready to go plankton
fishing!

7. Explain thc use of the net.
Ask what will happen to the
water when you puU the net.
  It will flow through the
nylon. ! What will happen to
animals too big to flow
through the nylon?  They
will get stuck on the nylon
and then get washed into the
jar. !

~ paper
~ yarn

scissors

~ task cards copied on heavy
paper

~ plastic sandwich bags
~ work sheet.

...Beach Book �B!
 copied onto heavy paper!

Ask students what they
expect to find on the beach.
lVIake a list. Pass out the
Beach Book worksheet, and
~s~ toe suggestions on sd-
ditions or deletions that would
adjust the list to apply more
specifically to your local
beach.

2. Alake "beach books." Have
each student color a book

cover and cut the pages apart
 or cut them yoursel f ahead
of time with a paper cutter!.
S tring the pages together
with yarn and tie a crayon to
the yarn. Put the book in a
plastic bag.

3. Review the creatures in the
book.



Activity 4
Arrival Fun

Materials:

~ beach books

~ '.itter bags

Procedure:
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4. Instruct students to check
appropriate boxes when they
find the creatures, and
perhaps write the number of
creatures found in the space
beside the box. Emphasize
that all students are respon-
sible for their own book,
writin g implement and plastic
bag. Remind them not to
litter the beach  as per one
of the rules on the list they
made earlier?!.

After all this preparation, class
work, or ganization and travel, you
have finally arrived at the site 1
The students' first urge v ill be to
get out and explore. Allowing
them to act on this irrpulse might
turn up some exciting finds and
will make them more receptive to
focusing later.

Be fore exploring, a sk stu-
dents to volunteer one beach

rule until you have reviewed
the complete list.

Allow students a specified
period in which to expIore.
He clear on the constr aints:

boundaries, time, group size.
Suggest that they start on
their beach books. Large
them to share their finds with
the rest of the group, as well
as to call them to your atter~-
tion. Be sure to designate a
rendezvous at tive cnd of the
exploration period. You may
want to p: earrange a signal
to pull the group together



8ackground:

Materials:

Vocabulary:

. habitat

. plankton
~ filter fee<!inp'
~ h~ ssal threads

Procedure:
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 such as a ship's bell,
bosun's whistle, conch harn
or raised flag! . From 20 to
30 minutes is a good initial
exploratory period, with the
half-hour generally stretching
to 45 minutes during regroup-
ing.

2. Remind students of the impor-
tance of respectfully caring
for the area. Pass out litter
bags and encourage students
to collect lit ter. Encourage
students to share finds by
calling others over to them,
rather than their collecting
everything they ca~e across.
This would also be a good
tine to remind students that

this place is where many
things and creatures call
T1home TI

3. When you have regrouped,
share your finds briefly.
Use this time to go over
behavior rules and expec-
tatians, and to outline the
rest of the day.

Activity 5
The Life of a Mussel

This activity should be done as a
group, in order to disturb as fcw
mussels as possible.

live r,ussels

~ bucket, plastic hnwl nr milk
carton with seawater

~ chalk or fnarl calarinp'

Remind students of classroom
discussions and worksheets on

mussels. Ask them to now

observe and report on the
mussel's habitat. Ask where

it is.  low tide? high tide?
close to the water? far from
the water? among sand?
among rocks?!

2. Explore a mussel habitat
together. Ask what else they
can find.  periwinkles? limp-
ets? hermit crabs?!



Background:

Materials:
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3. Ask students what the mus-
sels eat and how.  plankton,
by filtering it from the water!

Place some m»ssels in the sea
water container for observa-
tion. Let students help you
demonstrate the movement of
water into and out of the
mussel, by droppin g a few
chalk particles, or a few
drops of food colorinp, near
the gapinp shell. Ask what
happens. Fxperiment with
different colored food color-
ing � do your mussels prefer
one color over another?

5. I ocate some byssal threads,
explainin p how entire mussel
colonies are anchored by
these threads. Have children
pull snne threads to see how
strong they are. if left
undisturbed for a while in the

aquariura or bucket, the
mussel may attach byssal
threads. Periodically "post a
guard" at the container, to
watch for the mussel's slen-
der, specialized foot, reach-
ing out with a byssal thread,
and then reachin g in and out
again with self-made glue with
which to anchor the thread.

Activity 6
Find a Clam, Feed a Clam

Remind students that people eat
clams. This is a good introduction
to studying thc clam's eating
habits. Again, conducting this
activity as a group will keep from
disturbing nore shellfish than
necessary. What else are we
eating when we eat a clam? The
concept of the "food chain" applies
here, as does a review of the
habitat and food requirements
introduced in the mussel unit.

Bivalves such as clam s, which
burrow into sand or mud, must
extend their siphons to the surface
to feed. The pressure of a human
foot near the hole will cause the

animal to retract its siphon. As it
does so, water in the siphon will
squirt upward, sometimes like a
fountain.

~ shovel, clam rake
~ live clam

~ bucket, plastic bowl or milk
carton

~ cold sea water

food coloring or india ink



Vocabulary:

clam

siphon
foot
habitat

Procedure:

Materials:

Procedure:

4.
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Ask who among the students
has eaten clams. Discuss
what else they might be
eating as they eat a clam.
Ask what the clam had eaten.

Fncourage students to wall.
over sandy or muddy areas of
the beach carefully, lookin g
for siphon tips and holes left
bi retracted siphons. Eiave
them watch for water squirts
os the clams retreat. 1!'hen
they find evidence of a clam,
help them dig carefully to
uncover the one clam. Re-
place the mud in the hole to
avoid suffocating neighboring
clams.

Fxamine the clam, deciding
what kind it is. First, place
it in shallow water on the
sand to see if it starts dig-
ging. Then place the live
clam in a bucket of fresh,
cold, sea water, watching to
see if it extends its foot or
siphon.

introduce food coloring to the
water and see if it is drown
into the clam through the
incurrent siphon.

See how many different kinds
of clams the class can find,

Have students leave the clams
where found. For each clam

discover ed, have students
report an whether it was alive
or dead, where it was found,
and what the habitat require-
ments were for that particular
clam.

Activity 7
Make ar. Abaion. Run

abalone

~ sunflower star

~ tide pool or milk carton

1. Find ar, abalone and a many-
armed sunflower star ot the

beach.

2. Put both animals in the same
tide pool or in the same
container of sea water.

3. Watch the behavior of the
abalone.  Because sunflower
stars eat abalone, the abalone
may try to "run" from the
star. ! To encour. ge the
retreat, touch one sea star
arm to the abalone.

After ynu have watched the
reaction of the abalone, put
the animals back where you
found them, so the star won' t
have an abalone "steak" for
dinner t d



3.

4.Materials .

Procedure:

5.
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Activity 8
Beach Math

- Frequency Distribution

~ rulers

~ pencils
~ frequency distributior. forms

1. Divide students into groups
of two or three. Ask mem-

bers of each group to collect

as many of one kind of shell
as they can in 10 minutes.
Pick shells that are plentiful.
You may want to assign aH
groups the same shell, but in
different sections of the
beach; or assign each group
a different kind of shell.

2. Using a ruler, measure each
shell from the hinge to the
edge opposite the hinge.

P1ot the number of shells

found in each length category
 round measurements to the
nearest centimeter!. Use the
following form.

What does this tell about
death in the local mollusk
population? What size is the
most plentiful? Is there one
size at which only a few were
found? At which size do most

of the mollusks die?

Return your shells to the
beach, so others can enjoy
then, too.



Activity 9
Limpet Race

2.

Materia Is:

~ live limpets
~ chalk

Vocabulary:

~ limpet
foot

~ radula

mouth

3.

Procedure:

To have fun while illustrating how
limpets can move surprisingly fast,
try this experiment:

1. Catch a liMpet. You' ll have
to sneak up on it because if
you try to pull an alerted
limpet from a rock, it can be

dif ficult, and you mi gh t
injure the animal. Examine
the limpet, showing students
the tiny, slit-like mouth on
the underside of the soft
animal. Fxplain how the
limpet uses a ra.dula to scrape
algae from rocks.

Find an area in which limpets
are common high in the
intertidal zone.  One species
lives on large rocks almost at
the upper tide limit . ! To
hold the limpet race, divide
the class into groups. Select
a limpet for each group, and
have students draw a cirrle

around the limpet they have
selected. Use a jar lid, tin
can, paper plate or other
guide to make all the circles
the same size. Have the

groups make a chalk mark on
the limpet for later identifica-
tion.

After an hour or so, return
to the limpet area and check
to see if the marked limpets
have moved. You may want
to calculate their rates of

travel . Note the direction s o f
travel, too. Many limpets
feed at night and move to the
undersides of rocks during
the daytime, so some of the
linpcts may not have moved.



Activity 10
Plankton

Vocabulary:

plankton

Procedure:

Materials:
- plankton net

baby food jars and lids
~ binocular microscope � solid

base on which to set the

scope

~ petri dishes  optional!
~ eye dropper  optional!

1. Find a site for plankton
collection. Piers and docks

are ideal. Drag your plank-
ton net   see the field trip
preparation section of this
unit! horizontally through thc
water, back and forth the

lenp'th of the dock. Or, walk
it through the water, pull it
behind. a boat, or throw lt
out into the water from the
beach and then pull it bacl'
in .

Wash the organisms caught in
the nylon mesh into the baby
food jar, 1'old the iar up to
the light and watch for
movement to see if you have.
collecterl an~ plankton . I f
necessary, pull the r et a f"~in
until you get a good concen-
tration of animals.

Remove and cap the jar, lf
you are teking a r umber of
samples, vou may wan t to
label each jar for later com-
parison .

Catch sone plankton with an
eyed roper and--either in the
field or later in the class-

room--put them in a petri
dish or on a slide under the

microscope. The, sr.aller the
drop of water, the less room
the creatur es will l~ave to

escape the r..icroscepe's field
of view.

Per onstr ate the microscope.
Focus on the p1ankton and lot
sturients look. Fncourap'e
them te search f r r.odcs of
locomotion, count legs, and
look for other body parts.
let them wonder at the life ir
a drop of water.



The followin p; activities can be
prepared on task cards and dis-
tributed during.' the field trip
either a]I at once or as a change
of pace between p roup activities.
Students can do them individually
or chaperones can lead small
groups. Select the cards most
applicable to your area.

Activity 11
Beach Task Cards

BEACh 'HCUNDS

Find a spot «way from other students where you ca» sit quietly.

Listen to the sounds around you for three minutes, and remember them
to tell the group later.

%hat did those sounds make you think about'?

How did the sounds make you feel".

DANGER

Pick a favorite spot on the beach.

Think about your spot. What kinds of plants and animals live there?
Name as many as you can.

BEACH I'1YSTERY

Find clues to a beach mystery. Explain the clues a»d tell a story
about what happened.  Example clue: tracks in sand, feather on
beach. !

Think of any dangers these plants and animals will face because you
are visiting the beach. ln your beach book, list four of the dangers
you think they will face.



PERIWINKI,E SEARCH

Turn over a rock and gather all the periwinkle shells into a milk carton
or margarine bowl. Be sure to turn the rock back over after you have
finished collecting.

Count all the shells.

Do any of the shells have hermit crabs inside'? Count them.

What will the hermit crab do when he gets too large for a periwinkle
sl'ell?

Carefully replace the animals and the rock so the ania!als will have a
safe, damp home.

ROCK IIOhlE

Turn over a rock in an area designated by your teacher. Draw at
least two animals you find there.

Why do you think the animals preter to live under a rock?

Are there any animals attached to the rock? How do you think they
are nttached?

If you lived under a rock, what would you need to do to be able to live
there?

Are there any advantages for these animals to live under rocks, while
they are out of the water at low tide?

Carefully replace the rock in its original position to return the home to
normal.

N OT LI V IN Ci

List in your beach book at least five non-living materials at the field
trip site.

Put a star by those that occur natur ally.   In other words, those not
there because of humans, !

Put a second star by the materials necessary for life to survive here.

70



MOLLUSK HABITAT

Pick one type of mollusk. How far up the beach is the farthest it
lives? How close to the water does it live?

In your beach book, draw a picture of a mollusk in its home.

What animal lives the farthest away from the water?

What mollusk lives as far into the water as you can see?

LITTER

Collect litter. Put all your litter in one spot. What clues does it tell
you about who has been here? Nake a story based on the litter you
find. Put the litter in a bag to throw away.

CIRCLE UP

Ilold hands with a friend and make a circle. I'ind a spot on the beach
where there are three different kinds of invertebrates inside your
circle. Write their names in your beach book. Count how many of
each kind there are, and write that number in your beach book.

MUSSEL COU t~ T

How many mussels can you cover with one hand? How many can you
and a friend cover with all four hands?

SHELL HUtlT

Find the most colorful shell on the beach. Leave it where it is, but
remember where it is. Find the littlest shell, the biggest shell and
your favorite shell. Be careful not to step on them. Take your group
on a tour to see them.

MOLI.USK MEAL

Find evidence of a mollusk meal. Who ate the mollusk? What kind of

mollusk was eaten? What could eat the mollusk-eater?



Activity 12
Pantomime

Procedure:
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1. Provide the following scenar-
ios for students to mime:

You are a chiton hanging onto
a rock.

You are a hermit crab in a
periwinkle shell on the beach,

~ You are a snail under w "ter,
feeding on grass.

~ You are a her~it crab looking
for a shell. Then you find
it.

~ You are an abalone on a rock
and a person is trying to pry
you loose.

You at c a clam under ihe
sand, and you' ve been step-
ped on.

~ You are a mussel feeding.

Ask stu den'. s for su g ge stion s
of additional pantomimes for
the class to try.

Encourage students to enlist
the help of their friends if
they think a pantomime re-
quires more than one actor or
actress.

Let each student or group of
students do a pantomime and
have the. rest of the class
guess what they are.



Activity 13
On-site Review

Procedure:
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1. Bring the group together to
share the day's experiences
and learnings.

2. Ask students to volur teer

something they saw or did
today that they had never
d one be for e, or to explain
,.omething they learned,

3. Review some of the card

tasks. !Vhat did students

hear during their quiet
period? liow many mussels
did they cover with one
hand?  Tailor other questions
to the tasks you selected.!

4. 1!iscuss what kind of impact
your visit had on the beach.
Did you leave it in better or
worse shape? IVhat could you
do to leave it better?

5. Close with sharing your
favorite things about the
beach or the field trip.





Objectives;

To enable students to:

~ Recognize that vertebrates are animals with backbones  Activity 1!.
Recognize that invertebrates are animals that lack backbones  Activity
1!.

~ Designate animals as vertebrates or invertebrates  Activities 1, 2!.
~ List ways to show respect for invertebrates as living things  Activity

1!.
~ List similarities and differences between invertebrates and vertebrates

 Activity 2!.
~ Explain that the earth changes with time  Activity 3!.

Define a fossil as a preserved record of a living thing  Activity 3! ~
~ List factors that lead to the extinction of organisms  Activity 3!.

Simulate the process of shell breakdown on the beach  Activity 4!.
List the processes of decay  Activity 4!.
Simulate the creation of a shell fossil  Activity 5!.
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Unit Seven: From Mollusks to Insects: Water Invertebrates. Insects and mollusks
are easily studied representatives of i~vertebrates, which are the most numerous,
as well as very ancient, group of animals.
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People are "vertebrates, " as are
most of the animals witlr which
people most often deal: crogs,
cats, horses, birds, fish. But
vertebrates make up only a very
small part of the whole � -about 5
percerrt. Iiirrety-five percerrt oi'
the animals on earth are "inverte-
brates"--those ofterr wig gly,
squislry, squirrrry anirrrals that lack

uur backbo»e  alorrg witir otlrer
borrows! supports us 'r d provides
arrclrurage for r.»r scle attachr;e»t.
Irrvertebratos use diifcrerrt

Strategic< to prriVide the Sarre
functiorr. i;larry--suclr as mollu I:.s,
cr ustacearrs arru irrsects--have

cvoJvecl a hei cl oUTUl covering! a
~hell. others. suclr a= rhe octo-

pr;s, de penri on thc buoya».
qu;rlit ~ of w; tcr to support
their slrapcs.

The mollusks and insects are two
subgroups within the large inver-
tebrate category. Mollusks  Mol-
lusca! constitute a phylum of
soft-bodied, usually shell-covered
organisms found mainly in aquatic
environments. Thc insects  In-
secta! and crustaceans  Crustacea!
are classes of the phylum Arthro-
poda, which also includes spiders.
The insects make up a wide and
successful class that is primarily
terrestrial but has invaded many
freshwater environr,rents. The
crustaceans include crabs and
shrimp in the marine environment,
crayfish and zooplankton in fresh-
water, and the homely pillhug on
land.

Students can easily discover their
own backbones arrd other bones.
They also wiII recognize that
vertebrates usually are familiar
animals with heads, eyes and
bodies. Invertebrates, on the
otlrer hand, not only lack bones,
but many of them--headless and
eyeless--don't look like "animals"
at all,

Both i»sects arrd mollusks arr
abund" nt or ganisms. The insect
class is the single largest group of
animal s, lar p'er than all other
groups combined, with r..ore differ-
ent kinds of individuals than any
other group. ih'Iollusk is the
secorrd largest phylrrm.  Artho-
pods is the largest, as it includes
the insects. Both groups are
ancicr;t ! The mirrerai shell of the
nollrr sks makes it particularly
likely to .=.how up in the fossil
re.col'c'l .

The e r".liest mollusk., lived irr the
Pre Cambriarr riCean S nore than 600

r.;illinn years ago. IJ nivalves and
bi~ alves bec;rme abu»darrt in
Ordovician oceans about 420 million
y ear s ago�. Iri. the I.evonian
period a few hundred million



aterials .

Vocabulary:

Procedure:

18

years later, some bivalves took up
residence in fresh water. About
l00 million years after that, uni-
valves also entered fresh water. In
recent times, the trend has been
that freshwater mollusks are
evolving and increasin g, while
saltwater species appear to be de-
creasing .

The first flying animals were
insects, Huge cockroaches and
dragon fly-like creatures with
six-foot wing spans prowled the
shores of oceans and ponds 200
million years ago. Aquatic insects
were terrestrial before invading
both salt and fresh water--though
they did so in relatively small
numbers. The main challenge of
submergence for these otherwise
omnipresent organisms is breath-
ing, as their traditional spiracle
method is not easily adaptable to
water.

Activity 1
'Spineless' the Octopus

~ yarn
~ glue
~ scissors
~ nylon stockings or styrofoam

ball
~ buttons

1?-inch stick

~ worksheet:
... invertebrates �A!

~ vertebrate
~ invertebrate
~ backbone
~ "in"  meaning "not"!

i%lake a "Spineless the Octo-
pus" puppet: Cut a skein of
yarn into two-foot pieces.
Tie these strips together and
drape them around a styro-
foam ball or a ball of nylon
hose the size of your fist,
covering all sides evenly.
Tie the yarn into eig1it even
sections and braid each of
these to form the eight legs
of the octopus. Insert the
stick to provide a handle.
41ue on buttons ior eyes.



Explore with students how
these invertebrates are an-

imals, even though they lack
the bones of dop;s, whales or
birds. invertebrates, like all
living; thinp's, should be
respected and cared for to
preserve their lives. Ask
the class to think of ways to
act so as to be sure not tn

hur t invertebrates.

Write the word "inver tehrate"

on the board. Compare the
words "vertebrate" and

"in vertebra te. " Exp] ain that
the prefix "in" means "not."
For example, inexpensive
means "not expensive." Can
the students think nf any
"in" words that mean "not"?

Examples:

List some "in" words on the

board. You cou� use these

and other 'Sea LVeek words as

spellinp words.

Give st uden t s the. In ver te-
brates worksheet and have

them color and cia rle all of

the invertebr ates and place
an "X" on all fhe vertebrates.

9.

Irr trvduce "Spirreless" to your
class. See who recognizes
what sire is. Vv'hat do tlrcy
k»ow about ~pirrcless?

Ask the class to tell you sorae
sirrilarities ared differ crrces

betwce» tlrenr selves arro

Spirreless  leadir g up to the
rirajor differerrce: kids have
backborrcs arrd Spirreless does
not J ~

Have students locate their

ow» backbones. Explain tlrat
the presence ot their back-
bones arrd other borres irr-

cludes them in a group of
animals called vertebrates.

4'rite "vertebrate" on the

blackboard. Ask studerrts to

give examples of otirer arrimals
they krrow that have bones.
Try to elicit a diverse array
of groups. lf tlrey have rrot
listed fish, remind them of
the borics found ir. fish when

tlrey are eaterr or cleaned.
Chicken or duck bones can

provide sir ular lirrks with the
bird world.

Now ask the class for exam-

ples of arrirrrals that lack
backbones. l3raw on student

experierrees with aquatic
animals i» the &ca Wieek

Discovery volume, such as
insects, sea stars, anemones,
wor rr s, an d such mollusk s as
clams, snails and the octopus.
Explain that these are called
invertebrates.

inaccurate

inactive

inadequate
inattenti~ e

incapable
inconvenient

ir complete
incompar able
incorrect

incredible

independent
indirect

inedible

in frequent
r nlros pit able
inhuman

ms rn e

insincere
invalid

invisible
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2.

Materials

speclmerls or

5.

�B!

Vocabulary:

Similar i tl e. s

~ clif fererrces

invcr tcbrat»

~ vertebrate

Procedure:

80

Activity 2
Similarities and Differences

oc.topus puppet
~ pencils

crayons
~ nvertebrotc

pictures
rrorksheet:
...Similaritres and Differ ences

lrave st»denf a .'elc ct part-
th c: pairs a

'imilarit':rs and P ifferen c'es

veer ~+ ' beef

Have each pair choose an
invertebrate specimen nr
picture. Have one youngster
dram. a picture of o per'son in
the vertebrate box, while the
partner draws the selected
invertebrate.

Ask students to fist verte-

brate-invertebrate similarities

in ore cnhjnn, and differ-
ences in another. Review the

observations as a class.

1!iscusa with students the

pu rposes of their own bones.
Explain that without bones,
each student would be a limp
pHe of flesh. Ask students:
if the insects and crustaceans

and mollusks eton't have

bones, then wh at offers them
support and gives them some-
thin c to which their muse.les

con attach?  Their hard
outer covering s--c r skins nr
shells; or, fc. r shell-less
in vertebrates, the b uoyan cv
of the wafer.!

Return to Spineless ~ Have
Spineless explain to the class
that there is a whole world of
spineless invertebrates in
oceans, ponds and streams--
and that actually most animals
are invertebrates. The

students, as vertebrates, are
rather unusual. Spineless
also thinks that she and the

rest of the invertebrates are

rather important. And be-
cause the teacher shares that

opinion, the class is going to
spend  Sea Week! learning
about invertebrates of oceans,
streams and ponds.



2.

Activity 3
Change

Talk mor e about char. ge
through time, encl explain
that areas  '.hange, too.
There are pla es ever. within
students' lifetimes that

to have trees or plants, or
buildings that have burned or
have been der o1ished. A sk

for other exar. plea. 1 as
nearby river nz strea 
change� course, or have
poncls appeared or disap-
peared, beaches receded or
a 6 v B n c e cj .'

Materia Is:

fossil exar»pjes or piet»»res
worksheet:

... Fossils �C!

Vocabulary:

char. pe
fos si ls

extinct

Procedure:

l. Explain that, at one time,
there were anirr»el living here
that are not here today.
Discuss what could have
caused the animals  o

disappear.  lack of food, lack
of home!

Fxplair. that., lonp; j'efore
humans arrived, some p1aces
in Alaska were once cover .d

by oc an watr r. When this
ocean existed, anima!a with
shells live«here.

A fossil is a recorrj of

livinr. thing pros  rve l ov .r
t]r»e. j»!any fossils are ani-
mals that aro now rxti net .
 ,hanFe of habitat is  inc
thirip that ra»ses anir»als to
broom  r~xtinct. Co»IH the

fossil mol!»sks in the h» .. oj.s
Par pe survive as liv'»'p
anima!,. row.' Coul '. the

moo e that »» c« to wanrje»

tl.  banks of the  .j:r:»a >iver

s»r vi~ e in downto»; n j:air-

banks te jav",

1'Bt r oui<' m'rj e <Y'16'»j 

intr arc a

can stu tents do to hejn

j»r it  t these



Activity 4
Mollusk Fossils

Vocabulary:

decay
fossil

sano

wear

Background:

5.

6.

M aterIal s:

82

invertebrate fossils date back to
the earliest traces oi life on earth.

«1ost fossils in Alaska are foun< in

sedimentary rock. I~iollusks leave
the best chance of showing up in
the fossil record because they are
numen ous, they have hard parts,
and they live in a region of low
oxidation where there is a chance

or' burial. Usual1y the haru parts
oi' organisms are preserved; noia-
ble exceptions are r,iammoths frozen
in Alaska's permai'rost or or ga-
nlsms burled deep in peat bogs.
lMost or ganisms do not become
tossilized be< ause they disappear
due to decay, scavenging animals,
chemical action or physical wearnjg.
away  as oi' shells rolling in tive
suz i'!,

Fossils are found throughout most
of Alaska. Geo1ogists in your area
may be able to teH your class the
local geologic history. T rip s to
fossil sites should be arranged
with conservation of the fossil
record as a primary objective.

~ shovel

~ garbage
scil id

~ 'hells

~ microscope or hand lens
~ harasser or iaort ~r an0 pestel

Visit your community dump or
someone's compost heap.
'1'alk about what is happening
 or will happen! to the gar-
bage. It rots, or decays, if
the weather is warm enough.
As an additional or alternate

project, bury some lunrh
le ftovers in the school
grounds. Nark your spot
and r eturn weekly to keep a
record of the decay process.

I.ist what could happen to
something rlead. It could
decay, be eaten by anima! s,
wear away by wind or sand
action, dissolve, or become a
fos sil.

As a class, discuss your
mollusk ."hells . ttLt h at h ap-
pencd to the animal onre
inside? Why are some of the
shells broken? >aha t could

happen if they were left cr
the beach?

Carefully cr ush your shells
with a hammer or a r.ortar

arid pestle, exp]aining to
students that you are hurry-
ing the process that might
happer. on the beach. Exam-
irii the rr ushed pieces with
either har d 1enses or a

microscope.

trow magniiy some sand to see
if vou can finrl shell pieces in
~he sand.

Explain to students that to
become a fossi1, a shell has to
stay around long enou gh to
be buried in mud or dirt that
will later be made into rock
by being compressed.



Materials:
Activity 6
Nlake a Fossil

Vocabulary:

bury
burial

time

fossil

moM

internal

external

Background:
Procedure:

5,

There are a variety of processes
of fossilization. Insects enclosed

in amber and mammoths frozen in
the tundra are examples of the
rare case of actual preservation of
the original or manism. Molecular
replacement of the original material
hy a variety of minerals is more
common. In other instances, the
original substance is altered
during fos sili zation. Commonly,
rather than finding the original
shell, one finds the imprint, mold,
or cast of the shell.

When a shell is buried in sedi-
ments, it can leave the imprint of
the external design of the shell on
the surrounding material. This
imprintation is called an external
riold of the shell. I f a shell
becomes filled with sediment, the
internal structure of the shell can
be impressed, and an internal mold
results. Often, water percolating
tli rough tiie sediment s dis solves
the original, leaving only the shell
raold. Sometimes a mineral will fill
the space left by the dissolved
sh.cll . The mold then creates a
cast of the original shell.

plaster of Paris  if unavail-
able, substitute building
plaster, soft mud or modeling
clay!
bivalve shells  two valves!
sticks

water

petroleum jelly  optional!

felix the plaster of Paris with
water in a milk carton, using
a stick to stir. At the right
consistency, the plaster
should flow slowly, but not
be runny.

h,xplain to studeiits that you
ar e going to siraulate one
method of makiiig a fossil.
Beview tlie concepts of burial
on the ocean bottom, as well
as preservation over time.

PID the t wo shells with plas-
ter of' Paris. Allow to hard-
cii. Discuss with studerits
wliat might liave covered the
shell or the ocean bottom,

w'hen the plaster is liard,
remove it from the shell. lt
shoulu sliow all the markings
o f the inside oi the s lie ll,

sucli as tiie mi bcle scars.

I'iH tiie bottom ot' a halved

milk cartoii with plaster of
Puris. Press the concave
sides of the shells into tiie



plaster ano allow to has zen.
<or..ovc tiie univalve to reveaj.

an external aiold.

6, Use the internal and external
molds to cast plaster shells.
Coat them with petroleum jelly
to prevent sticking.

A.duitionai A.ctiwity:

Use atlas|,er ui Pai ls and sh<;-Hs lo
t ioid plaques iver 1;rid.s.
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Objectives:

To help st uden t s:

~ Recognize the distinguishing characteristics of insects  Activity 1!.
Compare insect types most commonly found in Alaska waters  Activities
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9!.

~ Recognize the major stages nf complete and incomplete metamorphosis,
while distinguishing between these two processes  Activities 2, 3!,
Use legends, poems and art to interpret insect phenomena  Activity 4!.

~ Illustrate adaptation by creating an adapted water insect  Activity 5!.
Separate insects' food preferences: eating other animals, eating plants,
eating plankton  Activities 5, 6!.

~ Define habitat and list three habitat requirements  Activity 7!.
~ Understand the importance of protecting animal habitats  Activity 7!.
~ Describe an organism's habitat. orally, graphically, and with pantomime

  Acti vi ty 7! .
Compare caddis-fly cases to students' own homes  Activity 8!.

Activity 1: Wiggle, Squig-
gle � Name That Bug.....
Worksheet:

Insect Parts .........SA

Activity 2: Flies � Complete
Metamorphosis........., ..
Worksheets:

Insect Life Cycle.....8B
Midge 8C

Activity 3: Stoneflies:
Gradual Metamorphosis....
Worksheets:

Insect Life Cycle .... SB
Metamorphosis Squares 8D

Activity 4: Mosquitoes in
Alaska Native Lore .......
Worksheet:

Mosquito ............. SE
Activity 5: Adaptation � Be

a Filterer

Work sheets:

Mayfly . .....8F
Black Fly ............SG

Activity 6: The Predacious
Diving Beetle ............ 100
Worksheets:

Predacious Diving
Beetle .8H

Insect Predators .....8I

Activity 7: The Dragonfly
at Home � Habitat ........ 102

Worksheets:

Dragon fly............. 8 J
Dragonfly Home......SK
Insects at Home...... 8L

Activity 8: Go Home Caddis
Fly 105
Worksheet:

Caddis Fly........... 8M
Activity 9: Bug Run....... 107

Work sheet:

Bug Run .8N
Tlingit mosquito legend... 109
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Fresh waters contain many of the
same invertebrate phylums found
in the sea. Crustaceans, worms,
sponges--even jellyfish and mol-
lusks--can be found in Alaska
ponds, streams, lakes and rivers.
Students were introduced to the

major groups of invertebrates with
Discovery, the first volume in the
Sea Week Curriculum Series. This

unit continues to build on that
foundation.

The class "Insecta" is included in

the lar ge phylum "Anth ropoda, "
which comprises the invertebrates
with jointed legs and a segmented
body. Insects embody the largest
and most abounding group of
animals in the world. In fact,
In sec ta i s lar ger than all other
animal groups combined. It
evolved first as a terrestrial
group, then migrated into fresh
water. Rut nevertheless, few
insects have managed to invade the
salt water environment .

Students in Southeast Alaska will

be able to find about 30 different
families of insects. Farther north
though, the diversity diminishes,
to the point where only about four
different families are found on
Arctic Alaska's North Slope.

The adult insect is covered by a
hard shell and has three body
parts: head, thorax and abdomen.
Its wings as well as its six-jointed
legs are attached to the thorax.
Alaska's fresh water wetlands ar e

rife with both immature and adult
insects. The immatures may be in
the form of nymphs, larvae or
pupae, and thus are far more
variable than their adult counter-
parts,

The Insecta class includes the
following orders common in Alaska
fresh water:

Beetles   Coleoptera! live in
the water as both adults and

young.  An adult predacious
diving beetle is able to attack
and eat a tadpole. !

"True" bugs  Ekemiptera!,
such as the water strider and

water boatman, for the most
part eat by sucking the juices
of their prey through a
hollow beak or mouth parts or
p robiscus. T hey live in or
on the water both as adults

and young.

Dragonflies and damselflies
 Odonata! spend the winters
as immature insects under-
water. In summer, they
become graceful fliers that
can be spotted over most
ponds and wetlands in
Alaska.
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Mayflies  Ephemeroptera! are
well-known to sport fishermen
along our rivers and streams,
who imitate these insects with

"dry flies." Mayflies rise in
great masses, which sometimes
resemble small clouds over the
water.

Stoneflies  Plecoptera! are
ancient relatives of the cock-

roach. Students, teachers or
others who think they have
come across "flies," either
lodged in the snow or emerg-
ing from the water during
early spring or even winter,
have actually found stone-
flies.

Caddis flies  Tricoptera! ar e
insects that fly as adult,, but
can be found on stream or
pond bottom., while young,
with their attached "homes" of
pebbles or vegetation.

Flies  Diptera! include such
insects as black flies, midges
and mosquitoes. Though the
bane of most Alaskans, they
also provide a plentiful study
resource for the classroom.

The following chart delineates
insect groups by key distinguish-
ir g characteristics. These major
taxo»omic groups, the insect
order, are detailed in the orga-
n~ization of each order, with refer-
ence to distinguislsing characteris-
tics, life habits, food sources,
collectin g techniques and aquaz ium
needs. Your students, of course,
do not need to know all this

inforr~ation to meet unit objectives.
It is provided here for teachers to
become nore familiar with th» major
aquatic orders in Alaska, a»d also
t o help identify insects in the
field. On<'.e '�'ou know what an
animal is, you can use it for class-
room experiments recommended in
the final unit of this gui<3e.
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Procedure:

2.

3.MateriaIs:

Vocabulary:

~ legs
~ wings

thorax
~ abdomen

~ head

5.

90

Activity 1
Wiggle, Squiggle-
Name That Bug

~ insect pictures
~ insect specimens
~ paper

~ crayons
~ scissors

~ glue or tape
~ worksheet:

...Insect Parts  8A!

Pass out the in sect specimens
or display the pictures. Ask
students to describe what

they see: number of legs
�!, wings  usually 4, some-
times 2!, location of the head
and tail end of their insect,
color, texture, shape.

Divide students into groups
of four. Do not have the

students sit together yet.
Introduce the insect parts
and assign one student in
each group a different
part   s! of the insect: 1!
head, 2! wings, 3! thorax
with legs at t ached, 4 ! abdo-
men. Have students draw

their sections of thc insect
using one of the pictures or
specimens as models.

When finished, have students
join the rest of their group.
Students cut out their own
-ection of the insect and then

the group "builds" the insect,
pastin g it together on another
piece of paper.

When the insects are assem-

bled, students can name their
creations. Scientists name

or ganisms by what they look
like, how they live, or after
either themselves or famous

scientists.

Use the Insect Parts work-

sheet for review.



Activity 2
Flies-

Complete IVletamorphosis

Background:

pttea  Diptera: dt, two; @tera.
wing. All flies have only two
win gs. ! Perhap s the most ma-
ligned of all insect groups,
"Dip ter a" includes such varying
forms as the mosquito, midge,
housefly, deerfly, black fly, gnat
and crane fly. The farther north
one travels, the greater proportion
of all insects will be represented
by flies. Therefore, students will
probably turn up a great number
of flies in their explorations.

Adult flies have large, compound
eyes, as well as mouth parts
adapted for piercing, sucking and
licking. Though the adults are
not aquatic, many pupa and larva
forms are. The immature are more
variable than the other groups
discussed, but the aquatic ones all
look worm-like, with soft bodies
and no true legs or eyes. Most
pupae are inactive, but mosquito
and midge pupae move with fast,
squirming, wriggling motions. The
pupae typically have fused ap-
pendages. The larval stage lasts
only a week in some mosquitoes,
midges and black flies, and up to
a year or more in some crane fHes.

Crane flies or Tipulidae adults look
like overgrown mosquitoes. The
larvae are fat worms distinguished
by a fat tube at the rear end.
Most shred leaves for food. They
are found in a variety of habitats.

The wormiest of the worm-like
larvae are the midge, or Chirono-
midae larvae. They are slender
and soft-bodied, and generally
have a short, stubby leg behind
the head, with a similar leg at the
tail end. Any Alaska pond you
explore will produce midge larvae.
Most will be found in the bottom,
sometimes in silky cases. There
are more different midges than any
other organism in Alaska. Some
eat dead leaves, some filter feed,
and others graze. T he adult
midge resembles a mosquito,
though it doesn't suck blood
 though some do bite!.

Insects change. The young or
immature organisms differ, in
varying degrees, from the adults,
and do not possess all the distin-
guishing characteristics of insects.
Students will discover both adults
and immatures in Alaska waters.
The metamorphosis, or change
process, has two basic patterns.
Some insects, such as the familiar
butterfly and all these "true"
flies, have young that vary dras-
tically from the adult form, and
change from one form to the other
through a pupa stage. Other
insects, such as the stonefly and
water strider, are not dissimilar to
the adult, and change gradually
through stages  in stars! through
their lives. The dramatic change
process of the butterfly is called
"complete" metamorphosis. The
gradual change process of the
dragonfly is caQed "gradual"
metamorphosis. Because insects
possess a hard external skeleton,
they must shed their skin  molt!
when they grow or pass from one
instar to the next.



Materials:

3.

Vocabulary:

Procedure:

nJJ ~
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During complete metamorphosis,
the adult female lays the egg.
The egg then hatches to produce
an active larva, usually a worm-
like or ganism  caterpillar! . Then
the larva changes into a wingless,
mouthless, usually dormant pupa
 sometimes cocoon or crysalis!,
which metamorphoses into the
winged adult.

~ pictures af insects--both
adult and immatures

~ insect specimens
~ shed skins of insects
~ construction paper, newspa-

per
~ midge larvae
~ picture of midge adult
~ warksheets:

...!nseci Life ~Cele  8B!

...M d  ~!

~ change
~ growth
~ midge
~ larva

~ pupa

~ eggs
~ adult

~ complete metamorphosis

Introduce the change concept
to students. Discuss the
growth of faniliar organisms:
spruce cones to spruce trees,
puppies to dogs. You may
want to have students bring
in their own baby pictures.
 Bring in yours! !

Paint out to students that as
we grow, our bones grow,
and our skin grows to accom-
modate our new size. Point

out that when people get fat,
their skin does not pop, it

stretches. Not so with
insects. The insect's outer
skin is its shell. Unlike the
mollusk, it cannot change
size.

Make a stuffed insect for
demon stration purposes,
following the directions for
stuffed bivalve given in Unit
Two, Activity 2. Explain
that the insect is going to
grow on the inside. Have
students help you stuff more
and more rlewspaper into your
insect. Eventually the seams
of your insect will pop, and
that is just what happens to
insects and crustaceans.
When their skin pops, they
crawl out of it and a new
skin hardens, which they
eventually climb out of as
well.

Using the moth, cocoon and
caterpiiler as examples,
explain that some insects
change from worm-like animals
to ones with wings, by going
through a magical period
when they hide as a pupa.
Show students the midge
larvae and explain that they
tao will someday fly away.
To illustrate this change,
play a game. Divide the
class into two teams and form
relay lines. Place two sleep-
ing bags at the far end of
the room from the teams.
 five the leader of each team
a pretty costume  printed
shirt! . The leader runs ta
the sleeping bag, crawls in,
puts on the costume and
emerges  imitating the com-
plete metamorphosis of an
insect! . The leader runs
back ta his/her line, takes
off the costume, and gives it
to the next person in line,
who then runs dawn to the

sl eepin g bag, and so forth
until the line is complete.
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4. Use the insect Life Cycle and
~tttid e worksheets to review
the stages of complete meta-
morphosis with students.

Activity 3
Stonef lies:

Gradual M etamorphosis

St oneflies  Plecoptera: pleco,
folde<i; ptera, wing. Stoane ly
wings are foMed and held flat
against the back when the insect
is not flying. !

When observed resting at the
w ate r's edge, terrestrial adult
s tone flic s may be slightly reminis-
cent of cockroaches, with wings
folded neatly over their backs.
Pound under the rocks of stream
bottoms, the immature nymph
provides the origin of the common
name. They are an important food
source for stream fish. These
animals are restricted to highly
oxygenated waters, and as such
are found throughout the world
only in the cleane st water, where
& fast current or wave action
mixes air into the stream flow.
Because cold water holds more

oxygen, some of Alaska's Arctic
ponds are able to support stonefly
nymphs.

All stonefly nymphs look similar to
each other. While they range from
<'ne-fourth inch to three-and-a-half

inches long, they all have elongat-
ed, s treamlined bodies, t wo long
antennae, filamentous gills on the
thorax, and two long filaments on
the tip <>f the abdomen.



Arctic region insects are usually
smaller than insects of the same
order from more southerly cli-
mates. As a result, most Alaska
stonefly nymphs and. adults are
less than an inch long.

Stonefly feeding habits vary,
Some are predators and others
shred leaves dropped into water
by streamside vegetation. The
lively, active predators generally
have bright, amber patterns on
their backs. The more sluggish
herbivores are a dull, uniform
brown or black. The nymphs
remain in their water homes from
one to four years. The immatures
crawl out of the water sometime in
late fall to early sprin g, to shed
their skins and emerge as winged
adults.

The nymphs occur either in debris
or under stones, and typically are
iti running water or on the edge of
wave-swept lakes. They may be
collected by handpicking them from
the bottoms of stones--being
careful to replace the stone after
removal--or by picking through
leaf debris in a light-colored
dishpan. Nymphs also may be
collected by placing a sieve or
screen downstream of rocks agitat-
ed in your search.

The nymphs will survive only in a
cold, well-aerated aquarium . In
keeping predacious stoneflies, it is
important for the health of the
rest of your aquarium to keep
them well-fed. An ample supply of
leaf debris is important to the
vegetarian stoneflies.

ln the stonefly's metamorphosis,
the egg hatches into an early
stage  instar! nymph  the terms
"naiad" and "larva" are also
used! . This nymph possesses
jointed le gs and an insect-like
appearance. When the nymph

grows, it loses its skin. Each
stage differs from the earlier stage
and resembles the adults more
closely . A stone fly may go
thi ough several dozen instars
before emerging as an adult. A
late in star nymph has developed
win g pads. The nymph crawls
frow the water onto a twig or rock
for its final molt into the adult
form, which of course, is winged.

The study of metamorphosis, which
was introduced with the midge,
can be continued with the stone-

fly,

Materials:

~ pictures of stoneflies
~ stoncfly specimens
~ worksheets:

...Insect Life Cycle  SB!

...M t h Squares
 8D!

Vocabulary:

~ stone fly
~ nymph
~ change
~ adult

' egg
~ similarities
~ differences

~ gradual metamorphosis

Procedure:

1. Using pictures or specimens
of stoneflies, ask students if
they have ever seen one
either in the water or on
land. Point out that the
adults sometimes can be found
in the snow around streams.
These insects change form
between youth and adulthood
just as the midge and butter-
fly do, but not so dramatical-
ly. The stonefly young are
called nymphs, whose gradual
changes are more similar to
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our own. The "baby" stone-
fly resembles the adult.
Have stuclents list similarities

and differences between adult

and nymph from the pictures,
worksheets or specimens.

2. Use the Insect Life Cycle
worksheet to contrast and

compare complete metamor-
phosis.

3. Pass out the Metamorphosis
Squares worksheet to stu-
dents working in pairs or
individually. First cut up
the sheet, then order them,
using the Insect Life ~Ccte
worksheet as a key.

Activity 4
Mosquitoes in Alaska
Native Lore

The most notorious fly on this
planet is undoubtedly the mosquito
 Culicidae!. Even young students
are mosquito experts, familiar with
their habits.

Mosquito larvae live in practically
any still water, making it a har dy
aquarium specimen. This larva is
different from the larvae of other
flies because of its enlar ged,
fused, thoracic segment. This
"wriggler" floats at the sur face,
breathing through a snorkle at the
tip of its abdomen. It squirms
downward if disturbed. As is true

of most diptera, mosquito larvae
generally are filter feeders.

Aiany adult mosquito females re-
quire a blood meal before they can
lay their eg gs. Males feed on
vegetable juices.

The non-biting phantom midge is
in the same family as the mosquito
and resembles it in appearance.



Materials .

Vocabulary:

by
J. valvardjuk

Procedure:

dirl not
tl sr~ r~t II

list of
thosr t 
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~ "A Hunter's Memory" by
Ivalv!rdjuk

~ mosquito illustrations
~ Tlingit mosquito legend by

Shanon Gallant, pg. 109
. pencils/crayons
~ paper
~ worksheet:

...Mosquito  8E!

. seasons

~ memories

- senses

~ mosquito

fly
- legend

Discuss with students how

each season creates different
memories of sights, smells,
tastes, touches and sounds.

Write summer" on the board.
Ilcrreath it, make columns for
sights, sr: elis, tastes, touch-
ings, sounds. A sk the first
student to contribute a one-

word summer sight, thc
second student a o»c-word
summer smell, and so on until
"ll students have contributed.

3. Read or have one of your
children read orally "A Hunt-
er's Memory." Discuss this
Eskimo's memories of the
seasons.

A IIUNTING MEMORY

Cold and r!osquitoes
are torments

that never come together.
I lie dowr. or> the ice,
I lie down. on the icc and snow
So my j!!ws chatter
This I!

Aja-aja � ja

Is it mes!ories

of the seasons

of tl c seasons

 mosquitoes swarmir g!
of the season-

 ice p:.:ralyzing!
make the mind swoor.,

a;; I stretch n y limbs out
or. the icc'
Tl!is is I!
A]a a]a-!8

~ from Eskimo Poems frog Canada
and Greenlar rl, translated by Tom
I.owenstein, University of Pitts-
burgh Pr css, 1973!

I!' ~ cur StudP»ta

include "buzz" or

;:r.rnp their board
sur r.< r senses ",d<l
the list now.



7.

8.

4. Introduce the mosquito and
its biology. Using thc
IViosquito worksheet, ask how
many wintts the mosquito has.
Two-winged insects are in the
true fly group. Tell your
students that the wor d mos-
quito is Spanish for "little

Have students draw pictures
to illustrate the legend or to
illustrate their earlier hypoth-
eses.

Follow-up: Ask students to
write or illustrate stories

explaining other freshwater
insect phenomen a. F xamp1es;

5. Have students complete the
worksheet.  The worksheet
arrows point to distinguishing
characteristics of the mosquito
larvae. !

6. Ask students why they think
Alaska has so many mos-
quitoes. After discussing
their hypotheses, tell stu-
dents that everyone is going
to learn how the Tlingits ex-
plained the abundance of
mosquitoes. Read to students
the Tlingit mosquit legend by
Shanon Gallant, which is the
illustrated story located at
the end of this unit, page
109. Stop after part four
and ask the class to predict
what they think will happen.
Complete the story and com-
pare the legend to their
original hypotheses and
predictions.

Why mosquitoes bite people.
Why mosquitoc s and people
are enemies.
Why caddis flies build cases.
Why many flies emerge all at
once.
Why adult mayflies live only
one or two days and have ro
mouth parts.
Why some dra gon flies spend
most of their lives at the
bottom of a pand.
Why mosquitoes buzz in
people's ears   There is
children'. book of a west

African legend with this title
by Vern Aardema, Dial
Press.!.



Activity 5
Adaptation - Be a Filterer

Any Alaskan who has seen a
fisherman's "fly" has most likely
seen a replica of an adult mayfly
 Ephemeroptera!, with its sail-like
wings heM upright over the back.
The name "Ephemeroptera" means
short-lived  ephemero! wing
 ptera!, referring to the brief life
of the adult form.

Background:

An animal's eating habits and
habitat are reflected in its body
form . M ay fly nymphs, which live
on top of underwater rocks scrap-
ing algae, are streamlined and flat
in cross section, living compressed
against their rock homes.  A pet
name among entomologists for these
particular nymphs is "frisbee
heads"--a name worth passin g on
to students if they find one during
collecting trips. ! Mayfiies, which
live under rocks collecting plank-
ton away from the direct current,
are round in cross section.

Dragonfly nymphs have a jaw that
shoots forward to catch its prey.

The small, dark, humped-back
adult black fly ha s broad win gs.
This well-known, biotin g pest's
larva has a swollen abdomen tip
attached to the bottom of a stream.

The larva's front end possesses
fur-like structures to filter food
from the wa ter. Black-fly larvae
require v ell-aerated, moving
water, but they will do well in an
aquarium if provided with lots of
oxygen.
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Most people have witnessed the
large emergence of masses of these
creatures. The adult form's short
lifespan necessitates this mass
appearance, as there just isn' t
much time to neet a member of the
opposite sex I The nymph s may
live in the water from a few weeks

to as long as two years. The
adults may live for as briefly as a
few hours. Mayflies are unique
because of their "subimago," or
"sub-adult" phase, lasting from a
few hours to a few days between
their nymph and adult stages.

The adults lack mouth parts, and
do not feed during their short
existence. The nymphs are herbi-
vores. They live in clean, well-
oxygenated ponds and streams.

The mayfly nymph can be distin-
guished by three  occasionally
two! filaments  " tails" ! at the tip
of its abdomen, and also by thc
pz esence of paireel giHs on the
abdominal segments.

Collecting is invariably successfu1
because of the variety of mayfly
nymph habitats. Collecting tech-
niques include sweeping shoreside
vegetation, strainin g pond mud,
searching the tops and bottoms of
stream rocks, and agitating a
pebbled bottom while someone holds
a screen or net downstream.

Mayfly nymphs can be reared in
any aquarium if supplied with their
particular food. Those found in
running water must be kept in cool
or cold water that is well-aerated.



Materials:

paper

crayons
~ worksheets:

...Via~>~fly  8F!

...Black Fly  8G!

Vocabulary:

2, Explain to students that they
are going to become animals.
They will be given certain
information about the animal

and where it lives. With that

information, have them draw
pictures of their new selves.

3. Write the following features
an the board:

adaptation
. mayfly
~ black fly
~ filter

Procedure:

4.

l. Ask students: what is it
about a wolf that helps keep
it alive?  teeth for killing
prey and ripping meat, fast
long legs for chasing, fur to
stay warm! Explain that
these features, which make an
organism suited to how it

Write the word on the board
and have a student look it up
in the dictionary. Why don' t
fish live on land? Why don' t
people live in the water?
 They aren't "adapted" for
it. ! Discuss how people are
adapted to survive.

you live on the bottom of a
stream, which is covered with
rocks

you have to keep from letting
the water push you away
you feed on small or ganisms
that are in the water, so you
need some way to catch these
as they float by

Have students share their

creatures. Then pass out the
worksheets on mayflies and
black flies and point out how
these creatures fit the situa-
tion described.  Black flies
attach themselves to the

bottom and put up fans to
catch passing food; mayflies
flatten themselves against
rocks to keep from being
swept away, and also filter
the water for oxygr n with
hairs on their front legs.!



Activity 6
The Predacious Diving Beetle

The plants and rocks, in addition
to providing substrate for food,
are also important as animal homes.

The entire pond or stream commu-
nity influences � and is influenced
by--the insects found there.
Many ecologists see insects as the
link between the ecologically
significant micro flora and fauna,
and the sport and commercial fish
of human interest.

Background'.

Students will most profitably
observe insects in relation to the
other animals and plants that share
the insect habitat. Plants, for
instance, are the initiators of the
food web, of which insects are a
part. The plants gather sunlight,
water and oxygen to make food.
The insects and other animals of
fresh water can be split broadly
into 1! those that feed on the
plants, and 2! those that prey on
other animals.

All these plant eaters are eaten by
s tor, cflies, dragonflies, dam sel flies,
beetles, bugs or small fish. These
predators are in turn preyed upon
by larger predators such as fish,
bird. or mammals.

The key feature of the food web is
the interconnection amon g all its
n- r ticiparits: mayfly larva eats
ii~unts, anci both fi h and bird::
eat r i,'.yfly larva. Then lar ge.
predat< rs eat the fish and bircls.

cliscussin g these interactions
within the food web, the. human
factor i . important to acknowledge.
llumans enter the web both;is top
predator s e "ting fish, birds or
r~.> r.;mals, uric.' also at lo wer levele
by removin g streamside vegetation
cir crea tin g clar Is that alter the
i'ood supplies,
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The beetles   Coleoptera: coleo,
slieath, cetera, wing! are the
1 sr gest order oi insects. All
beetle adults possess biting mouth
parts and hardened forewings,
which cover the topside of the
abdomen and meet in a traight
line. The predacious diving
beetles  Dytiscidae! are the lar gest
faniily of aquatic beetles and the
most like]y to be found in Alaska.

Adult dytiscids breathe air under
water by holding a bubble under
their forewings. Every few min-
utes they must surface to trap
another bubble. They can be seen
head down at the surface, abdomeri
poking up to capture air. These
lar ge, shiny, black or brown
insects are voracious predators.
They eat other insects, and the
larger ones will attack even small
fish or tadpoles.

ln the dytiscid, metamorphosis is
complete. The predacious larvae
sometimes are caHed water tigers.
They are elongated, with an eight-
segmentcd, tapered abdomen that
lacks gill.",. Clean substrate and
aquatic vegetation are necessary
for their existence.

Beetles usually can be captured by
sweeping a net over the bottom of
a pool or porid. Both adults and
larvae are interesting to observe
in ari aquarium, but will prey on
smaller aquarium life.



Materials:

paper sacks
old n ylon s,
papeI'

specimens of
divirIg beetle;;
crayons

rubber band

paper
tape or staples
open playing area
wcrksl1eet s:

...Predacious D~tvtn
Beetle  Hii!

...Insect Predators  SI!

p1 edaciou

~ predacious diving beetle
~ pre<'a tor
~ tadpole

Procedure:

Vocabulary;

rags ol scrap

diving beetles. Leave the
"beetles" empt> an<I open for
nom. Tadpoles can be made
out of nylon stockirl gs, or
1mp I'ovl seel with ra gs OI' Scrap
paper.

Now you are: cavy for action.
Design;.te two students as
be<.ties, having them take
their "sack beetles" in hand.
tlaVe ttte reSt Of th<. Stu<.'entS

b<. either t'dpoles or water
weeds.

During the game, the preda-
cious divin g beetles chase
tadpoles, who take refuge in
the weeds. The tadpoles are
"safe" by touching the weeds.
When cau ght, the tadpole
goes into the beetle bag and
the tadpole student becomes a
beetle.

Ask students what they like
to eat. Some probably prefer
meats, while others prefer
plant foods such as vegeta-
bles or fruit. Insects have
their preferences as well.
Discuss insect food habits
they already know about.
 grasshoppers eat grass, flies
like dead salmon and other
carrion, mayfly and black-fly
larvae eat plankton!.

Pass out t.he Predacious
~Dtvi» tteette workst|eet.
II ave st ud en t s color tl te

illustration and discuss the

eating habits of this fierce
beetle.

The predacious-diving-beetle
game simulate the relation-
ships between beetles and
other pond organisms. First,
nake the players by usi»g
lunCh SaCk S, CI'ayOnS and
brown construction paper to
create several predacious

After;i few minutes, stop the
play. II@.ve,dl the ealpt ~
be<.ties turn into weeds a»<i

continue play.  Beetles die
and:urn into nutricnts for
plants. ! Stop a gain after
another few minutes. What

has happened'? I f there are
no tadpoles, what <toes that
indicate?  too ma11y beetles!
@hat will eventually t1appen".
 beetles starve to death, too!
The moral is that it is hest

for all if there is a bal lnce

oramong orga»isrls. Try
playing again with a variety
Of ratio» Of Or gaI~ iSn S.

Firtish your craft projc<. ts by
stuffing beetles with tadpoles
or newspaper. Then decorate
the classroom with them.

Us« the Insect Predators

worksttoot os~sallow-up.
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Activity 7
The Dragonfly at Home-
Habitat

'i ne scientific tern for dragonflies
and damselflies is Odonata, derived
from the Greek word odon, mean-
ing "tooth," referring to insects'
large mandibles.

Most of us are famiiiar with the

adult forms of dragonflies and
damselflies  Odonata!, with the
dragonflies spreading their wings
at rest, while the more delicate
damsel fli" hold their wings over
their backs.

The immature of these are nymphs.
The dragonfly n; mph is a stout-
bodied fellow with gills hidden
inside the abdomen. The damselfly
nymph is elongated and slender,
possessing three leaf-like gills at
the tip of the abdomen.

In both the nymph and adult
stages, dragonflies and damselflies
are hearty predators, especially of
mosquitoes. Sometimes they stalk
their prey in shoreside vegetation,
while other tines they will sub-
merge themselves in bottom mud in
order to pounce on an unsuspect-
ing passerby. The labium  or
bottom jaw! of the dragonfly forms
a mask, which can be "shot" out
to one-fourth of the animal's
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length to grasp its prey. The
dragonfly can use its internal gill
chamber to expel water and move
by jet propulsion.

Damselfly and dragonfly adults can
both be observed mating in flight.
After mating, the females of some
species fly low over the water,
laying eggs as they dip their
abdomens into the water. Other
species lay their eggs in aquatic
plants or bottom mud. The
nymphs can be collected either by
sweeping aquatic vegetation or by
straining the bottom litter, or
mud They are hardy in the
aquarium, but must be kept well-
fed or they will prey upon other
orgar isms in your care.

The place where an organism lives
is called its "habitat." Each
habitat must provide a space for
the or ganism, as well as the food
and water necessary for survival.
Many in. ects live in water as
immatures, but become terrestrial
as adults.

A major distinction between h ab>-
tats in a freshwater system is
whether the water is flowing or
not, Extremely rapid current nay
render the environment int olerable
for li fe. Similarly, an extremely
slow current might cnHect so much
silt as to also be unsuitable for
li fe.

The edge of the water is the
"shore zone," where r noted plant s
provide home and sustenance for a
variety of aninals. In this region,
such creatures as dragon i'ly and
damselfly r yr.:phs and snails attach
themselves to water ]ilies and pond
weeds, while ..tickleback fish might
hide below. Ãhen wave action is
extreme, aquatic flowering plai ts
are absent, hut algae is present.
The shore zone is the richest for
pond exploration s. P v swee ping



collection nets through the vege-
tation, it is possible to turn up an
abundance of invertebrate life.

In the "open water zone," the
shore and bottom have less

influence. There is plant life in
open water, represented by the
floating algae called phytoplankton.
Zonplankters, many of them
crustaceans such as copepods and
Daphnia, also thrive in this re-
gion. Here is a chance to try
your plankton nets. You' ll find
that the nets also occasionally
catch larger free-swimming or ga-
nisms such as fish and diving
beetles.

Students can watch water st riders

and other sur face-dwelling orga-
nisms walking or swimming on the
surface tension of the water.

You will find only a few specimens
of a few species, such as midges
and may flies, in sandy regions.
Mayfly and stonefly nymphs, in
addition to caddis-fly and black-fly
larvae, can be found attached to
rocks in freshwater streams and
rivers. Because rocks make good
anchors and offer many protective
niches, rock bottoms are among
the best places to look for insects.
Bedrock is often found where the

current is so swift that the force
has carried away even the larger
stones. Such swift currents may
carry away organisms, too.
Although black-fly larvae are
usually the last to go, the crevices
in bedrock may also harbor may-
fly, stonefly and caddis-fly young.

The bottoms of rivers, streams,
ponds and lakes provide habitat
for invertebrates. The nature of
the bottom is important in de-
termining what lives there. In
general, the more complex the
substrate  that is, the more dif-
ferent kinds of bottom material!,
the more diverse will be the inver-

tebrate fauna. Bottom organisms
either burrow into the bottom,
attach themselves to the substrate,
or swim along the bottom.

Mud is found in freshwater areas

where water is slow-moving.
Midge, mosquito and other fly
larvae are found in abundance in

mud-bottom habitats, along with
less abundant mayflies, dragonflies
an d damselflies .

Because of its uniform nature,

sand provides a relatively poor
substr ate for life in fresh water.
Sand is typical of freshwater areas
where flowing water has slowed,
such a.. eddies and creek edges.

Aquatic insects that have adapted
to fit their habitats are dependent
on these settings for existence.
But when humans change habitat,
they also change the nature of its
life. For instance, a dam causes
siltation upstream, which changes
the nature of the stream bottom

and eliminates creatures depending
on rocks or rapidly moving water.
The water behind the dam also

collects inflowing nutrients, chang-
ing the downstream food supply.
On a smaller scale, removin g lo gs
and debris from a stream or river
alters habitat, and therefore
eliminates or at least changes
populations, The greater the
diversity of habitats available, the
more different kinds of associated

organisms can be found. In any
case, it is important to note that
unnecessarily changing habitat is
not a good idea.
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Materials:

5.

Voc a bu la ry:

crayon

scissors

worksheet s:

...Dra onfl  8 J!

...Dragon y Home  8K!

...Insects at Home  8I !

habitat

home

food

water

shelter

Where will it gct water?
 pond! The . tudents need to
draw a pond. An adult
dragonfly's shelter is planfs.

Continue in a sirailar manrtcr

with the dragonfly nymph,
Pood  immature mosquito!,
w ~ter  pond!, shelter  bottom
mud or subr cr ged plants!.

Expand their understanding
to other insects with the

Insects at Ilome worksheet

and the followin«habitat

activity.

Procedure:

2.

9.
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Write the word "habitat" on

the board and explain that a
habitat is sn organism's home.
Where is the students' habi-

tat? Where is an insect's

home?

Vse the ~Dr@ onfl tsorksheet
to introduce dragonfly and
damselfly life habits.

Return to the idea of habitat.
Ask students: what is neces-

sary for surviv al?   food,
water, shelter! Hxplain that
the habitat must provide
these things.

Vse the ~Dra onfl at Home
worksheet. Cut up the parts
and have each student ar-

range them on another sheet.
Fxplain to students that you
are going to create a picture
of a dragonfly habitat. Start
with the adult dragonfly.
Where is its home?  in the
air! Place it on your paper
where air would be. What

does every habitat have to
provide?   food, water,
shelter! So what is adult
dragonfly food?  mosquito!
Place it in the habitat.

Discuss what would happen if
ou p ulled up ."31 the plant s

 remove dragonflies, shelter
and other organisms' food!
Vt'hat would happen to a
mayfly if you took away the
stone cove irlg it  lose
home! Therefore, it is
important to not only I e
careful of living things, but
of their homes or habitats.

For the first round of the

activity, the teacher will need
to select the habitat types
and do a good deal of student
coaching. Discuss with
students that each habitat
must provide food, shelter
and water for the organisr~s.
Give examples of well-known
organisms and their habitats:
~or anism, stonefty; habitat,
stream; shelter, under rock
in stream~nod, other in-
sects. IIere's another:
o~ranism, mus el; habitat,
beach; shelter, stump or
rock, food, plankton.

Split the class into groups of
about eight students. Assign
each group a secret habitat
 pond, beach, wet tundra,
village community, city neigh-
borhood!. Have each group
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desi g» ' pantomime that acts
o»t the habit't.

10. Reassemble the class and have

each group perform its habi-
tat, having the rest of the
class guess the habitat.
Rules for the performance
are: without the audience

saying anything, the audience
must think ouietly about the
habitat until the performers
are done with their act.

When complete, students can
raise their hands to propose
a habitat. Remind the au-

dience they are to recognize a
particular ~lace, not the
specific animals that live in
that place.

11. Discuss the inclusion of the
village or neighborhood as
"people habitat."  Though a
hit of a "ringer" in the g'arne,
it is an important inclusion. !
Students need to be able to

tr ansfer the ideas gained in
these exercises to their own
lives.

12, Ask students: what might
the addition of humar habitats

do to ponds and streams?
What would happen if you
built a road next to a stream?

What if you fBled in a pond
to build a shopping center?

Activity 8
Go Home Caddis Fly

As a not-too-showy adult, the
caddis fly is inconspicuous and
dull-colored, its hairy or scaley
wings like a moth with a tent on
its back. On the other hand, the
caddis-fly larvae are likely to be
big hits in your classroom.

Though terrestrial as adults,
before maturity caddis-fly larvae
inhabit all types of freshwater
habitats. Put after spending the
majority of their lives as larvae,
they undergo a complete metamor-
phosis. But prior to that, the
larvae and short-lived pupae
inhabit cases, which is always
popular with students. The cases
are made of vegetation, rocks,
sand grains, or a fine net.

The larvae have hard plates both
on the head and on the last part
of the thorax. The abdomen is
soft and lightly colored. Jointed
legs are attached to the thorax.

The caddis-fly larvae's feeding
habits vary. Some eat streamside
debris, Others scrape algae from
submerged rocks. Yet another
group collects plankton in a net.



Materials:

4.

Vocabulary:

Procedure:
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With their heavy cases, caddis
lar vae are easily collected by
picking the larvae and cases from
rocks, or sifting them out of
debris. The larvae do well in an
aquarium with moderate aeration
and an adequate food supply.

. caddis specimens and illus-
trations

~ worksheet:

...Caddis ~F1  BM!

~ caddis fly
~ cases

~ building materials
~ predator

Either pass around actual
caddis fly larva specimen s
and cases, or show pictures
of them to the class. Ask

students if they have ever
seen things like this before.
Postulate with them about how

caddis fly larvae build these
neat little portable homes.
What are the building mate-
rials of the students' own

homes? What did people use
who lived where they do 100
years ago?  native materials!
Caddis fly larvae and our own
ancestors are similar in some

ways, with both groups
dependent on resources found
nearby.

Go over the Caddis Fly
worksheet with your stu-
dents. Make special note of
cases by explaining about
case composition.

3. If disturbed, cad dis-fly
larvae will leave their cases,
returning later. Or, they
may build new ones else-

where. In the simplest
version of this activity, count
the children out by threes.
The ones and twos stand still
and hold hands in an arch to
form a "caddis case." The

threes are the "caddis lar-
vae," which live in the cases.
On a signal from the teacher,
the larvae leave their cases

and run around to find
another.

In the next scenario, the
ones and twos start out as

cases, with threes safely
inside as larvae. The teacher
then announces a change in
players--the ones and threes
become the cases and the

twos the larvae. Play is then
repeated, letting the ones be
the caddis flies.

An additional level of difficul-
ty adds a new challenge.
When this variation begins,
all caddis larvae are in their
homes, except for one home-
less "it" with no case. On a

signal f rom the teacher, the
caddis larvae must all change
cases, and the one caseless
caddis larva tries to beat
others to an empty case.
T he caddis larva having no
case is now "it."

The next level adds a preda-
tor. There is still one larva
too many for the cases, but
this time an additional child is
a "trout." The trout chases
the caddis, which is "safe"
by getting into a case,
There can be only one caddis
per case, so an incoming
caddis displaces the resident
 unrealistic, but fun! . If
tagged, the caddis larva
becomes a trout and the trout
a caddis larva, whereupon the
chase resumes.



Although all insects are often
simply referred ta as bugs, a
particular order of insects actually
exists bearing the scientific term,
"bug." These "true" bugs under-
go a gradual metamorphosis. They
have piercing, sucking beaks.
These partially horny creatures
have somewhat transparent wings
that often form a leathery triangle
behind the thorax. The adults
and nymphs resemble each other
both in appearance and life habits.
The aquatic species of the bug
order remain aquatic throughout
their life cycle.

These "true" bugs are the
Hemiptera  hemi, half; ptera,
wing! . Those associated with
water environments use atmospher-
ic oxygen. Different kinds of
bugs use various strategies to get
this oxy g en. Some hold air bub-
bles under their wings and return
to the surface when the bubble is
depleted. The twa families of
bu gs found most commonly in
Alaska are the water striders

 Gerridae! ar:d water boatmen
 Corixidae! . The water striders
skate along an the tension of the
water surface, rarely submerge,
and have breathing methods char-
acteristic of terrestrial insects.

Th» water boatmen hold air in a
fuzzy hair covering.

The water striders are black,
long-legged inhabitants of the calm
areas of ponds, streams and
rivers. Some species are found in
marine environments. Typical of
the true bugs, water striders are
predacious. Their forelimbs are
modified to catch prey, which they
find just below the surface. Their
beak is used to suck the juices
from their prey. One must be
quick to catch them as they dart
across the water surface. Because
of their quick movements and
existence above the water surface,
it is difficult to confine them to an
aquarium.

The water boatmen  Corixidae!
swim in the water column of ponds
and lakes in staccato, jerking
movements, propelled by their
oar-like hind legs. Boatmen vary
in both their form and habits.
Their mouth parts are also shorter
than the typical bug beak. Some
are predators, while others scav-
enge debris, algae and protozoa
from the bottom. They are most
often collected by sweeping a net
through the water.

An aquarium must have a lid to
adequately contain water boatmen,
water striders and other bugs, as
the adults would otherwise be able

to fly out. Collect food for water
boatmen from the pand or stream
where they were caught. They
can survive on leaf litter, vegeta-
ble litter, or rich sediment.

IVIaterials:

~ water strider specimens and
illustrations

. water boatmen specimens and
illus tr ation s

~ scrap paper

detergent
dish pan

~ wor k sheet:

...~Bu Run  8N!
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Vocabulary:

Procedure:

5.

2.

- "true" bug
breath

breathe

water strider

surface tension
water boatmen

l'ass around specimens or
show pictures to introduce
students to the boatmen and

striders, which are among the
most active of the water

insects. Have them count

legs and observe features of
the insects.

Point out that these insects

are true bugs; that is, the
ones that scientists refer to
as bugs. They undergo
gradual metamorphosis and
piercing beaks. Though they
live in water, they must
breathe air like people.

3. The water strider manages to
get it s air by never really
swimming, but by always
staying out of the water on
its stilt-like legs. Have
students make water striders
out of paper and float them
on the water, Demonstrate

that if you push a water
strider through the surface of
the water, it will sink. The
veal or nakc-believe water

stridcrs stand on the water

surface tension.

Detergents break down sur-
face tension. A drop of
liquid detergent behind the
"water strider" should make it

first run forward as the

tension breaks. But then

they sink, because of no
tension to stand on. Be sure

to rescue your water stviderl

Water boatmen have a differ-

ent strategy for getting air.
Rather than staying in the
air, they take the air under
water with then. The body
is covered with fine hairs

that hold a film of air which

the bug can breathe.

W ater boatmen occasionally
must rise to the water surface

to replenish their air supply.
U se the ~Bu Run worksheet
and help the water boatmen
get to thc surface. The
water boatman in this sheet is

feeding on debris in the
bottom, and must rise to the
surface through a maze of
water plants and predators.
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Thngit mosquito legend for Activity 4

Since the earliest times, people have puzzled over why Alaska has so many
mosquitoes. A number of legends speak to this. Most of them probably
have not been written down, but nevertheless continue to be passed along
orally from one generation to the next.

This panel of linoleum block pr ints, by well-known Tlingit artist Shanon
Gallant, illustrates a legend she was told as a child by her grandmother,
who is Jessie Kasco of Klukwan.  Klukwan is a Tlingit village north of
l!aines in Southeast Alaska. lt is a good legend for that part of the country
because Haines, as you remember, is about as far south as the big "snow
mosquitoes" stray.!

nl had been playing outside and got bitten pretty badly," Gallant toM Tide-
lines, a monthly science publication for Alaska school children, "and this is
my grandmother's story as l remember it. "

"Raven, of course, was a magical, mythical being with great powers. He did
good things, like opening the boxes that let out the sun, moon and stars,
bringing the world light. But you couldn't always trust him because he
hked to play tricks. Anyway, here's the legend..."

"Why We Have So Many Mosquitoes" is excerpted and adapted from Alaska Tide-
lines, Volume I I I, No. S May 1981. Virginia Sims, editor. Published by the
University of Alaska Sea Grant Program, Copyright @ 1979. Reprinted by
permi ssi on.
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A long time ago before the white people came, there was only one mosquito
in the world: a giant, blood-thirsty mosquito.

3. That evening while the sad-
dened people were sitting
around the fire, Raven came
to talk to them, "Why do you
put up with that terrible



Mfh We Have
So Many

Mosquitoes
Shanon Gallant is a talented young Alaskan artist, born in Skagway and
reared in Juneau, After graduation from Stanford University in California,
Gallant studied art at the Rhode Island School of Design in Providence,
including a stint at its overseas campus in Rome. Now living in Anchorage,
she works in numerous art media, including contemporary sculpture in
plexiglass, bronze and stainless steel. She also does woodcut and linoleum-
cut prints, as well as painting in oils, airbrush and watercolor. Gallant
always incorporates traditional Tlingit design into her modern creations,
which she says "makes a nice marriage."

preceding article i s excerpted and adapted f rom A'vaska Ei del ines   see
credit at beginning!.
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Objectives;

To help students:

~ Explore a freshwater system  Activity 1!.

~ Observe insects in their natural habitats  Activities 2, 3, 4, 5, 6!.

~ Fecome familiar with the fceuing behaviors of insects  Activities 2, 4,
5!.

~ CoDect insects for field and classroom examination  Ar tivities,, 4!.

~ Record fieM observation data  Activities 4, 6!.

~ l!evelcp respect i' or insect life an«l habitat.
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The sea shell field trip introduc-
tion outlines field trip philosophy
and logistical considerations.
Please refer to this orientation and
the 'How to Use the Book' section

before planning the specifics of
your freshwater field trip.

Activity 1
Field Trip Preparation

Both ponds and streams vield rich
 though different! fauna. Ponds
sometimes are easier for young
students to approach. On the
other hand, many small streams
are only a few inches deep, and
therefore safer. When choosing
field trip water, note its access-
ibility  repeated short trips are
preferable to a single vi.sit!,
depth, the steepness of its bank,
the room children will have to

explore, and the area's richness of
animals. Not findin p' animals is
discouraging; to insure student
success, choose an area with a
diversity of plants and insects.
An area with a diversity of fresh-
water systems--ponds, streams,
muddy bottoms, . ockv bottom,
varying currents and vep'eta-
tion--will yield the p'reatest variety
of invertebrates.

The following field trip is similar
to the beach field trip: field trip
preparation, initial exploration and
class instructions, small group
exploration, class explorations,
review, sharing and closing activ-
ities. One field trip with your
class could inc1ude all or just one
segment of recommended activities.
In any case, have students start
to create their pond books and
task cards beforehand. In addi-
tion, have a "dry run" on the
playground the day before. These
preparations will also demonstrate
to students the importance of
planning.

Materials:

string
baby food jar and lid
hammer

needle and thread

rubber band

nails

nylon hose or parachute nylon
tape
fishing weight
clothes hanger
paper
scissors

crayons

wire cutter

coffee can

two 5/8-inch dowels, 3 inches
long
two feet of 24-inch fiberglass
window screen

worksheet:

...Field ~Tri Book  9A!

Vocabulary:

surface

shore

open water
bottom

dredge
plankton
rule s

etiquette
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Procedure:

Refer to the logistical iield
trip plannirr p; suggestions in
the se r shell field trip  Unit
Si::!.

2. Announce your field trip
interrtions an d ask studerrts
v, hat they think they rvill
fine'.. List the student r'e-

sporrses orr the board and add
some of your own to irrclude
all corriponerrts of the pond
system.  Itens in the list
might irr elude willorvs, water
li]ies, dra gorrfly nymphs and
a dults, «addis larvae, mos-
 quito larvae and adults, water
striders, water, sa»c'.,
mud... !

3. Dra w a cr oss-sectiorr outline
of the pond orr a bulletin
board, Have students draw

pictures o f the lis ted compo-
nents and then place them on
th» cross section where they
think they will find t1rem on
their field trip. V ud, sand
or rocks can be drawn right
ir to the outline. Point out
habitat divisions: suriace,
shore, open wrrter, bottom.

4. Nake plankton nets--see Unit
Six, Activity "-.

Make a bottom dredge: poke
holes irr tire bottom of a
coffee carr with the nril and
hammer. I'. se the same rneth-
od to poke holes at the rirr of
the can to attach a bridle.
Put a weip'ht orr thc bridle
and attach the bridle to a tow
line.

6. Make:~ couple of collecting
screen s, especially for strear r
trip... Attach the ends of a
two- to three-foot length of
18- to 28-irrch fiberglass
screen to two dowels. The
dowels should be larger than
the screen and shorter than
the child who will rrse them.
Nillow sticks may be substi-
tuted i'c r the dowel". Tire
sticks or dowels should be
sturdy, about one-half inch
in diameter. The screen
should be everr with one of
the ends of the dowels, as
illustrated, and may be
tucked or stapled on.



Materia Is '.

Procedure:
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Make rules for the field
trip--see Unit Six, Activity
1. This step is important for
both the safety of the stu-
dents and the environment
they are visiting.

Nake a "Pond and Stre� "m
13ook" following the procedure
in Unit Six, Activity 3. For
the book's task cards, select
tasks appropriate to the sites
y ou will visit. Use tasks
adapted fr om the Field Trip
Hook, and the task cards in
Activity 4 of this unit, or
design your- own. Teachers
find a more enthusiastic
reaction to task card s de-
signed and distributed ac-
cording to student interest.

Practice the field trip. The
day before the actual trip,
have students bring appropri-
ate clothes and gear. On the
playground, simulate the field
trip to familiarize students
with equipment and task
cards.

Activity 2
Initial Exploration - Arrival Fun

~ plankton net
~ kitchen sieve
- light-colored dishpan
- jars
~ stream screen

collectin g net  optional! or
~ sieve with stick attached to

handle

~ bottom dredge

1. See Unit Six, Activity 4
regardin p' field trip explora-
tion activities.

2. Students may simply explo! e
unaided, or you may want to
demonstrate the equipment
and collectinp; techniques at
this time.

Sweep the collecting net
through the plants at the
water's edge. Turn the net
inside out and empty a small
amount of its contents into
the bottom of a  for contrast!
light-colored dishpan with
little water.

Sweep the cnllectinI, net
through the water at the edge
of a pond or stream, and
similarly empty the contents



into the dishpan, watcliing
for movement to spot small
organisms.

Throw the plankton net out
into the pond and draw it
back to yau. You can leave
the planktor net in a stream,
let ting moving water carry
organisms into the net.
A plankton net, however, is
usually more successful in a
pond than in a stream.

Collect mud from differen t

spats with the bottom dredge.
Put the mud in the sieve avd

wash it by gently swishing
water through the sieve. Put
the remaining debris in the
bottom of a dishpan with a
httle water. Pick through it,
watching for movemevt.

Turn over rocks ar.d 1ook for

animals hiding under or
at tached to them.  He care-
ful to return the rock to its
origina] position. !
In a stream, have students
hold a collecting screen
downstream from where anoth-
er student dislodges or ga-
nisms by stirring the stream
bottom. Fmpty the screen by
washivp; its contents into the
dishpan. A collecting net or
sieve can be used similarly.
Caution students about dis-
rupting habitat too vigorous-
ly, or muridyivg water so
much that it hinders students

investigating downstream.

3. Insects can be observed iv o
dishpan by watchiv p for
movemevt. Help students
lool. for and iden ti fy
movements. Observe the

movements of the organisms
you find, or d point out key
characteristics. Ask each

student to keep in a jar one
of each di fferent or ganism
they find.

Activity 3
Ob t'

Background:

Regroup after the free exploration,
and as you distribute equipment,
focus the group's attention on
investigation techniques and equip-
ment.

Vocabulary:

~ observe

senses

~ similarities

differences

current

Procedure:

1. Intr oduce the word "observe"

by asking your class to
define it. Observiiig includes
looking closely, but also
involves other senses besides
sight. Tell students that in
order to have a successful

field trip, they will need to
be good observers.

2. Have students look for pat-
terns in the water and sur-

rounding area. As a group,
make some sensory observa-
tions;

~ How many different colors can
you find?



Materials:

Eaclt

Each

Procedure:
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~ Ilow many sound s can you
find after you close yout eyes
to concentrate?

What can you smell? Does
one part of the pond smell
different from others?

3. Analyze the pond and/o~
stream environment. I.ook for

similaritie and differences
from one part to the next:

~ Is there vegetation? Where?
What kind?

What does the bottom material

consist of? Mud? Sand?

Rocks?

~ Where does the stream's

current change? Why?
Where is the water clear?

Where is it murky?

Is the pond water clear
everywhere? Is it murky
any where?

4. Explain that the equipment
made by students beforehand
will now help them to observe
the pond and its life.

Activity 4
Structured Activities

student
pond or stream books
pencils

gl oup
task cards

kitchen sieve

magnifying lens
plastic spoon
light-colored dishpan
collecting jars

Whole class

~ plankton net
~ bottom dredge
~ stream screen

~ masking tape
~ collecting net  optional!
~ finger bowl, petri dish  op-

tional!
~ binocular/ dissecting

scope  optional!
~ field guide, insect ID sheets

l. Split the class into groups of
three, giving each group its
material.   The groups rotate
use of the more specialized
equipment. !



When choosing an overall
study area, find areas with
diverse habitats: look for a
stream/pond combination with
sandy, muddy and gravel
bottoms; fast and slow cur-
rents; vegetated and barren
spot s. Have each grou p
choose differing places to
investigate.

2.

WATER, WATER

What is the water like' ?

Is it still, slow- or fast-moving?
Is it clear or cloudy?
Does it look the same throughout your area?
Is it warmer or colder than the air?

PICK YOUR HABITAT'

In your field book, draw a picture of your study area.
Put an "X" on the spot where you wouM live if you were an insect.

SEARCII THE PI.ANTS

Are there rooted plants in the v ster?
What plants are growing along the bank?
What insects are around the plant.?
Which plants have the most insects?
Draw a picture of the most comr. o>. plant in your field book.

INSECT HABITAT CI IOlCES

What insect lives on the bottom?

What insect lives on the surface?
What insect lives in the open water'?
What insect lives along shore?
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3. Instruct groups to explore
their particular areas as
thoroughly as possible. Have
them collect organisms and
note characteristics as they
coincide with activities agreed
upon in class.

4. Students can work entirely

from their pond books, noting
organisms as they explore.
Or, they can use their books
to keep track of what they
find as they follow the in-
structions on other task

cards.

5. Make task cards by writing
the following tasks on squares
of heavy paper. The task
cards will help guide students
in their habitat investiga-
tions�. Students can work
through them either indi-
vidually or in small groups
 with the aid of chaperones!.
Chaperones distribute tasks
and explain them to students,
who trade completed task
cards for new ones.



BUG MULTITUDES

'Where do you find the most insects?
Where do you find the fewest insects?

FUN TO BE

If you could choose to be an insect, which do you think would be
most fun?

CREATE A IIABITAT

Tie a string or rope on a can, tire, log or bucket. Place it in the
water at your study spot. Return later to see if any animal has
adopted it for a home. Be sure not to litter!

INSECT CENSUS

liow many different insects are there?
Which insect is the most numerous?

Which insect is there the fewest of?

13OTTOMS

What is the bottom like?

Squeeze a handful of bottom material. Rub it between your fin-
gers. Is it mud or sand? Are there plants ar animals in it? Iiow
many different kinds of things are in a can full of bottom material?

STICK RACE

Find ~ friend to:ace sticks from one spot in the stream to another,

4 hlch st lc k won ".

Wh~r.
>~'here is thc fastest spot in the stream?



ROCK FRIEND

Find a rock friend. Carefully examine the rock.

What living things are on the rock?

Draw a picture of your rock friend in your field book. Be sure to
replace your rock friend where you found it,

Who do you think are the rock's friends in the stream?

PANTOMIME

Find a friend and imitate the following role . See if your friend can
guess what you are:

a bird catching a water insect

an insect nymph or pupa emerging into an adult and flying away

a frog or toad catching a mosquito

a dragonfly

an idea of your own

LITTER

Collect litter. Put all your litter in one spot. What clues does it tell
you about who has been here? Make a story based on the litter you
find. Put the litter in a bag to throw away.

WATER MYSTERY

Find clues to a water mystery, explain the clues and tell a story about
what happened.  Sample clues: track on the bank, broken or
gnawed-off stick, a pile ot feathers!

NOT LIVING

List in your field trip book at least five non-living materials at the trip
site.

Put a star by those that occur naturally.  In other words, those not
there because of humans. !

Put a second star by the materials necessary for life to survive.
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The following tasks investi-
gate a single insect in much
greater depth, rather than
just studying the spot,
habitat or study area that the
preceding cards cover.

INSECT FOOD AND HOME

Observe one insect.

Where is it found?  bottom, under rock, surface, open water,
shore!
Can you find its food source?
Where was it living?
What might eat it?

MOVE INSECT MOVE

Observe one insect.

Does it move fast or slow' ?

How does it move? Does it swim, crawl, or float?
Can you imitate its movement? Can your partner tell what you are
imitating?
What parts of its body does it use to move?  use microscope or
hand lens!

NAME IT � KNOW IT

Observe one insect.

What is its name?

If you were going to name it, what would you call it?
What special characteristics does it have?  bright color pattern,
tail appendages, big eyes, long antennae, hairy legs!
Draw a picture of it.
Is it an adult, nymph or larva?

FAVORITE HOME

Observe one insect.

How many others like it are around? Check with other members of
your class.  none, few, some, many!
Where are the most of this kind of insect?
Where do you find the fewest?
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Activity 5
Reports and Class
Experiments

This is a time to give the children
an opportunity to share their
discoveries. A fter their initial
sharing, organized exper imentation
will reinforce principle s being
learned.

M ate ria Is:

paper scraps, paper, styro-
foam, foil

~ detergent
~ food coloring
~ seven toothpicks with masking

tape flags per group
~ four snail shells per student

Vocabulary:

~ caddis fly
~ cases

~ surface tension
~ water strider

~ currents

~ jet propulsion

Procedure:

Ask each group to decide and
then show the most interest-
ing thing each found. After
this initial sharing, have
students release all insects
except those needed for parts
3, 4, 5 and 6  dragonfly,
caddis flies, water strider!.
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Check the homing instincts of
caddis flies--discovered by
carefully removing some from
their cases. Keep track of
which case is which. Put the
caddis flies, their empty
cases, as well as some other
empty cases in a dishpan of
fresh water. See whether the

caddis flies return to their
own cases. Have a race!
Whose caddis fly returns
fastest", Remove all the
cases. Give the larvae some
other materials for the con-
struction of case, such as
beads, small pieces of alumi-
num foil, string and styro-
foam. What happens?

Watch a water strider in the
water. On a sunny day,
students can see the round
shadows that the legs of the
st riders cast by the dimples
created on the surface tension
of the water. Deter gents
break down the water' s
surface tension. Put the

"trider in shallow water in a
d ish pan. Place a dx'op o f
detergent on the water near
the strider. Without surface
tension, the strider sinks,
Be sure to rescue the
strider, as axost striders do
not have provisions to
breathe under water!

At a stream, play "Pooh
Sticks." Currents are critical
elements in the lives of
creatures that live with them.
Organisms ixi streams depend
on the currexxt for oxygen
an d food. Student s will
understaxxd currents better
by observing them. Racing
sticks under a bridge or
between two poixxts on the
bank can provide this aware-
~ xess. Ilave students collect
onc stick each. Go to the



6.
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upstream side ot' the bridge
and have students drop  not
throw! their sticks straight
over. Go to the other side of

the bridge and see which
stick arrives first. Did some
sticks never arrive? What
was the shape and size of the
winning stick? What hap-
pened to those sticks that
never appeared?  If a bridge
is not available, have stu-
dents stand across the stream
with their sticks and release
them simultaneously. Other
student s or adults can be

posted at a finish line to
announce winners. !

5. The dragonfly nymph
breathes through a chamber
at the end of its abdomen.

This chamber also shoots the
drag on fly for ward by jet
propulsion, in order to cap-
ture prey and escape preda-
tors. Students can observe

the movement by gently
prodding the nymph. The
water exchange during breath-
ing can be seen by dropping
a drop of ink or food coloring
near the nymph's tail, «nd
then by watching the pattern
it creates.

The bottom jaw of a dragonfly
will "wow" your students. It
is best to show it with a dead
specimen. The bottom jaw is
the grasping tool of this
voracious predator, and has
taken the life of many mos-
quitoes, so try not to harm a
living dragonfly. Carefully
grasp the bottom jaw from the
mask it forms in front of its

face. Pull gently down and
then forward to its furtherest
extent.

7. blake a natural wonders show.
Have each team return to its

study area with seven tooth-
pick flags. The students put
their flags in locations to
mark seven natural wonders
they want to share with the
rest of the group. Each
student is given four snail
shells that she/he can use to
purchase entrance to a natu-
ral wonders show. The teams
then hawk their shows,
trying to convince others to
spend their shells on their
tour.



Materials:

Vocabulary:

capture
mark

mop
landmark

Procedure:

Background:

2.

3.

4.
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Activity 6
Mark and Recapture

Scientists studying animal popu-
lations often capture, mark, re-
lease and later recapture animals,
to learn about their movements and

habitats. The animals are marked

with tags, bands, fin or ear cuts,
or even radios or transmitting
collars.

In this exercise, students collect a
number of an abundant species,
mark them, and then observe their
movements. If you are able to
make only one visit to the site,
you should choose a fairly rapid-
moving and observable or ganism
such as the water strider, whirli-
gig beetle or even the adult
dragonfly. If you can return to
the site, the more sedentary
caddis nymphs or snails are appro-
priate. The markin g material will
be determined by the organism
chosen for observation. Fingernail
polish works well on most hard-
covered or ganisms--snails, water
st riders, beetle s, or stone-cased
caddis; colored string can be used
to mark the cases of vegetation-
cased caddis.

colored marking material
colored pencil
paper

Divide the class into teams.
Have studen ts collect the
study orp'anise. If you plan
to return after 24 hours nr
more, have them collect a
dozen or two. If you are
goin g to watch a rapidly
moving or ganism for only a
few minutes, then have them
capture just one or two.

Give each team marking
material of a different color.

IUark the organism. Stress
caring for the animal, being
careful not to hurt it.

Draw a map of the study
area, including distances from
key landmarks such as a
bridge, tree, or dock.

Release the organism s!,
marking the spot on the map
with a pencil of the same
color as the marking material.

After a specified period,  five
minutes, 15 minutes, one
hour, one day, one week!,
collect the organisms and
mark their ne w location s on

the map. If possible, release
and repeat.

What happened? How far
does the or ganism range in
the specified time? Were the



Background:

Vocabulary:

~ predator
prey
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organisms concentrated in one
area, or one hind of area,
upon recapture'? What do you
think is the best habitat for

your orgarrism? Did or ga-
nisms, released in one kind of
liabitat, move nore or less
distance than those released

elsewhere?

7. Ilow far do your students
travel in a similar time peri-
od? Is there a place that
they congregate or return to'?
Is there part of their en-
vironment they avoid and
never go?

Activity 7
Predator - Prey Game

A final fun activity s! will bring
the group together, contribute to
the sense of unity, and end the
field trip on a positive note. This
should be a success-oriented
experience where no one loses or
 does not know an answer.!

Procedure:

1. Split the class in half.

Line up the two teams facing
each other, about six feet
apart in an open area.

3. Designate goal Hnes 10 to 20
yards from each hne of
players.

4. Review the words "predator"
and "prey."

5. Ilave two callers: the teacher

and another person  pre-
ferably with dif ferent sound-
ing voices! . The callers
always read or "call" for the
same team. The entire team

becomes the or ganism their
caller says.



6. The predators chase the
prey. For instance, if the
teacher says "hare" and the
other caller says "fox," the
teacher's team races for its

goal line and the other team
members pursue, trying to
tag them. If the teacher
says "hare" and the other
caller says "grass," the
teacher's team would chase

the other. The callers should

rotate being first.

7. In the non-competitive version
of the game, the original
teams reassemble as they
started. In a competitive
version, those tagged join the
other team and the game is
over when there is only one
team--in which case everyone
is on the winning team in the
end.

8. Sup gested calls  a list really
helps! !:

Activity 9
On-site Review

leaf

turkey
person

Share memories.
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hare

har e

mayfly
mayfly
mayfly
salmon

dragonflv
dragonfly
animal piar kton
salmon

water strider

leaf

black fly larva
Minnow

fox

grass
plankton
algae
fish
caddis ft~

bird

mosquito
plant plankton
es pie
r .osquito larva
caddis fly
plankton
predacious
diving beetle
sun

pilg rim
mosquito  catch
--no Ioosers!

Activity 8
Water Strider Race

Follow the instructions for the
octopus race � Unit Five, Activity
5. However, this time the crea-
tures have six legs instead of
eight.

Follow the procedure for the sea
shell trip--Unit Six, Activity 13.

Gather Iitter and co11ect equip-
ment.
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Objectives

Tc help students;
' Review the field activities  Activities 1, 4!.

Link the field experiences to pre-trip cia. sroom work  Activities I, 10,
12, 14! .
Use the field experience as the stimulus for language arts, music and art
activities  Activities 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10!.
Recall the different groups of mollusks and insects  Activities 13, 15!.
Appreciate the enrichment water invertebr tes add to their local environ-
ments  Activities 1, 2, 8, 15, 16!.
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Activity 1; Create a Hab-
itat � Bubble Room or

"Magic Submarine:........
Works hect:

Organisms in Their
Habitats .....,..., ..10A

Activity 2: Sand Painting..
Activity 3: Shell Mobile ...
Activity 4: Descriptive

Words ~ e ~ ~ s ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~

Activity 5: Water Stories ..
Activity 6: Sharing Poetry
Activity 7: Cinquain

Poetry
Activity 8: Water Creature

Poetry .
Activity 9: Thank You

Letters........... ~..... ~ .
Activity 10: "There Was A

Young Raven" � Pood
Chain Introduction .......
Works hect s:

Insect Word Search.. 10B

Bivalve Word Search 10C
Mollusk Nord Search 10D

Mollusk Crossword ..10K

Sea Week Puzzle.....10L

Activity 11: Food Chain ... 144
Activity 12: To Catch A

Fish � Predator-Prey
Relationships............. 145
Worksheet:

Fish Flies ...........10E

Activity 13: Insect and
Mollusk Review ........... 147
Worksheets:

Mollusks and Insect

Squares.............10F
Insect Concentration

Game 10G

Color the Mollusk

Review.............. 10'

Mollusk.............. 10 I
Activity 14: Shell Treasure

Hunt 148

Worksheet:

Treasure Hunt.......lOJ

Activity 15: Classroom
Ac tiviti es with Live

Insects .. ......... ... 148

Activity 16: Create A Pond 151
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Background:

Materials:
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The field trip, as an ideal culmina-
tion of Sea lUeek studies, is also
an ideal takeoff point in itself for
further r learning in the classroom.
Thus, the following review activ-
ities are so designed, facilitating
lessons across several subject
areas: art, science and math,
language arts arid music.

Activity 1
Create a Habitat-

Bubble Room or

"Magic Submarine"

This activity simulates several
different habitats in an underwater

environment. As an artificial
"immersion," it can be used to
either stimulate creative activities

or function as a retreat for a
special reward.

If a "bubble room" is not possible,
experiment with large cardboard
boxes, or use a loft, hallway, or
the corner of a classroon. Bubble

rooms are special places with
magical appeal.

three-inch wide duct tape or
strapping tape  not masking
tape!
50-foot roll of six-foot wide.
.004-weight clear plastic
acrylic paint  comes out of
clothes with rubbing alcohol!
paint brushes
drawing or manila paper
crayons
scissors



scotch tape
waxed paper
window fan

worksheet:

Vocabulary:

habitat

bottom

top
sides

organisms

Procedure:

Or.ean:
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in Their Habi-
A!

Bubble rooms can be designed
in many fashions . The
following is among the simpler
layouts.

I ay three pieces of six- by
12- foot clear plastic side-
by-side on the floor. Tape
the edges together where
they touch.

Pull one 12-foot side across to
the other edge. Tape these
together. At this point, you
shouM have a 12-foot tube,
open at both ends.

Cut a new piece of pl stic
into a three- by six- foot
rectangle to match the end of
the tube. Close one end of
the tube by placirrg the new
length of plastic across the
opening.

Place a sturdy window fa» in
the other end. Turn it on to

inflate the bubble. Flave

students crawl past the fan.
Once the~~'re in, temporarily
seal the plastic around the
fan using clothes pins or
masking tape.

Brainstor m plans for bubble-
room artwork:

What was on the bottom?

What was on the surface?

What was on the edges?
What is in the open water?
What changes would occur i f
you traveled from a pond to
the ocean?

Have students choose items

they want to see from the
bubble room. Instruct them

to draw a picture of the
object on paper. These
patterns are then either taped
on the top and sides, or
placed underneath the bubble
for students to copy onto the
bubble with paint. As their
confidence increases, they
might wan t to delet e the
patterns and paint directly
onto the bubble. Leave one

area blank as a viewing
screen.

NOT E: Patterns may be
taped inside or out. Items
that ordinarily would be out
of the water--such as clouds,

flying gulls, or w ate r lily
blossoms--appear more realis-
tic if they are painted on the
outside.

Picture suggestions:

Pond:

Top: bottom of a duck, fish,
swimming heaver, duckweed
roots, water strider.

Side': beaver dam, otter
slide, fish, water boatn~an,
b ee tie, s tern s.

Hot tom: clams, bottom fish,
rocks, mud, litter.

Top: bottom of boat, bottom
of an iceberg or float, bottom



7.

of gull, duck or sea bird, sea
otter, whale.

Sides: seal, whale, fish,
octopus, ship wreck, rocks,
algae.

Bottom: shells, bottom fish,
rocks, litter.

Construction hints: Painting
is best done on an inflated
bubble. Painting outdoors
can prove quite successful.
Waxed paper makes an excel-
lent paint-mixing palette for
each child. Acrylics stick to
the plastic, but eventually
may begin to peel. It can be
cleaned off and the bubble

room recycled as another
habitat or for other uses.
Heavy plastic cannot smother
children if accidently deflat-
ed. However, do not use
light- weight materials.

6. Now your bubble is ready to
use to further stimulate
creativity. Expand the
bubble environment to include
auditory as well as visual
experience by playing tapes
of appropriate music: sea
chanties, loon cries, song of
the bearded seal, song of the
humpback whale, sounds of'
surf, water dripping. Write
poetry inside. Sin g songs
inside such as "Mud, Mud,
Aiud" by Good Apple Pres s.

Write stories about living
under water or being
transformed into a predacious
diving beetle  see Ghost boat
by Jacqueline Jackson!, or
being a good fish in a bowl.
Ilave a class storyhour in-
side, reading water legends
or adventures. Design a
bubble room home for people
living at the bottom of ponds
or oceans. Be sure to in-
clude air locks.  Contributed
by Gerry Young, University
Park Flementary, Fairbanks!

The magic submarine also can
be used as a media bubble.

Leave a viewing window blank
when you paint your subma-
rine. Show your favorite
underwater movie or slides on

the bubble from outside and

view on the inside. Students

can also create a water expe-
rience for their classmates

inside the bubble, by mixing
water, food coloring and oil
in a glass pan on an overhead
projector fccused on the side
of the bubble. Insects in

petri dishes projected from
the overhead will squirm and
swim on the side of the

submarine.  Contributed by
Linda Bode, I'oy ~k Nalemute
School, Koyui~ '

Use the ~Or ani~ri: in their
Habitat s v, orksheet to review

habi tats.
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Activity 3
Shell Mobile

Materials:

Procedure:

Vocabulary:

Procedure:

2.
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Activity 2
Sand Painting

sand  from field trip!
bucket or dishpan
dried. tempera or printer's ink
oven  optional!
sprinkler  optional!
paper

pencil or crayon
glue  such as Elmer's!

Collect sand from the beach

and prepare it for painting:
Strain it. For a half-hour,
soak the sand in printer's ink
or dried tempera, mixed in a
st ron g solution of rubbing
alcohol. Dry sand.

Have students draw pictures
of shells on paper, then put
glue on the drawing for one
color of their picture.

Put one color of sand in a
sprinkler. Allow students to
sprinkle the glue with sand
from the sprinkler or with
their fingers. Let the glue
dry, then dust off the excess
sand.

Repeat steps 2 and. 3 for
additional colors.

thread, fishing line or dental
floss

supports: dowels, coat-
hanger wire, or pieces of
driftwood

variety of shells   from field
trip!
white glue
electric drill with small bit,
or hand drill, or hammer and
small nail.

balance

names of shells chosen

mobile

Make a hole in each of the
shells with an electric drill.
This is time consuming. Most
teachers pre fer to drill the
holes before class.

Tie thread, fishing line or
dental floss to the shells.

Cut a support to the desired
length. Suspend the thread-
ed shell from the end of it.

Add as many balancing parts
to the mobile as time and
imagination allow.



Materials:

Vocabulary:

Procedure:
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Additional Art Activities:

1. Make a collage of life nn the
bottom of. a pond or tide pool.

? . Make a picture of an insect,
hell, beach or pond, using

only natural materials.

3. Have students illustrate the
"Young Raven" song in
Activity 10.

4. llave students draw shells or

insects, labeling them with
their common names. Then

have them add a new name of

their own invention.

5. Make crayon resist sea crea-
tures.

6. Make water color seascapes.

7. Make collage seascapes, using
real sea or beach objects with
crayon and paint.

8. Make shell pins by gluing
safety pins to the back of
shells.

Activity 4
Descriptive Words

objects found on the shores
of an ocean or pond  These
will be used to illustrate

texture, size, shape, density
and temperature. Represen-
tative ob ject s inclu de shells,
sand, driftwood, stones,
moss, water, plants, birds,
clouds, sunlight. !
task cards described below

description
texture

shape
size

density
temperature

Discuss description and words
used to describe objects.
Introduce students to the

major category headings:
texture, shape, density,
temperature and size, using
example s from the classroom
to illustrate.



Divide the class into small
groups. Give each group
cards with the following ques-
tions:

2.

Activity 5
Water Stories

What do you see with a ~sha e
that could be described as
round? Oblong? Triangular,
Rectangular? Pointed?
Curved? What other words
describe the shapes of these
objects? Procedure:

What do you see with a
~deustt that could be de-
scribed as solid? Hollow?
Spongy? Porous? Nonporous?
What other density words de-
scribe the objects?

What do you see with a

scribed as hot? Cold?
Clammy? Cool? I.ukewarm?
What other temperature words
describe the objects?

What do you see with a size
that could be described as
narrow? Large? S mall? T all?
Short? Thick? Heavy? Bulky?
What other words describe the
sizes of objects?

Have the groups work
through the task cards.

For review at the end of the
period, assign each group a
task card or part of a task
card to present to the rest of
the class.
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What do you see
texture that could
acr>bed as slick?
Rough? Soft? Slimy?
Coarse", Knobbed?
Hairy'? Waxy?

with a
be de-

Hard?

Velvety?
Fur rv?

Use the following "Story Starters"
to initiate stories in class. Either
have students complete the stories
on their own, or pass the story
from student to student. Here are
some "starters":

S ud denly, be fore my eyes, the
shell began to grow.

INy dog began baI king fiercely at
the strange creature that was
floating toward shore.

I was beachcombing [or exploring
a pond J one foggy afternoon and
suddenly bumped into a....

The frothy wave leaped up onto
the dock and carried me away on
its crest.

I always thou ght sea monsters
were make believe until....

I was slowly opening the clam shell
and to my great amazement dis-
covered....

As I was wigghng my toes in the
sand, my foot struck something
strange.



Activity 6
Sharing Poetry

Background:

Materia Is:

VocabuIary:

frow poems

Procedure:
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I was studying this bivalve shell,
when suddenly it moved its two
halves and said...

I was exploring a beach [or pond]
one rainy afternoon when I sud-
denly began to shrinkl Soon I
was the si ze of a [ periwinkle,
snail, etc.].

find the inside of a univalve

shell the most won der ful home

because...

Poetry links the natural world with
language arts and also can help
express values and feelings. The
addition of poetry to Sea Week
provides the opportunity to devel-
op articulation and verbalization
skills.

felt-tip pens
large format paper

~ poetry
~ rhyme
~ selected words

used in class

I, Ilave the poems on large
format paper for group visi-
bility�.

2. Either read the poems to the
class or have individual

students read them orally.

3. Have the class memorize parts
or all of a poem.

4. Elave students illustrate a

poem.



Sea Shell

The Snail
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5. Write and add lines or change
phrases, substituting either
Alaska situations in general,
or specific inspirations from
the field trips.

Sea shell, sea shell
Sing me a song, 0 pleasef
A song of ships and sailor

men,

And parrots and tropical
trees,

Of islands lost in the Spanish
Main,

Which no man ever may find
again,

Of fishes and corals under
the waves,

And sea horses stabled in
great green caves.

Sea shell, Sea shell,
Sing of the things you know

so well.
--Amy Lowell

 "Sea Shell" by Amy Lowell is from

Reprinted by permission. !

I took away the ocean once
Spiraled in a shell
And happily for months and

months

I heard it very well
How is it that I should hear

What months and months

before

Had blown upon me sad and
clear

Down by the grainy shore.
--David McCord

 The above poem by David McCord
is from One at a Time, published

nl""".
permission. !

Little snail, little snail,
with your hard, stony bed,

First stick out your horns,
then stick out your head.

Oh, where is the little snail
gone, I pray tell?

He has drawn himself up,
head and horns, in his
shell.

--Isaac Taylor Headland

 " The Snail" by Isaac TayIor
Headland is from Chinese Mother

Goose, published by FLeming H.
RReve 1, Co. Reprinted by permie-
slon. !



Creatures

Background:

Materials:

Vocabulary:

Procedure:

--Maxine Kumin
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see here the diving beetle is
split

flat on the underside like a
peach pit

and Kindergarten blue the
frail

biplanes of dragonflies touch
head to tail

and water measures on jury-
rigged

legs--dent the surface film
and whirligigs

crowblack and paddle-footed
spin.

clock-wise and counter-
somehow locked

in circus circles and back-
swimmers all

trim as college racing
shells

row trailing their four eyes
upside down

and mayflies seek the under-
sides of stones

to squirt their eggs in rows
as straight as corn

and only after clamber out to
drown

and pond's stillness nippled
as it

by rain instead is pocked
with life

and all, all except the black
horse leech

let pass my entering pale
enormous

flesh.

 " Creatures" by Maxine Kumin is

Harper and Row. Reprinted by
permission. !

Activity 7
Cinquain Poetry

Cinquain is a form of Japanese
verse. The Japanese construct
their poems by numbering sylla-
bles. The following is a simplified
version for use with your stu-
dents. On completion, they will
have created a simple five-line
poem about their favorite shell.

pencils
paper or cinquain worksheets

cinquain
describe

doing
phrase

1. Klaking a simple worksheet
with blank spaces for each
word will ease the instruc-
tions for your students.

2. Split the class in to small
groups or work as a class.



Materials:

pencil
paper

Procedure:

Example:

F.xample:
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3. Instruct the students to fill
in the lines as follows:

A. On line one, write the
name of your favorite
shell  or favorite part of
Sea Week! .

B. On bne two, write two
wor ds describing the
subject.

C. On line three, wri te
three words that tell
what the subject does,
or is doing.

On line four, write a
short phrase about the
subject.

On line five, w rite a
word that means thc

same thing as the word
or words on line one.

4. Ask students to volunteer to
share their poems with the
class.

Shore

Sandy stormy
Visses, splashes, rests
Changes with the ocean
Beach

Seaweed

Brown orange
Sways clings floats
~Rakes homes for limpets
Algae

 By Brit ta Weller, C.ery Young's
class, University Park Elementary,
Fairbanks !

Activity 8
Water Creature Poetry

1. F3 ave each child select a
mollusk or insect.

2. Now have them write the
animal's name from top to
bottom down the left-hand

margin of their paper.

3. A sl. them to write a sentence
beginning with each letter of
the animal's name.

Collect them carefully at the
beach.

I ook at the shell, inside and
out.

A r e you goin g to eat one?
M-m-m-m! It was good.

These "poems" can easily he
compiled into a class hook.



Background:

M ate ria Is:

pencil
paper

Procedure:

2.

Materials;

Vocabulary:

predator
prey
plankton
adaptation
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Activity 9
Thank You Letters

1. Have the class write letters to

all support personnel who
went on the field trip.

Have the class help you make
a list of people who should be
thanked. Then let them

decide the most appropriate
thank you. Drawings or art
proiects could accompany
letters as a special thank
! ou.

Divide the letter writing and
craft responsibilities for each
thank you among student
volunteers.

Activity 10
"There Was A Young Raven"-

Food Chain

Songs can teach food chain con-
cepts, The following song is sung
to the tune of "There was an Old

Ladv Who Swallowed a Fly." After
learning the song, discuss whether
a raven is adapted to eat a bear.

In this activity students will begin
to recognize the connection be-
tween animals and their food

sources. Other post-trip activities
deal with the complete food web.

There was a Young Raven"
song
worksheets;

...Insect Word Search �0B!
...Bivalve Word Search �GC!
...Mollusk Word Search �0D!
...Mollusk Crossword �0K!
...Sea Week Puzzle �0L!



Procedure:

1. Teach the class the following
song:

There was a young raven who
swallowed a mayfly

I don't why, she swallowed the fly
Perhaps she' ll die.

There was a young raven who
swallowed a water strider

That wiggled and swiggled and
tickled inside her.

She swallowed the strider to catch

the fly
I don't know why she swallowed

the fly
Perhaps she' ll die.

There was a young raven who
swallowed an otter

She teetered and tottered and

swallowed that otter

She swallowed the otter to catch

the fish

She swallowed the fish to catch the

frog
She swallowed the frog to catch

the strider

That wiggled and swiggled and
tickled inside her.

She swallowed the strider to catch

the fly.
I don't know why she swallowed

the fly.
Perhaps she' ll die.

There was a young raven who
swallowed a bear.

She died right there.

There was a young raven who
swallowed a frog.

What a hog, she swallowed a frog.
She swallowed the frog to catch

the strider.

That wiggled and swiggled and
tickled inside her.

She swallowed the strider to catch

the fly.
I don't know why she swallowed

the fly
Perhaps she' ll die.

There was a young raven who
swallowed a fish

Without a dish, she swallowed a
fish

She swallowed the fish to catch the

frog
She swallowed the frog to catch

the strider.

That wiggle and swiggled and
tickled inside her.

She swallowed the strider to catch

the fly.
I don't know why she swallowed

the fly.
Perhaps she' ll die,
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2. Rewrite the "Young Raven"
song using saltwater orga-
nisms or organisms found on
your field trip.

3. Discuss students' individual

eating habits, as well as their
preferences for certain foods.
For example, some may prefer
meats, whereas others may
prefer plant foods such as
vegetables or fruit. Similar-
ly, insects and mollusks also
have their own food prefer-
ences.

4. List the foods insects eat.

Insects cat plants  live,
dead, algae! or capture
insects and other small
animals, or collect the plank-
ton floating in the water.

5. List the foods mollusl.s eat�.

i~,lollu sks eat other mollu sks,
plankton and algae, and
octopus even eat crab.



I look like

I live
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ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE ARTS

ACTIVITIES

Use water-related words for a

spelling list, includin g shell or
insect names and parts, the name
of the beach you visited, types of
weather you encountered, and
other words that students will

associate with their Sea Week

experiences.

Have the class copy the folio win g
sentences from the board. Iiave
them choose one insect or mollusk
to be, and have them then com-
plete the following sentences.

Begin the activity with a class
discussion of the ocean--its ecolog-
ical balances, pollution, and other
subjects. To end the activity,
have each student complete this
sentence: "Hi! My name is
I onnie Limpet. The ocean is
worth saving forever because

Listen to a recording of "La Mer"
by Claude Debussy. Discuss what
it would be like to be a shelled

animal living in the sea. As a
contrast, listen to Richard Rod-

gers' "Victory at Sea," and use it
as a basis for discussing the sea's
different moods.

Make shell grab bags. Place one
shell in each bag. With student
help, create a list of descriptive
words. One at a time, have stu-
dents put a hand in a bag without
looking, and either a! name the
object, b! describe the object with
descriptive words and have the
class guess what it is from the
description, or c! play "T wenty
Questions," having the class ask
descriptive questions about the
object.

Use the Insect Word Search �0B!,
Bivalve Word Search �0C !,
Mollusk Word Search �0D!,
Mollusk Crossword �0M aud Sea
Week Puzzle �0L! worksheets to
review terms.

Write "Tongue T wisters" such as
"She sells seashells by the sea-
shore n

Ask students to write a story
about a day in the life of their
favorite invertebrate.

Design a button about shells
 ideas: beauty of shells, uses of
shells, "catchy" sayings!.



Activity 11
Food chain

Materia Is:

Example: apple

Vocabulary:

food chain
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butcher paper
crayons

construction paper
tape or glue
sclssoI's

l. !Vith students, make a cross-
section mural of your field
trip. Place mollusks or
insects on the mural where

students found tl1em.

losing either the cross-section
mural or new student illus-

trations of water creatures,
construct a food chain of the

interaction at your site.

3. Barn swallows collect 900

insects per day to feed their
babies. Insert barn swallows

and mosquitoes in your food
chain. Have students list

other possible beneficial
characteristics of mosquitoes.

Have students create a food

chain for a food item they
consume.

Seed company � farmer � sun,
soil, water - truck � fruit
company � airplane � grocery
store � parents � lunch
student.



Activity 12
To Catch A Fish - Predator-
Prey Relationships

usually either a caddis fly, mayfly
or stor ofly. These insects arc
imI>ortart and popular food sources
of freshwater fish. Fishing people
try to imitate the appearances of
these insects with bits of for,
feathers and other materials tied
with string to a hook. They then
try to recreate the behavior of the
insects by placing their fac imiles
lightly on the water surface or
dangling them below the sur'face.
Alask ans fly fish for grayling and
trout in streams and rivers. The

same strateg'y is used in most
sport fishing. The popular pixie
lure, for instance, imitates the
flash of a small fish in the water.
Fish also are always on the lookout
for one of their favorite foods, the
red roe of salmon. People who
make flies have learned this and
often include lit tie bits of red to
catch the eye of the fish.

Background:

Fish eat insects and people eat
fish. People have understood this
simple food chain for a long time
and take advantage of this under-
standing to create the sport of fly
fishin g.

Fly fishing, as well as fly tyin g,
is a popular sport and an ancient
art. The first book on fly fishing
was published in En gland in the
1600s. It was written by Dame
Julianna Berners, lady prioress of
Britain's Sopwell Nunnery. Its
title was "A Treaty on Fysshing
With an Angle." The most famous
early book on fly fishing, how-
ever, was written about 150 years
later during the Eighteenth Centu-
ry by Izaak Walton, now famous as
a conservationist. Walton's book,
which is still widely published, i.,
titled "The Compleat Angler." The
"fly" used in fly fishing imitates
one of the freshwater insects,

There may be a fly fisher in your
community who could visit your
class to explain the craft and show
students some "flies." If you live
in an area with a sports or fishing
store, they may be able to either
lend you some flies, have one of
their staff visit, or be able to
recommend a fly fisher in your
community.

Materia Is:

reproduction of fishing fly
pictures

~ fishing flies  optional!
pencil
paper
worksheet:

...Fish Flies �0E!

Vocabulary:

food chain

fly fishing
lure

predator
prey
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Procedure:

6.

2.

7.

Examples:

9.

5.

lo.
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Ask how many students eat
fish. Where do they get
their fish? Where did the

fish originally come from?
What are the habitats of some

of the fish they eat? On the
board, draw a picture of a
fish and a person, with an
arrow between the two.

Ask students what that fish

ate.   e. g., another small
fish! Then ask what the food
of the fish ate. Draw each

addition to the food chain and

continue the questioning until
you have all the components
of a food chain on the board.

The final or ganic component
should be a plant  If you get
into the plankton line, the
animal plankton eat plant
plankton! . Remind students
that all plants require water,
air and sunshine,

Explain to students that the
picture on the board is a food
chain becau se all the animals
and plants are linked together
by what they eat.

Discuss with students the

ways people get fish--trap
them in nets, catch them with
worms or other bait, or
otherwise trick them into

biting a hook or a lure. Who
has ever fished with lures'.

What did the lure look like?

I f studen ts are not familiar

with fly fishing, remind them
that fish eat insects, so some
people try to copy insects to

catch fish, Show them the

pictures of either the fishing
flies or the actual flies. Use

the worksheet and have them

identify the aquatic flies
copied by people who fly
fish.

Next have then create a fly
th at would catch an Alaskan

fish. They can either draw a
picture of their fly or use
construction paper and art
scraps to construct one.

Brainstorm with your students
what other animals might be
caught with lures  these
demonstrate predator-prey
relationships! .

A Little Red Riding Hood lure
would catch a Big Bad Wolf.

Princess lures catch dragons.

Merchant ship lures catch
pirates.

Ahab, Jonah or Pinochio lures
catch whales.

Green willow sapling lures
catch beavers.

Pac M an lu res catch teen-

agers.

Make a mobile to illustrate as

many lures as the students
can imagine.

leave students research what

the Native people of their
community use to attract fish.



2.

Materials:

3.

Vocabulary:

~ similarities

~ differences

~ mollusk

~ insect

4.

Procedure:
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Activity 13
Insect and Mollusk Review

shell or insect specimens from
field trip or class collection
scissors  optional!
worksheets:

...Mollusks and Insect

Squares �0F!

...Insect Concentration

~fl G!
... Color the Mollusk Review

�0H!
...Mollusk ~Matchin  IOI!

1. Review invertebrates with the
class, Remind students that

mollusks and insects are both
groups of invertebrates.
Discuss the similarities and
the differences of one they
have found previously or now
have in class.

Break the class into small

groups. Instruct the groups
to separate the b1ocks on the
Mollusks and Insect ~Suares
worksheet. Have each group
find the two heading squares:
Insects and Moliusks. Next

have the class work with
their group, and split the
remaining squares between
those two categories. Final-
ly, check students' place-
ment of squares, then have
them explain why they put
them there.

Ask students: if a person was
to turn into an insect, what
would have to change?   Get
two more legs/arms attached
to thorax, grow wings, lose
bones and get a hard skin. !
Repeat the questions with
mollusks. Ask students to

draw either themselves or a

famous person to resemble an
insect or mollusk  Captain
Cook Dragonfly, Ulysses S .
Grant Stonefly or Venus
Scallop!.

Use the Color the Mollusk

Review and Mollusk I~Vlatchin
work sheets and Insect Con-

cent ration Game to review
mollusks and msects.



Activity 15
Classroom Activities

With Live Insects

M ater Ia IS:

Materials;

aquarium or gallon jars
scraps of meat for food
jars
water plants and litter
food coloring
petri dish
India ink or food coloring
overhead projector
yeast
dropper
sugar

Vocabulary:

Vocabulary:

Procedure: temperature
water level

records

food preference
prey
predator
chase

ambush

grab
bite

Procedure;
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Activity 14
Shell Treasure Hunt

samples of a variety of shells
pencil
work sheet:

... Treasure blunt �0J!

bivalve

ur ivalve

toug< i, smooth
ol c'

nevi

d r;lied

Ias gc
small

'!istribute the shells through-
cu< the classroom so students

do n<>t hav< t< rrowd.

1'.eview thc names of each

"hell, or label the shells with
their n:.ries.

the .' reasure !Iur<t wc zk-

sheet tc iriitTate student
"! s<- vati<>ns, Part of that

shee.. lias been left blank so
y<iu ea» «dd questions you
v:ould lik<. to ask.

Atter students have filled the

sheet, review ar d have the<a
justif r their responses.

To keep
ion g- term
aquarium.
structions,
book. If
them only
them in

the animal for

study set up an
For detailed in-

see the source

you plan to keep
a few days, place
the refrigerator,



5.

3.

6.
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replacing their water with
fresh water at regular in-
tervals. Be sure to release
the insects to their orzgrnai
homes when your studies are
complete.

The aquarium is a good place
to observe interactions and

see the drama of life played
out. Students can watch

insects chase each other, eat
plants, or change from imma-
ture to adult. Even with

close observations, you will
miss much of the interaction

that takes place. Keeping
records will provide you with
clues throu gh which to work
out the mysteries. Count the
number of organisms put into
the tank and record the

number daily. Any change in
number will indicate the
births or deaths of individu-
als, and will provide clues to
the dynamics of your system.
Keep records of temperatures
and water levels for future
reference.

When feedirrg orgarrisms, see
what they like best. Is the
most basic preference choice
plant or animal? Do the
ve getation eaters p refer dead
leaves found in their original
homes? Live water plants' ?
Live leaves from trees?

Lettuce? Something else?
Try a variety of foods for the
animal eaters, too. Which
insects eat the most'? The

least?

4. Add mosquito larvae or pupae
 or other easily gathered
insect prey! to the aquarium.
keep a count and keep a
cover on the aquarium so you
can keep track of how rsany
hatch. Watch to see who eats

the most, Try another pr ey
and see if the same predator
is the chief predator. How
do the predators catch the

prey--chase, ambush, grab,
bite? Try keeping the prey
constant and varyin g preda-
tors in the system.  Recom-
mended predators: preda-
cious diving beetles, dam-
selflies, dragonflies and water
striders. !

An overhead projector pro-
vides an opportunity for the
class to view in sect move-

ments as a group without
crowding around a pan.
Place a live insect ir. a petri
dish or other clean container
with just enough water to
allow the animal to move.

Place the dish on the over-

head projector. The light is
enough stimulus for action.
If the critter crowds the ed@'e

of the dish or gets out of the
field of view, it can be
guided with a pencil or dull
probe. Does the insect move
its body up and down or from
side to side? Does it use

legs or other appends ges to
stroke with". Or does it move

by jet propulsion as does the
dragonfly? A drop of ink or
food coloring will mark the
currents created by these
movements  See procedure 7
of this ar tivity! . IIave the
class pantomime the moving
strategies they witness.

Animals that filter their food
from the water do not seem to
provide drama, action, or
concrete experiences for
students. This situation can
be changed by marking food.
Color yeast with India ink or
some other insoluable dye.
Place your dyed food in with
i'lter feeders. Clear animals,
such as some of the small
plankton creatures, are the
best for this experiment.
The more transparent the



10.

7.

8.
12.

13.

9.

14.
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creature, the easier it will be
to see what is going on.
Remove the creatures from
the water, and look for the
dyed food in their digestive
tracts under a microscope.

Insects create currents in the

water for a number of differ-
ent functions, such as breath-
ing, swimming and feeding.
Students can trace these
currents with a drop of food
coloring or ink. Each stu-
dent, or group of students,
should have a petri dish with
water and an insect, and a
food-color dropper. Have
students experiment by
dropping drops in various
places around the insect--
head, tail, abdomen, thorax.
What happened? Ask stu-
dents to hypothesize about
the uses of the currents they
discover.

Remove caddis-fly cases.
Provide the naked caddis flies
with both natural and syn-
thetic raw materials with
which to b uild cases. Now

observe their construction.
At which end do they start'?
How long does it take? What
materials do they prefer?
Which materials do they
refuse?

Place plankton in a separate
gallon jar aquarium, or pur-
chase some brine shrimp.
Keep it in a well-lighted area,
but not in direct sunlight.
Let students observe the
plankton through a microscope
or magnifying lens every day.
Keep records of temperatures
and water levels. Have
students periodically draw
what they see, trying to
identify animals or body
parts. Do some organisms

disappear, or new ones ap-
pear'. How does the popu-
lation change?

Separate the same number of
plankton into four smaller
jars, placing them in different
areas of the classroom. On
x oil paper, list facts about
the environment of each jar,
such as the number of plank-
ton, temperature, amount of
light, and number of times
moved by students each day.
Students can brainstorm other
differences ~ Observe for a
week to 10 days. How does
each population dif fer? Use
hand lenses or microscopes to
observe.

Keep two identical jars at the
same spot, but have twice as
many organisms in one jar as
the other. Record differ-

ences in the jar, as in proce-
dure 10.

Add a teaspoon of sugar to a
j ar of plankton. What hap-
pens? Can people get too
much sugar?

What is the plankton's best
habitat? What is the best

learning environment in the
classroom? How would learn-

ing bc effected by heat or
cold, by adding twice as
many students, or by remov-
ing lights?

Use mosquitoes as a focus of
study. Place water with
mosquito larvae in a screen-
covered jar. Keep track of
the number of larvae by
keeping daily records to
follow their life cycle, Draw
pictures of them daily. How
long do they remain larvae?
How long do they stay in the
pupal stage? Have someone



Activity 16
Create A Pond

Background;

Materials;

"t reat-

Procedure:

3.

4,
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volunteer to provide the
female her requisite blood
meal. P.eplace her in the jar.
Watch for egg-laying behav-
ior. How long from the time
the insect draws blood until
larvae appear? Ask students
to predict how long after a
puddle-producin g rain there
will be a mosquito "outbreak."

 Plankton activities contributed by
Gerry Young, University Park
Elementary, Fairbanks. !

If you do not have easy access to
a pond, or even if you do, you
can make ponds for study pur-
poses.

~ shovels

clear plastic sheeting
thermometers

~ a variety of pond
ments"

1. Split the class into groups.
Have each group create a
pond and keep records.

Dig shallow, gradually sloping
depressions in soft ground.
Line the ponds with clear
plastic.

At this point, the variations
begin . H ave students add
water to their ponds. Some
can add tap water, others
pond water, stream water or
even ocean water.

Have each group treat its
pond differently. For exam-
ple, while some can be
laissez-faire and leave their



pon ds completely alone,
others can manage them
intensely.

6. Possible treatment of ponds
include adding soil, adding
fertilizer, adding plants,
ad din g animals, coverin g
ponds with clear plastic,
covering ponds with dark
material.

5. In each pond,
records of

turbidity, water
and animal life.

the variations?

rain, predation,
algal growths� !
provides the
habitat? The

habitat?

keep daily
temperature,
level, plant
What causes

  SunIight,
reproduction,

Which pond
best plant
best insect

I.abel the shells in your museum
with the following information.
name of shell, where found, inter-
esting fact about shell.

Draw a bivalve or univalve shell,
labeling the important parts.

Create a recipe using an insect as
one of the ingredients that an
otter or bear might order if these
were "fast food" streams.

Design a matching game using the
types of insects with the predators
that eat them.

Draw an outline mop of the pond
or stream you visited. Mark areas
where fish might seek food and
suggest styles of lures for fishing
in that pond or stream.

ADDITIONAL SCIENCE AND MATH

A CT I VI T IE S

Draw a picture of an ideal dragon-
fly or periwinkle habitat. T ell
why it is good for the dragonfly
or periwinkle. Draw a picture of
the perfect habitat for a person.
How does the habitat meet the
needs of the person?  Contributed
by Gerry Young, University Park
Elementary, Fairbanks. !

S tart a she11 museum in your
classroom. Establish rules for
handling and displaying shells
before the shells start arriving .
Set up your museum as a display
for the whole school.

Split the class into groups.
Provide each group with a col-
lection of water objects. Ask
students to place the objects in
groups and then justify their
groupings. Possible groupings
  clas sifi cation s ! include:
shells/not shells, bivalves/uni-
volves, objects once alive/never
alive, or color, size, shape or
descriptive groups.

What is a shell made of? Put

broken bits of shells in vinegar {a
weak acid! and observe the reac-
tion. Then try putting chalk,
beach sand, gravel, coral, glass,
aluminum or other materials into
the acid. { Shells are rtade of
calcium carbonate, a base, which
wiII react in the presence of an
acid. !
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Children's Literature:

Abbott, R. Tucker. Quiz-Me: Sea Shells. Golden Press, New York, 1966,

A Junior Golden Guide. Short, concise, informative, inexpensive.

Baylor, Burd and Peter Parnell. If you are a Hunter of Fossils. Scribner's,
Totowa, N J, 1981. 25 p.

Poetic and artistic treatment of the wonder of change from sea bottom to
Iowa farm to Texas mountains.
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Garrard Publishing Com-Bendick, Jeanne.
pany, Champai

Describes tidepool life and interrelationships. Includes line drawings,
photographs and an index.

Clemons, Elizabeth. Shells are Where ou Find Them. Alfred A. Knopf, New
York, 1960.

A good introduction to shells.

Buck, Margaret Waring. Alon the Seashore. Abringdon, Press, N.Y.,
1964. 72 p.

A simple seashore encyclopedia, using line drawings for identification.
Covers plants, invertebrates, fisl> and birds.

Carrick, Carol. Lost in the Storm. Seabury Press, N.Y., 1979.

Description of two youngsters' day at the beach in a well-done text with
pictures.

Carrick, Carol. Octopus. Illustrated by Donald Carrick. Houghton Mifflin,
Boston, 1978.

Description of octopus environment, behavior, adaptations, food and
enemies. Complemented with wash over pencil drawings.

Explains tides, spring tides, neap tides and their cause. Illustrated
with diagrams.

D'Ahilo, Anthony. Seashore Life Colorin Book. Dover Pub. Co., 1973,
47 p,

Pictures of ocean creatures from around the world, including Alaska.

Epstein, Sam and Beryl. Junior Science Book of Shells. Illustrated by
William Hutchinson. Gerrard Publishing Co., 1963.

Examines some common shell types and explains the hows and whys of
shell collecting in simple narrative.

E. P. Dutton Co., New York, 1978.

Story of a family living at ocean's edge. Covers beach life, hermit
crabs and shells. The son tries to find a certain shell that can be

traded for anything a person needs.
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Cartwright, Sally. The Tide. Illustrated by Marilyn Miller. Coward-
McCann, 1970. 46 p.



Goudey, Alice E. Houses from the Sea. Illustrated by Adrienne Adams.
Scribner's, New York, 9 9, 32 p.

Common shells, their formation, names and identifications are given in
this story of children on the beach collecting shells. Accurate and
imaginative pictures.

Hess, Lilo. A Snails Pace. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1974. 48 p.

Land and marine snails of many climates introduced with suggestions for
keeping them as "pets." Illustrated with photographs.

Hogner, D. Snails. Crowell Co., 1958.

Elementary text. Black-and-white illustrations. Very informative.

Holling, Clancy. ~Pa oo. Houghton Iltifflin Co., Boston, Massachusetts, 1957.
87 p.

Pagoo, the hermit crab, with his life and adventures set off by beautiful
illustrations. Accurate information about Pagoo and his marine neigh-
bors. Engrossing narrative.

Hopf, Alice L. Bio raph of an Octo us. IUustrated by Mamoru Funai.
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1971. 64 p.

Life of an octopus from egg to birth to capture and study hy a marine
biology lab.

Huntington, Harriet E. Let's o to the Seashore. Doubleday and Co., 1941.
89 p.

Photographs of marine animals that might be encountered on a walk along
a beach are described on facing pages. This book is on the American
Library Association's list of 1, 000 basic books for elementary school
libraries .

Hutchinson, W.M. A Child's Book of Sea Shells. Marton, New York, 1954,

Inexpensive, informative and excellent.

Kellin, Sally Moffet. A Book of Snails. Young Scott Books, N.Y., 1968. 47 p.

Physical descriptions, life cycles, habits and snail relationships with
plants included. Fxotic snails pest potential introduced. Excellent
photographs.

Kinney, Jean. What Does the Tide Do? Illustrated by Cle Kinney. Young
Scott Books, 966. 36 p.

The tide rises and recedes as a boy fishes from a wharf observing the
marine animals that are exposed. Causes of tides are explained.
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Kohns, Bernice. The Beachcomber's Book. Illustrated by Arabelle Wheatley.
The Viking Press, New York, 97 . 96 p.

Filled with ideas on crafts, identification of collections, recipes, and
identification of common shells and sea weeds.

Komin, Marine W. The Beach Before B reak fast� . Illustrated by Leonard
Weisgard. G.P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1964. 47 p.

Sensitive account of the relationship between father and son as they
explore a beach, observing life there while digging for clams. Simple
beach scene illustrations set the mood.

I.ionni, Leo. The Bi est House in the World. Pantheon Books, Inc., 1968.
30 p.

Snail and its longing for the "biggest house" featured. Large, colorful
pictures appeal to young readers.

Low, Donald. The How and Why Wonder Book of Sea Shells. Illustrated by
Cynthia and Alvin Koehler. Grosset and Dunlap, 1978. 48 p.

Describes the major groups of shells and their habits. Answers ques-
tions a child might have.

Monroe, Alexander. A Children's Guide to the Seashore: Barnacle and His
Friends. Monroe Publications, P. O. Box 397, Sudbury, Massachusetts
01776, 1979. 40 p.

Barnacle, a cartoon character, introduces the young reader to shells and
other marine invertebrates. Set on the East Coast, but includes many
invertebrates that also live in Alaska. Illustrated with many line
drawings.

Morse, Doug. The Sea Book. Illustrated by Joel Snyder. Story Fold, 1974.
32 p.

Unfolding panorama of sea topography and creatures with rhymed text.
Reverse side has crafts, music, science projects and games.

Newell, Audrey. Seashells in Action. Walker and Co., New York, 1973. 39 p.

Shells, the creatures thot inhabit them and what the animals can do.
Technical names, classes and locations provided for the 25 species
featured in the book. Oysters, clam s, scallops, whelks, squid and
oct op u s includ ed.

Perry, Phyllis J. I et's Look at Seashells. Illustrated by Clesk K. Foster.
T.S. Denison and Co., Inc., 1971. 32 p.

Watercolor illustrations of various shells along with simple explanations of
the animals that lived within them.
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Saunders, J.R. A Golden Stamp Book of Sea Shells. Golden Press, N.Y a 9
1957.

Shell stamps that students use to illustrate informative text about shells
from around the world.

Schisgall, O. That Remarkable Cx'eature the Snail. Massner, N.Y., 1970,

Excellent book, black-and-white pl>otographs.

Seattle Aquarium. Discovery  Activity and Coloring! Book for the Seattle
~Auarium. Pier 59, Seattle, Washington 98101

Student puzzle book wlith lots of great activities that can be completed in
Seattle or Alaska.

Selsam, Millicent and Joyce Hunt. A First Look at Animals Without Back-
bones. Illustrated by Harriet Springer. Walker 5 Co., N.Y., 197G. 32
P.

Delineates the major groups of invertebrates in clear and simple manner.
Emphasis is placed on observation skills.

Selsam, Millicent E. See Alon the Seashore. IIarper and Row Publishers,
New York, 1961. 44 p.

Factual book on many aspects of the ocean presented in appealing narra-
tive. Examines shells, plankton, origin of sand, tides and sea minerals.

Shaw, Evelyn. ~Opto us. Harper and Row, N.Y., 1971. 61 p.

A Science I Can Read Book about octopus.

Spizzirri, Linda ed. An Educational Colorin Book of
Spizzirri Publishing Co., Inc., Medinah, Illinois, 1981.

Paleozoic Life.

Full page pictures of prehistoric sea life, with facing pages providing
name, where it was found and lived, what it might have eaten, and
other interesting facts.

Stephens, William IVI. Come With Me to the Fd e of the Sea. Julian Messner,
1972. 80 p.

Hints on collecting mollusks along with warnings against indiscriminate
collecting of live creatures included in this book about the seashore, tide
pools and marine organisms. Photographs.

William Morrow, N.Y., 1980. 32 p.Stevenson, James.

Sounds of the beach featured as Beatrice and Benny learn to correct
misconceptions about clams.
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Tatje, Bruce E. and Mark Weise. Let's Explore a Tide Yool. Science Depart-
ment, Martin County High School, Stuart, FL, 1 . 39 p.

Clear concise guide book for exploring a tide pool. Atlantic and Gulf of
Mexico organisms featured, but information transferable.

Vevers, Gwynne. Octo us, Cuttlefish and Squid. Illustrated by Joyce Bee.
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978. 98 p.

Three major groups of cephalopods featured. Identification, physical
traits, habits, habitat, mating, eggs, birth and survival discussed.
Much interesting information provided and fuQ color drawings help hold
interest.

Victor, Joan Berg. Shells are Skeletons. Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New
York, 1977, 33 p,

Mollusks from garden snails to giant oysters, Their life habits and shell
formations explained. Excellent, simple text with detailed drawings.

Villiard, Paul. Shells: llomes in the Sea. Illustrated by Murray Tinkelman.
Addison-Wesley, 1972. 48 p.

Examines mollusks, organizes them by habitat: open ocean, sand,
shallow water, seaweed, rocks. Especially fine pen-and-ink drawings.

Weber, Bernard. I was all Thumbs. Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1975. 48 p.

Fictional account of the release of a lab octopus to the open sea. Story
and art witty and delightful.
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Teacher's Reference:

Abbott, R. Tucker. American Seashells. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., New
York, 1955.

A taxonomic key to 1,500 Pacific and Atlantic species.

Abbott, R. Tucker. How to Know the Marine Shells. The New American
Library, 1961. 222 p.

Half of the book is devoted to logistics of a shell-collecting hobby. The
other half describe shells in detail and pictures them on color plates.

Abbott, R. Tucker. Kin dom of the Seashell. Bonanza Books, Crown
Publishers, Inc., New York, 1972. 256 p.

Comprehensive survey of shells in large photo-book format. Covers
molluscan biology, influence on art, history and medicine as well as shell
fisheries and shell collecting.

Abbott, R. Tucker. Seashells of North America. Golden Press, New York,
1968. 280 p.

Introductory section provides background on mollusks, their biology Hnd
classifications. Major portion of book describes shell species in text and
color drawings. A Golden Field Guide.

Abbott, R. Tucker. S eashells of the World. Illustrated by George and
Marita Sandstrom. Golden ress, N. Y., 1962. 160 p.

Full-color illustrated guide to most common shells. Provides scientific
and common names.

Allen, M.B. Or anisms Res onsible for Toxicit of Alaska Clams. Publication
number R69-3. Institute o Marine Science, Fairbanks, Alaska. 18 p.

Scientific reference on paralytic shellfish poisoning.

Amos, W.H. The Life of the Seashore. McGraw-Hill Book Company, N, Y.,
1966. 231 p.

Stresses ecological relationships, with color photos and line drawings
describing marine life. One of the Our Living WorM of Nature series
developed in cooperation with The World Book Encyclopedia.

Ayres, J. and D. McLachlan. Field book of Pacific Northwest Sea Creatures.
Naturegraph Publishers, Inc., Happy Camp, ali ornia, 979. p.

Explains similiarities and differences between classes and phyla of shal-
low-water sea creatures. Species are pictured in photos and explained
in descriptive text.



Barr, Lou and Nancy. Under Alaskan Seas: A Guide to Shallow Water.
Alaska Northwest Publishing Company, Anchorage, 1983. 208 p.

Specific to Alaska waters, this book is the perfect complement to the Sea
Week curriculum series. Its excellent photos are supplemented by de-
scriptive text that includes species descriptions, ranges and natural
history.

Buchsbarm, R. Animals Without Backbones. University of Chicago Press,
1948.

Clearly written, well � illustrated, elementary college text on invertebrate
animals .

In-depth descriptions of various shore types and their invertebrate
inhabitants. Photographs and line drawings.

Carefoot, T. Pacific Seashores. University of Washington Press, Seattle,
1977. 208 p.

Excellent introduction to intertidal ecology. Easy to read and profusely
illustrated. Includes mariculture, marine pollution and sand dunes.

Carl, G. C. Guide to Marine I.ife of British Columbia. British Columbia
Provincial Museum, Victoria, Canada, 1978.

Includes a variety of in for mation on seashore anirials, includin g bir ds
and fish. Illustrated by line drawings,

Carson, Rachel. The Sea Around Us. Oxford University Press, New York,
1951. 230 p.

Clearly written and informative. Fnjoyable reading. Provides a compre-
hensive look at the sea and environmental problems involving the sea.

Clarb, David. L. Fossils, Paleontnlo and Fvolution. Wm. C. Brown Com-
pany Publ., Dubuque, Iowa, 1968. 130 p.

Synopsis of fossils and evolution. Good drawings of fossil invertebrates.
Easy to read with information transferable to student.

and Other Ce helo ods. Iioliday House,Conklin, Gladys. The Octopus
N. Y., 1977. 63 p.

Physical features, locations and breeding Practices of octopus, squids
and cuttlefish. Interesting details sustain interest. Nautilus and ex-
tinct ammonoids examined. Black-and-white photos clearly illustrate
textual material.
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Calvin, J. and H. Ricketts. Between Pacific Tides. Fourth Edition. Stan-
ford University Press, Stan ord, Cali ornia, 1968. 614 p.



Crowley, Walt. The Seattle A uarium Guide to Life in the Sea. Seattle
Aquarium, Seattle, 1981. 79 p.

Ecological relationships and scientific concepts explained, using color
photos and drawings.

Cutler, I. atherine N . Creative Shel!craft. Illustrated by Guilio Maestro.
I.athrop, Lee and Shepard, New York, 1971. 128 p.

Instructions for making decorative items from shells.

Fenton, C.L. and M.A. The Fossil Book. Doubleday, N.Y., 1958.

Introduction to fossil formation, collection, primary types and geological
time periods.

Flora, C.J. The Sound and the Sea: A Guide to Northwestern Noritic
Invertebrate Zoology. Washington State Dept. of Printing, Olympia,
1977. 474 p.

Species-by-species descr'ptions of seashore animals. Black-and-white
photographs of almost every species make this volume easy to use as a
field guide.

Foster, Nora Rakestraw. A Syno sis of the Marine Prosobranch Gastropod
and Bivalve !I'.ol]usks in Alaskan Waters. Fairbarks, Alaska, Instxtute o
Marine Science, University of Alaska, January 1981, ISBN 0-914500 � 14-7.
479 p.

Research report on the taxonomy and distribution of mollusks in Alaska
seas. Ilelpful charts and tables provide identification and range infor-
riation.

Fraser, James. Nature Adrift. Dufurer Press, 1962.

Standard text on all aspects of plankton biology. Well illustrated and
moderately technical.

Friese, Erich. SIarine Inver tebrates TFII Publications, Inc., 1967.

Beautifully il!ustrated book describing all types of marine invertebrates.

Furlong, I'il. and V. Pill, Edible? Incredible! Pondlife. Naturegraph Publish-
ers, Inc., Happy Camps, Cali orn1a, 1972.

Photographs and text describe pondlife and how to prepare it as food.
I'elpful hints or, where to find species.

IIarbo, Rick bi. Tidepool and Reef Marine Life Guide to Pacific Northwest
Coast. Ilancock, IIouse Pubhshers, Ltd., Vancouver, B... 9 . 55 p.

Tidepool anir>al descriptions. Beautiful color pliotographs.



Herman, Yvonne. Marine Geolo and Oceano ra h of the Arctic Seas.
Springer � Verlas, New York, 1974. 39 p.

Moderately technical survey of northern region of Alaska's coast.

Hoyt, John H. Field Guide to Beaches. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1971.
46 p.

Discusses tides, currents, sand and beach geology. Line drawings.

Johnstone, Kathleen Yerger. Sea Treasure: A Guide to Shell Collectin
Illustrated by Rudolf Freund and Rene Martin. Houghton Mif m Co.,
Boston, 1957. 242 p.

Ilistory of shells and mollusk biology for amateurs.

Lane, Frank W. The Kin dom of the Octopus. Sheridan House, New York,
1957.

Excellent reference in appealing format.

List, Ilka Katherine. Questions and Answers About Seashore Life. Four
Winds Press, N.Y., 19 0. 123 p.

Answers to questions about common marine invertebrates, illustrated with
attractive woodcuts.

Mac Ginitie, G. E. and N . MacGinitie. Natural His tor of Marine Animals.
McGraw-Hill, 1949.

Engagingly written college text on West Coast invertebrates and their
ecology. Full of interesting facts.

Encapsulation of life through geologic time including a section on pat-
terns of life in the sea and fossil formation.

Morris, Percy A. A Field Guide to Shells. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston,
1966. 297 p.

Identification of mollusks of the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and Hawaii.

Pelusi and Pelusi. The Book of Shellcraft Instruction. Great Outdoors
Publishing Co., 1959.

Art of shellcraft guide.

Pope, P.E. Shell Craft Animals. Great Outdoors Publishing Co., 1975.

Quick projects for beginners.
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McAlester, A. Lee. The Hi
Cliffs, NJ, 1968. 168 p.

of Life. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood



Rice, T. Marine Shells of the Pacific Coast. ERCO, Inc., Tacoma, Washing-
ton, 973. 102 p.

Brief shell descriptions, color photographs.

Robinson, Gayle. Beach Animals. Erco, Inc., P. O. Box 91648, Tacoma,
Washington 98491, 1974. 27 p.

Elandy pocket picture book of Pacific Northwest marine invertebrates,
written especially for elementary school teachers.

Sabelli, Bruno. Simon and Schuster's Guide to Shells. A Fireside Book,
Simon arid Schuster, NY, 1979. 512 p.

Color photographs and. distributional maps of shells and mollusks from
around the world. FieM guide format.

Selsam, Millicent E. Underwater Zoos. Illustrated by Kathleen Elgin. William
Morrow a Co., 1961. 96 p.

Appropriate animals, plants and water conditions for building and main-
taining fresh and saltwater aquariums. Simple drawings.

Simon, Ililda. Snails of Land and Sca. The V anguard Press, New York,
1976. 133 p.

Factual information on snails, including tropical species. Appropriate
material for use in Alaska.

Smith, D. I . A Guide to Marine Coastal Plankton and Marine Invertebrate
Larvae. Kendall Hunt Publishing Co., Dubuque, Iowa, 1977. 161 p.

Straightforward, useful key to planktosi, with good drawings. Nontech-
nical.

Smith, I . S. Livin Shores of the Pacific Northwest. Pacific Search Press,
Seattle, 1976. 149 p.

Description of marine shore habitats and their inhabitants. Illustrated
with color and black-and-white photographs. Includes a simple picture
key and tables showing intertidal distribution of the different species.

Snively, Gloria. Ex lorin the Seashore in British Columbia, Washin 'ton and
Ore on: A Guide to Shorebirds and Intertsdal Plants and Ammals. The

Writzng Works, Inc., Mercer Island, WA, 1978. 240 p.

Describes a variety of seashore organisms with understanding. Organiz-
ed by habitat. Illustrated with line drawings and color photographs.

Stix, Hugh and Marguerite and R. Abbott Tucker. The Shell: Five Hundred
Million Years of Ins ired Desi . Harry N. Abrams, New York, 1968.

Color photographs of all types of seashells.
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Texas A 8 M University Sea Grant College Program. Fair Tales of the Sea.
College Station, Texas, 1981.

These Eskimo, Indian, African, Asian and European stories illustrate
mythical perceptions of the sea. A separate teacher's guide suggests
activities for incorporating the tales into the classroom.

Travers, L.A. The Romance of Shells in Nature and Art. M. Barrows, New
York, 1962,

Nonscientific aspects of shells. Good inspiration for arts, social studies
or language i~rts lessons.

5 hite, J. S. Seashells of the Pacific Northwest. Binford LI Mort, 2536 SE
Eleventh, Portion d, Oregon 97202, 1976. 127 p.

Good color photos of empty shells, Some biological information.

Zim, llerbert S. and Lester Ingle. Seashores. Golden Press, Ncw York,
1955 160 p

A Golden Pocket guide. A handbook for exploring the ecology of any
shore. Cla sification charts and color illustrations aid in identification.
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INSECTS

Children's I iterature:

Bartlett, Mar garet Fairington. The Clean Brook. Crowell, New York, 1960.
33 p.

A Let's IIead and Find Out Science Book about a stream and how it
cleans water.

Carrick, Carol and DonaM. The Brook. Illustrated by DonaM Carrick.
MacMillan, N. Y., 1967. n. page.

A minimum number of words tell how streams and brooks begin.

Carrick, Donald and Carol. The Pond. The MacMillan Co., 1970. 33 p.

Beautiful water colors portray pondlife in oriental style silkscreens.
Brief, poetic text.

Faber, Norma. Small Wonders. Illustrated by Kazue Mizumura.
McCann 0  lcrghegan, New York, 1979. 31 p.

Coward,

Poems celebrating small things. Beautiful imagery. Includes freshwater
and saltwater topics.

Garl, Albro T. Picture Book of Insects. Lathrop, Lee and Shepard Co.,
N. Y., 1943. 38 p.

What an insect i, and how to identify different kinds. Black-"nd-white
photographs with pages of information.

I>amberger, 'ohn. Birth nf a Pond. Longman Canada Ltd., Toronoto, 1975.
23 p.

Life cycles vi pond organisms after pond is constructed. Vigil-explained,
supported by clear illustrations.

Lubell, V'inifred and C ecil. Exploring a B: ook: Life in Eurnin Water.
Parer ts Plagazine Press, 1975.

Descriptions and explanations of plant wiid animal life found in and
«round a brook, Penci' sketches.

Poetic description of life cycles, food cl~ain, night life of pond «s 'iewed
by a dragonfly.
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I"icClung, I'obert M. Green Darner: The Story of a D: a onfly. Illustrateci
by Carol I.erner. William Morrow, New York, 1980.



Pfadt, Robert. Animals Without Backbones. Illustrated by Dot Barlowe.
Follett Publ. o., 1967. 32 p.

Explains biological scheme of invertebrate phyla. Explanations simple
with some biological vocabulary. Color illustrations simple.

Tresselt, Alvin. The Beaver Pond. Illustration by Roger Duvuision.
Lathrop, Lee a Shepard, N. Y., 1970. 32 p.

Simple, poetic description follows construction of beaver pond and inter-
dependence of animals.

Tresselt, Alvin. Rain, Dro, S lash. Illustrated by Leonard Weisgard.
Lathrop, Lee and Shepard Co., N.Y., 1976. 26 p.

Picture-story book following the journey of a rain drop to the sea.

Hayes Books, 8141 East 44thUsborne First Nature Books.

St., Tulsa, OK 74145.

Beautifully illustrated introduction to insects and other invertebrates.
Well organized and clearly explained.

Short, clearly written descriptions of specific insects. Illustrated key to
groups of insects.

Teacher's Reference:

Amos, W.H. The Life of the Pond. McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York,
1967.

Stresses ecological relationships with many color photos and line draw-
ings. One of the Our Living World of Nature series developed in coop-
eration with the World Book Encyclopedia.

Andrews, William A. ed. A Guide to the Stud of Freshwater Ecolo
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood h s, N.J., 1972. 182 p.

Excellent discussion of basic ecological principles, augmented by chapters
on fieM, laboratory studies and case studies.

The Audubon Nature Enc clo edia, Vol. 8. "Ponds." Curtis Publishing Co.,
N. Y., 5. pp. 155-15 3.

Overview of ponds. Describes the living community patterns. Clear,
brief definitions and explanations,

British Museum of Natural History. Nature at Work. British Museum,
I ondon, 1978. 84 p.
Exquisitely illustrated book explaining ecological concepts and habitats.
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Zim, Herbert S. Insects: A Guide to Familiar Anerican !nsects. Golden
Press, N.Y., 1964. 160 p.



Buchsbarm, R. Animals Without Backbones. University of Chicago Press,
1948.

Clearly written, well-illustrated, elementary college text on invertebrate
animals.

Buck, Margarent Waring. Pets from the Pond. Abingdon Press, 1958. 72 p.

Extensive explanations of how to obtain and care for flora and fauna in
the classroom. Thorough descriptions of distinguishing characteristics of
different organisms.

Cooper, Elizabeth I'. Science on the Shore and Banks. Harcourt, Brace a
World, Inc., 1960. 187 p.

Useful guide for observing, gathering and studying a variety of plants
and animals in shallow, fresh and salt waters.

Dobrin, Arnold. Marshes and Marsh Life. Coward-51cCann, 1969. 48 p.

Abundant life forms and ecology of a salt marsh are clearly and interest-
ingly described.

Furlong, M. and V. Pill. Edible? Incredible 1 Pondlife. Naturegraph Publish-
ers, Inc., Happy Camps, Cali orma, 197

Photographs and text describe pondlife and how to prepare it as food.
Ilelpful hints on where to find species.

Graham, Ada. Foxtails, Ferns and Fish scales: A Handbook of Art and
Nature Projects. Illustrated by Dorothea Stoke. Four Winds Press, New

Botanical information provided with suggestions for decorative crafts
made from natural materials. Includes sand painting, driftwood mobiles,
and leaf and fish prints.

Hausman, Leon A. Be 'nners' Guide to Fresh-Water Life. G.P. Putnam's
Sons, 1950. 128 p.

A handy field guide for collecting freshwater specimens. Brief descript-
ions accompany black-and-white line drawings.

Headstrom, Richard. Adventures with Freshwater Animals. Illustrated by
the author. Dover Pubhcations, Inc., New York, 1964. 217 p.

An adult helps a child on 47 adventures to nearby ponds and streams.
Written for the Lower 48, but includes many animals also found in
Alaska.
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Humphreys, Donald W. What's That Little Thin in the Water? Xerox Pub-
lications, P.O. Box 2639, Columbus, Oll, 43216, 1977. 62 p.

Key covers mostly freshwater plankton. Also includes making plankton
nets, slide preparation, and using dichotomous keys.

Klots, E.B. A New Field Book of Freshwater Life. G. P. Putnam 8 Sons,
1966.

Excellent descriptions and line drawings of a wide variety of wetland
plants and animals. Stresses invertebrates.

Lehmkuhl, Dennis. How to Know the A uatic Insects. Dubuque, Iowa, Wm.
C. Brown Co. Publishers, 979. 168 p.

Somewhat technical. Part of Pictured Key Nature Series. Includes keys
to orders and families of insects. Introductory sections on taxonomy,
collecting and insects as indicators of pollution.

McCaf ferty, W. Patrick.
Inc., Boston, 1981.

Science Books International,A uatic Entomolo

448 p.

A great deal of taxonomic and ecological information presented from point
of view of fly fisher. Beautiful color plates of insect adults and imma-
tures.

The standard freshwater invertebrate text. Extensive, detailed keys of
all classes of freshwater invertebrates. 51uch usefu! information on
insect life cycles, habits, collecting and preserving. Line drawings.

Reid, G.K. Pondlife. Golden Press, New York, 1967. 160 p.

The best simplified guide to life in and around ponds and streams.
Packed with color drawings. One of the pocket Golden Nature Guide
series.

Reid, G K. and R D. Wood, Ecolo of Inland Waters and Estuaries. D.
Van Nostrand, 1976.

Introduction to major principles of aquatic ecology.

Sisson, Edith A. Nature With Children of All A es. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood CIif s, New Jersey 07632, 1982. 195 p.

Teaching tips and activities on plants, seeds, trees, invertebrates, fish,
amphibians, birds and mammals. Overall guidelines for taking cInldren
into the out-of-doors as well as step-by-step plans on specific topics.
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Pennak, Robert W. Fresh-water Invertebrates of the United States. The
Ronald Press Co., New York, 1953. 769 p.



Snow, John O. Secrets of Ponds and Lakes. Guy Garrett Pub1ishing Co.,
Portland, Maine, 1982. 94 p.

Interesting facts and stories written for the East Coast but also applica-
ble to Alaska. Author an avid naturalist and high school biology
teacher. Illustrated with line drawings and black-and-white photo-
graphs.
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j.-A

Name:

Mollusks

A mollusk is an animal that; moves on a big foot.
Usually the body is protected. by a hard shell.
These are mollusks.







2-A

Name:

Bivalve vocabulary

A bivalve is an animal that lives inside a shell.

The shell bas two parts. The parts are called valves .

Adductor Muscle This muscle opens and closes
the shells.

These look like threads. They
fasten a bivalve to

other things.

This part helps the

move and dig.



Name:

Bivalve vocabulary

These stick out fr

sides of the shell
together to join th
shells.

Neck This part of the bivalve sticks
out and has the sipho

»Pho» These are soft tubes
bivalve uses to take i

out @rater.

This is one part of a bivalve
shell.

Hinge Ligament This ligament helps the
hinge teeth hold the thoro
shells together.





2-C

Name Sivalves have no head

intestines

Color the stomach and intestines blue.
Color the heart red.

Color the siphons green.
Color the foot and mantle yellow.
Put a black X on the adductor muscles.

Color the gills orange.



3-D

Name:

Bivalve Parts

Make a line from the word to its picture.

j.. valve

2. hinge teeth

B. hinge ligament

4. adductor muscle

5. siphon

6. neck

V. foot

8. byssus



Name:

Clams

Clams live in the sand or mud. They can dig deep
with a strong foot.

foot

Row d.o bivalves eat?

Bivalves use a long siphon that is like two straws
to get their food. Tiny plants and animals that live in
the water are a clam's food.

Water carrving these plants and animals is sucked
into one part of the siphon.

Then the bivalves collect the plants and animals and
push the water out the other part of the siphon.

razor cl am



Scallops

A scallop swims by clapping its two valves together.

A scallop has wings or ears.

It has many tiny blue eyes and tentacles.



Name:

Cockles

Cockles are heart shaped when viewed from the side.
Cockles use their foot to dig into the sand.

Foot

Thev can also use their foot to flip over and over to
get away from sea stars.
Some sea stars like to eat cockles.



2-H

Name:

Umbo

The umbo is the oldest part of the shell.
Growth lines are very easy to see on a cockle.

umbo

When you look at an umbo, you will see what looks
like a little cockle



8-I

Name: Mussel Pood.
Blue mussels live on the beach.

They are bivalves.

Mussels use their si hons to strain

plants and animals from the water.
These plants and ' l
are the mussel's



Name:

WHO AM I?

I dwell in a shell,
But I'm not a clam.

My name sounds like I'm strong.
Can you guess who I am?

Clues: I live on. rocks.

I am a bivalve.

I am blue and black.

My name starts with "M".

Iama

Draw me:



Name:

Aperture This is the opening in the
univalve shell.

erculum This is the hard round

plate that seals the shell
opening of the univalve.

This is a long ribbon that
has many hooks. A
univalve may use it to
serape tiny plants off
rocks. Some univalves use
the radula to drill holes
into other animals' shells.

Spire This is the top of the
univalve shell.

Univalve Vocabulary

A univalve is a mollusk. It has one shell.



3-3

Name:

Whelk

 Nucella lamellosa!

This whelk is a snail with

a long scientific name.

Nucella lamellosa.
 noo-cell-a lam-el-o-sa!
Can you say this name?

This snail lives on beaches

in Alaska.

Each individual snail called
Nucella lamellosa looks a
little different from all other

Some may be all one color.
have bands of white or purpl

Color the Mucella lamellosa on this page to look like
the ones on the beach.



3-C
Name:

Moon Snail

 Natica clausa!

operculum

A moon snail has a hard "door". This door is called an

operculum.
The operculum is pulled into the shell opening to shut
the moon snail in its shell.

A moon snail lays its eggs in a sand collar.
If you are lucky, you may find a sand collar on the beach.
Leave the sand collar on the beach. Then the eggs >rill
hatch.



3-D

Name:

 Fusitron oregonensis!

The live hairy triton is covered with a layer of brown
bristles called a periostracum. The shell under

urn is pink

d very easy
to break.

The triton lays eggs in egg cases on rocks.
The cases are almost clear and are shaped like kernels
of corn.



Name:

Limpet

A limpet is a special kind of univalve.

Limpet shells look like pointed caps.

Limpets live on rocks or other hard objects. They eat
algae or sea weed. They scrape the sea weed. off rocks
with their rad.ula.





4-A

Name:

Chiton

A chiton is a mollusk that can curve over a rock.
It can bold on very tightly.

It

to

giv
SP

of

On

has

by

This cbiton is used. for food. too.



Name:

Octopus

An octopus swims by "jet propulsion". It can squirt
black ink to confuse an enemy and change color in
an instant.

The octopus lives in holes or cracks.
It is an intelligent animal.
Color these octopi to match their locations.



Name:

A squid has eight arms and two "tentacles". It eats
small fish and shrimps. A squid can change its
color and can swim by "jet propulsion".





Ounce of Prevention Game

Directions

1. Move markers along trails according to the number of footprints on one
die.

2. Shuffle cards before the game begins, and place them on the 1-Ounce
box.

3. Game continues along choice of trails, collecting special treasures and
escaping from hazards.

4. Special treasures are in circles on trails. Player collects them by
landing on circle.

5. Escape from hazards by drawing one card per turn until the needed
card is drawn.

6. Game ends when one player collects all 10 treasures.

?. No two markers can occupythe same treasure at one time. However, as
many as are trapped can remain in one hazard.

8. Mark Treasure Tally cards with washable pen or crayon as each is
"collected."

Game Preparation
1, To prepare this game, tape two sheets of the game board together and

laminate or cover with contact paper.

2. Make six copies of the cards. Glue to cardboard, then laminate or
cover with contact paper. Cut out the "Ounce of Prevention" cards.

3. Use pebbles, driftwood, fish vertebrae, sand-frosted beach glass for
game markers.

4. Copy enough Treasure Tally cards for each player. Laminate or cover
with contact paper.

5. Use one die for the game.



6-A



ter>peroture rlropped. 'sou "Ip up
your jac]:et, but are losing your
bothy heat through your heaps].



6-A

You remembered
to wear your
PFD.

You collected clams

on a beach Oh

for PSP.

You positively identified
the plant before you
ate it.

You were attentive to

your teachers return
signal.

You wore a wool hat

or scarf.

You didn't step on
living animals.

You remembered to

bring your raincoat.

You are we~rang

insect repellent.

You are with your
"buddy" and did not
wander off by yourself.

You remembered to put
all your belongings
above the high tide
line.

You have on

your rubber
boots.

Ounce of Prevention

CarCs



Name:

Treasure Tally
Cards



6-B CUT Llii!E
C3

C!



CUT lINE



CUT LINE



I
I

CUT LINE



LU

C!

I
CUT LINE

UJ

C'

I
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ctjT LINE

LU



Name:



7-B

Name:

Similarities an6 Differences

List similarities and differences.

DifferencesSimilarities





8-A

Name:

Insect Parts

Adult insects have three sections of the~r body, h
th , and ab . Attached to the thorax

are turbo or four vr and six legs.

Fill in the blanks with name of insect body parts,



8-B

Name:

Gradual metamorphosis of a stonefly.

larva

egC

pupa

Complete metamorphosis of a midge.



8-C

Name:

Fill in adult, larva, pupa

The midge larva can be found on the
ponds and streams.

Adult midges have wings, just like all true flies.



8-D

Name:

Metamor hosis S mares

Cut and rearrange to show life

cycle of stonefly and mosquito.

Grad.ual Metamorphosis

Complete Metamorphosis



8-Z

Name:

Fill in female, larva, adult, pupa male, tail.

mosquitoes suck blood.

mosquitoes suck plant jucies.

Mosquito larvae breathe through a tube
near their

Mult

The adult



Name: n7mph
s on abdomen

Mayflies often live only one
Usually a large svrarm of adults emerge from She
vrater at once.

After laying eggs, they die on. the surface.
Both adults and. nymphs are important food for other
insects and fish. Mayflies eat plants.



IVame:

8-G

adult larva



8-H

Name: Peed.acious Divin Beetle

color the beetle

dark broom or black

Predacious diving beetles chase and eat tadpoles,
insects and even small fish.

Beetles are eaten by frogs,

fish and birds.



Name:
8-I



8-J

Name: Fill in the blanks with adult, nymph, end mosquito.

no tail

dragonfly nymph

with lower mouth opening to catch prey.

Dragoa. flies and. Damsel flies ea



Name:



8-L

Name:

~ r
r open water

surface

The pond is the insects
In this picture the damselfly nymph is on the
The water strider is on the water

The diving beetle is in the
The adult lives out of the water.
The dragonfly nymph is on the



Name:

Caddis flv larvae scrape food off rocks,
eat dead leaves and collect plankton for food.

Label cases, adult, larva.



Help the Voter boa,tman get to the surface.



9-A

Name:

CUT LINE

LU

Water boatman

How many seen?
Few

Some

Many

Where seen'?

Cad.d.is fly larva

How many seen'?
Few

Some

Many

Where seen?

C3

C3

I

Field Trip Book

Water stri

How many seen?
Few

Some

Many

Where seen?

Midge larva

How many seen?
Few

Some

Many

Where seen.'?



9-A
I
I

Stonefly nymph
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

How many seen?
Few

Some

Many

How many seen'?
Few

Some

Many

Where seen?Where seen?

CUT LINE

Predacious diving beetle

I I I I I I I I
a

How many seen?
Few

Some

Many

How many seen?
Few

Some

Many

Where seen? Where seen?

Mayfly nymph

Mosquito larva



Where seen?Where seen?

C3

Where seen?Where seen?

Dragonfly

How many seen?
Few

Some

Many

Damselfly nymph

How many seen'?
lew

Some

Many

Dragonfly nymph

How many seen?
Few

Some

Many

I
I

CU1 LINE
t

Damselfly

I I
I I

How many seen?
Few

Some

Many





10-A Page 2

Organisms in their Habitat
Color these organisms and place in their habitat on page I,.





Na,me:

Bivalve Nord Search

C 0 M M U S S E L I L N 0 X U E S V

E X N I E V B L J U G I Q E V H T W

N 0 U C Z P 0 Y A S B M G Q L I T A

U J F R A N U T S T J 0 U A F N S N

M 0 H 0 K I M V C S G D Y J M G R P

B Z I S U C B I A P U N B N H E Z L

0 N U C F A I 0 L J T S I P H A N Y

S T M 0 Z E V K L X C U F D 0 M U T

F I Y P B V A I 0 R A A N W H K B 0

U F N I K Z L 0 P G T E Y W N U Y N

Z W 0 C R S V Q Z C 0 C K L E N I J

0 V N 0 U A E W D N A I N Y C Q U B

T I S N T E E T H M X U C 0 K C L E

Words to f ind:

mJ.croscopj.c

mussel

neck

scallop
siphon
teeth

bivalve

byssus
cockle

foot

hinge
ligament

Reading forward, backward, up, down or diagonally,  but always
in a straight line and not skipping any letters!, you can find
the names of 13 bivalves in the diagram below. To help, the
names are given below. Circle the name of the bivalve in the
puzzle when found, and check its name off the list.















Name:

Mollusk Matching

1. mussels

2. clam

3. scallop

4. cockle

5. whelk

6. limpet

V. abalone

8. rock oyster

9. chiton

10. octopus

11. squid



lO- J

Name:

Shell Treasure Hun

List 3 d.ifferent kind.s of bivalves.

List 2 univalves.

On the back of the paper trace the largest clam you can
find.

On the back of the paper trace the smallest clam you can
find.

What kind of shell has a round hole drilled. in it?

Who mad.e the hole?

Find a rough shell.
Find a smooth shell.

Find. something old.
Find something new.
Write down the name of your favorite shell.

Which shell looks happy'?



1. the hard coverings of a sea animal
3. a large bod.y of salt water
5. snail with one valve to its shell
6. a univalve shell shaped like a Chinaman's hat
9. a kind. of clam that has a bluish black shell

Down

l. a plant that grows in the ocean
2. tiny loose grains of crushed rock and shells
4. a mollusk with 2 matching shells and a hinge
7. an animal that has no backbone and has a shell to
protect its soft body



10-L

Sea Week Pmzz1e

Directions:

VTrite the numbers 1-26 in a long line. VTrite the
letters of the alphabet under the numbers.

1=A 2=B etc.

b C

The groups of numbers below make words.

Place the right letter under each number.
VThat is the message?

19, 8, 5 19,5,119, 5, 18, 12, 19

19, 8, 5, 12, 12, 19 2, 25 20, 8, 5

19,5,1 19, 8, 15, 18, 5

Make your own message here. Give it to a friend.




